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Abstract
The transition from fossil fuel-based to weather-dependent renewable energy-based generation
introduces challenges for the reliable operation of power system. The uncertainty and variability of
renewable energy generation requires system operators to procure additional operational flexibility.
At the same time, increased interactions between heat and electricity systems due to the increasing
number of flexible units at the interface provide new opportunities for system operators to unlock
flexibility from the heat system. In this context, the objective of this thesis is to improve the
coordination of heat and electricity systems in the presence of uncertain renewable energy sources.

In the current operational framework, both systems operate sequentially and independently. This
framework prevents harvesting the untapped flexibility from the operational synergies between
heat and electricity. Coordination of heat and electricity systems aims to enhance the overall
system’s operational efficiency by introducing new mechanisms and tools yet preserving the
current operational framework. The improved coordination leads to an increase in the overall
social welfare or utilization of the available renewable energy generation. This thesis introduces
new concepts and mathematical models for heat and electricity system coordination to unlock the
potential cross-sectoral flexibility by applying uncertainty-aware optimization.

Co-optimization model of heat and electricity systems is introduced and results in an extreme
coordination approach that provides the most efficient operation of the systems. This approach
is not practical for implementation but helpful in studying the effect of uncertainty propagation
among energy systems. Combined heat and power units are located at the interface of the energy
systems. In the model, they are used as a valve to control the uncertainty propagation from
the electricity to the heat side by whether re-dispatching heat production or not. Affine control
policies and chance-constrained programming are proposed to model the uncertainty propagation
and response of flexible units and the heating network to renewable energy uncertainty. The
proposed approach illustrates how to access the district heating system flexibility by modeling and
controlling the uncertainty propagation in the coupled system.

Moving from an ideal towards pragmatic coordination, soft-coordination approaches respect
the current sequential operation of energy systems. In particular, market-based coordination is
proposed based on self-scheduling combined heat and power units. This mechanism aims to
improve the efficiency of the overall system utilizing current physical and economic interactions
between heat and electricity systems. Combined heat and power units, possessing accurate
information about heat and electricity market prices, increases the flow of information between
heat and electricity markets. The improved coordination is quantified in terms of reduced cost of
heat and electricity production and increased renewable production utilization.

From agents’ perspective, combined heat and power producers face the uncertainty of electricity
prices defined by the market-clearing outcome. The uncertainty could prevent the producers from
participating in the electricity market since potential losses could be incurred. The increasing

xiii



xiv ABSTRACT

amount of historical data of market prices makes it possible to employ efficient data-driven
optimization approaches to model the market participation strategy. To address the market price
uncertainty, data-driven uncertainty- and heat network-aware market participation strategy for
combined heat and power producers is proposed. An accurate representation of the heat transmis-
sion dynamics is modelled to unlock the energy storage potential of the heating network. Convex
relaxations and linearization of the heat system network model is introduced to achieve tractability
in the optimization problem. The model reveals the benefit of accurate uncertainty representation
and the value of the heating network flexibility in improved out-of-sample performance.



Resumé
Overgangen fra fossilt brændstof-baseret til vejrafhængig vedvarende energi-baseret produktion
introducerer udfordringer for den operationelle drift af elsystemet. Usikkerheden og variationen i
produktionen af vedvarende energi kræver, at systemoperatører fremskaffer yderligere operationel
fleksibilitet. Samtidig giver øgede interaktioner mellem varme- og elsystemer pga. det stigende
antal af fleksible enheder ved grænsefladen nye muligheder for systemoperatører for at udnytte
fleksibiliteten fra varmesystemet. I den kontekst er formålet med denne afhandling at forbedre
koordinering af varme- og elsystemer ved tilstedværelse af usikre vedvarende energikilder.

I dag fungerer begge systemer sekventielt og uafhængigt. Dette forhindrer at høste den uudnyttede
fleksibilitet fra de operationelle synergier mellem varme og elektricitet. Koordinering af varme-
og elsystemer har til formål at øge det overordnede systems effektivitet ved at indføre nye
mekanismer og værktøjer, men samtidig bevare den nuværende operation af markederne. Den
forbedrede koordinering fører til en stigning i den samlede sociale velfærd eller udnyttelse af
den tilgængelige vedvarende energiproduktion. Denne afhandling introducerer nye koncepter
og matematiske modeller for varme- og elsystemkoordinering for at udnytte den potentielle
tværsektorielle fleksibilitet ved at anvende usikkerhedsbevidst optimering.

En optimeringsmodel af varme- og elsystemer introduceres og resulterer i en ekstrem koordinering,
der giver den mest effektive drift af systemerne. Denne metode er ikke praktisk til imple-
mentering, men nyttig til at studere effekten af propageret usikkerhed blandt energisystemer.
Kraftvarmeværker er placeret i grænsefladen mellem energisystemerne. I modellen bruges de som
en ventil til at styre propageret usikkerhed fra el- til varmesystemet ved at ændre på varmeproduk-
tionen. Affin kontrol og chance-constrained programmering foreslås for at modellere propageret
usikkerhed og reaktionen af fleksible enheder og varmenettet på usikkerhed om vedvarende energi.
Den foreslåede metode illustrerer, hvordan man får adgang til fjernvarmesystemets fleksibilitet
ved at modellere og kontrollere propageret usikkerhed i det koblede energisystem.

For at gå fra en ideal til pragmatisk koordinering foreslås bløde koordineringsmetoder, der
respekterer den nuværende sekventielle drift af energisystemer. Markedsbaseret koordinering
baseret på selvplanlæggende kraftvarmeværker foreslås. Denne mekanisme har til formål at
forbedre effektiviteten af det overordnede system ved at udnytte nuværende fysiske og økonomiske
interaktioner mellem varme- og elsystemer. Kraftvarmeværker, der har nøjagtige oplysninger
om varme- og elmarkedspriser, øger informationsstrømmen mellem varme- og elmarkederne.
Den forbedrede koordinering er kvantificeret i form af reducerede omkostninger til varme- og
elproduktion og øget vedvarende produktionsudnyttelse.

Fra aktørenes perspektiv står kraftvarmeproducenter over for den usikkerhed om elpriserne,
der er defineret af markedsclearing-resultatet. Usikkerheden kan forhindre producenterne i at
deltage i elmarkedet, da der kan opstå potentielle tab. Den stigende mængde af historiske data om
markedspriser gør det muligt at anvende effektive datadrevne optimeringsmetoder til at modellere
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markedsdeltagelsesstrategien. For at imødegå markedsprisusikkerheden foreslås en datadrevet
usikkerheds- og varmenetværksbevidst markedsdeltagelsesstrategi for kraftvarmeproducenter. En
nøjagtig repræsentation af varmetransmissionsdynamikken er modelleret for at udnytte energila-
gringspotentialet i varmenettet. Konvekse lempelser og linearisering af varmeoverførselmodellen
introduceres for at opnå håndterbarhed i optimeringsproblemet. Modellen afslører fordelen ved
nøjagtig usikkerhedsrepræsentation og værdien af varmenetværkets fleksibilitet i forbedrede
out-of-sample tests.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

1.1 Overall background and motivation
Previously, electrical power systems were owned, operated, and dispatched by one central entity
to meet the daily demand. To improve overall efficiency and fairly allocate resources, deregulation
and liberalization of energy markets have been implemented in many countries [6, 7]. Moreover,
the energy sector is currently transitioning from fossil fuel-based to renewable energy systems
worldwide. This transition to sustainable energy sources is a key factor in reducing the level of
climate change but increasing deployment of renewable energy sources also challenges the way
energy systems are traditionally operated and dispatched. In such a transition, challenges of
integrating renewables into electrical power system arise due to their uncertain and variable nature.
System operators must ensure enough flexibility to balance intermittent renewable generation. In
other words, the need for flexibility is greater than before and new flexibility measures are needed
[8, 9]. As such, current energy market design has to evolve in order to provide sufficient incentives
to flexible resources to participate in supply-demand balancing.

Energy systems dispatch and market clearing are social welfare maximization problems where
mathematical optimization and operations research theory are key planning tools. Ideally,
when accommodating renewable energy supply, system and market operators need to solve a
mathematical optimization problem with uncertain parameters and procure additional sources of
flexibility to balance variable and uncertain generation [10]. Current design of electricity markets
disregards uncertainty representation in the market-clearing problem.

Coupling different energy sectors is an attractive source of the needed flexibility since it does not
require additional investments in the infrastructure but effective coordination among energy systems
[11, 12]. Existing physical interactions among electricity, heat, natural gas and transport systems
happen in everyday life but are not coordinated. Due to linking units, the stochastic and variable
power production of renewables impacts not only electricity but also other energy sectors. Thus, an
effect of uncertainty propagation from the electricity to the other energy systems can be seen. In the
future, the number of linking units will increase, and, hence the effect of uncertainty propagation
will have a much larger impact. Coming to this critical realization is one of the motivations behind
this thesis. Exploiting flexibility options from other energy sectors requires new modeling and
operational tools to ensure efficient, reliable, and cost-effective operation of the systems. This thesis
addresses challenges arising from developing such models and decision-making tools owning
to uncertainty of renewable energy generation. In particular, this thesis focuses on the heat and
electricity system coordination. Generally, coordination is understood as the process of organizing
elements of the complex system to work together in an efficient way. In the energy context,
coordination among energy sectors is seen as any tool or mechanism that maintains the current
operational framework but increases the social welfare.

The wide usage of district heating systems and power-to-heat technologies is essential for reaching
100% renewable-based energy systems [13–15]. Several aspects of heating sector flexibility are
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beneficial for the heat and electricity system coordination. First, Combined Heat & Power (CHPs)
producing both heat and electricity could reach up to 90% efficiency in fuel utilization [16].
Extraction CHPs are of particular interest due to the higher flexibility when operating in heat-
driven mode [17]. Second, power-to-heat technologies and electrification of the district heating
sector are effective decarbonization options [18]. Moreover, electrical heat devices can adjust their
electricity consumption and adapt to renewable energy generation to utilize surplus electricity [19].
As such, Heat Pumps (HPs) are likely to play a critical role in future zero-emission scenarios [20].
This aligns with the overall trend for the future renewable-based energy systems where flexible
demand is balancing renewable energy production. Third, the intermittent nature of renewables
increases the need for electric energy storage. However, the high capacity battery technology
is not mature yet and electric energy storage in batteries may be a costly solution [21]. On the
contrary, storing thermal power is a simple technology and a heat storage tank is installed at almost
every CHP and heat production unit. In this way, CHPs can shift their heat production and use
heat storage when they need to change their electricity supply. Additionally, heat propagation
dynamics in the district heating network pipes can be utilized as ready-to-use network storage
without investing in additional infrastructure [22, 23].

1.2 Research questions

Flexible units such as CHPs and HPs create strong interconnections between the heat and electricity
system. However, difficulties of procuring flexibility from district heating flexible units emerge
due to growing renewable generation [24], lack of optimal sectoral interactions [25] and uncertain
electricity prices [26]. Acknowledging the difficulties of unlocking district heating system flexibility,
this thesis aims to provide modern decision-making tools and coordination mechanisms for the heat
and electricity system operators, considering different uncertainties, using advanced uncertainty
modeling techniques, and introducing new market policies. Research directions of this thesis are
split into three parts and formulated as three main research questions as follows.

I. How to model the renewable energy uncertainty propagation from the electricity to the district
heating system?

Authors in [27–31] investigated the uncertain renewable production in integrated electricity and
heat systems emphasizing the need for further investigation of this research direction. In order to
coordinate the short-term operation of the heat and electricity system, an operational problem
that accurately models interactions between sectors needs to be formulated. The model has to
include operational and techno-economic characteristics of both systems as well as physical flow
of energy. Furthermore, the uncertainty from renewable energy sources needs to be analytically
incorporated into the decision-making tool. This necessity brings about optimization under
uncertainty techniques to be implemented [32]. Uncertainty-aware co-optimization of the heat
and electricity system has various aspects to investigate. First, a decision-maker, i.e., a system
operator, has to be prepared in advance and decide on the generation units dispatch in the heat
and electricity system when the renewable power generation is unknown. Second, if decisions are
not accurate enough, what actions the system operator has to take, and what the role of the district
heating system in these actions is, when the true generation is realized. Third, co-optimizing
both systems can unlock additional flexibility but comes at a cost of uncertainty propagation from
the electricity to the heat side through the linking units. The system operator has to understand
how the uncertainty propagates to the heat side and have a tool to control it. Flexible linking
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units, particularly CHPs, can be seen as the tools for whether or not the system operator allows
uncertainty propagation. Therefore, how the district heating system should react to imbalances
and to what extent uncertainty propagation affects district heating system operation should be
investigated. Addressing this research direction provides the uncertainty-aware ideal benchmark
for heat and electricity system coordination. Co-optimization can be seen as an extreme case of
coordination where a single system operator schedules both systems simultaneously and possesses
all needed data. This setup, however, is not aligned with the current heat and electricity system
operation and therefore is not a practical solution. This incompatibility leads us to the following
research question.

II. How can CHPs increase coordination between the heat and electricity system according to
current market practices?

In the combined operation, heat dispatch comes before electricity, and heat demand determines
the output of CHPs. This operational setup has disadvantages that prevent integrating a large
amount of renewable energy into electrical power systems [25, 33]. Perfect coordination with
co-optimization of both systems in [22, 23, 25, 34] yields the ideal operational benchmark, which is
most efficient but is not implementable for system operators in the current regulation. To quantify
inefficiencies of the current heat-driven market operation economically and in terms of facilitating
renewable energy integration, the current heat and electricity system operational framework must
be modeled and compared with the ideal benchmark. Identifying the drawbacks of the heat-driven
operation brings us to designing new practical coordination mechanisms for heat and electricity
sectors. In contrast to one integrated energy system, soft coordination approaches respect the current
market and system regulations. The concept of soft-coordination mechanisms was first introduced
in [35] and defined as mechanisms aiming at increasing coordination among energy systems while
respecting their current sequential and independent operation. In particular, this research direction
focuses on market-based soft coordination mechanisms that improve heat and electricity system
coordination. The works in [36, 37] explored the benefits of sectoral coordination of heat and
electricity systems for increased overall system efficiency, and pointed out other coordination
approaches that could provide a soft link between energy systems. Recent studies highlighted the
benefits and potential advantages of market-based mechanisms in coordinating electricity and
natural gas systems [38–41]. In order to analyze the impact of introduced mechanisms on heat and
electricity markets, optimization problems of each market player have to be formulated. Next,
the equilibrium model needs to be developed, in which independent operators clear the heat and
electricity market based on the coordination mechanisms [42–44]. The game-theoretical analysis is
to be conducted to provide insight into energy interactions between sectors and the behavior of the
market participants. The improved coordination needs to be compared with the fully-coordinated
ideal benchmark in terms of social welfare and renewable energy utilization.

Proposed market-based coordination mechanisms require CHPs active participation in the day-
ahead electricity markets. To make their participation in the electricity markets profitable, electricity
price uncertainty has to be considered while making offering decisions. This brings us to the
following research question.

III. How to develop a data-driven offering strategy of CHP producers while taking into account
heating network storage capability?

CHPs produce heat and electricity simultaneously and can enhance heat and electricity system
coordination. In a deregulated electricity market, it is therefore profitable for CHPs to produce as
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much power as possible when the electricity price is high. Previous studies in [45–47] investigated
short-term operation of CHPs when participating in electricity markets based on a deterministic
spot prices forecast. However, a CHP producer participating in the electricity market faces market
price uncertainty while having access to the historical realizations of the uncertain parameters.
Authors in [28, 48–54] modelled the presence of uncertainty in electricity price forecasts and
showed the benefits of its modeling, while also highlighting the need for further elaboration.
Today, the effective operation of the energy sector increasingly relies on available historical data.
Therefore, there is a need for a tool that utilizes available data for uncertainty characterization
and data-driven decision-making for CHP producers’ offering strategy in the electricity market.
Data-driven optimization and advanced uncertainty modeling techniques [55] have recently gained
a considerable research interest. It is possible to employ them to incorporate information from
the available historical data into the decision-making framework. Additionally, CHP producers
utilize heating network to deliver thermal power to the central district heating system. Time
delays in heat propagation because of water temperature dynamics in the heating pipelines can be
exploited as heat storage [22, 23]. Additional storage capability would allow the CHP to shift its
heat production and be more flexible in electricity market. This flexibility option has to be explored
in a market environment and could be seen as an incentive for CHPs to gain more profits from
electricity market participation.

1.3 Hypotheses

Building on the identified research questions, the following hypotheses are formulated:

• Hypothesis 1

Renewable energy uncertainty propagation from the electricity to the district heating system
and the level of provided flexibility can be controlled by the operation of CHPs.

• Hypothesis 2

Given the assumption that CHPs posses true information about heat and electricity day-ahead
prices, allowing CHPs to schedule themselves can improve the heat and electricity system
coordination and benefit the entire system.

• Hypothesis 3

Data-driven method taking into account heat network representation can be developed for
CHP producers offering strategy which is efficient in terms of out-of-sample performance
and computational time.

1.4 Thesis objectives

The overall thesis objective is to unlock existing flexibility by improving coordination between
heat and electricity systems with high penetration of renewable energy sources in the electricity
system. As discussed in Section 1.1, heat and electricity sector coupling has potential to unlock the
existing flexibility. In particular, the thesis focuses on the following specific objectives.

• Designing of renewable energy uncertainty-aware framework for day-ahead and real-time
operation of heat and electricity systems using affine policies and co-optimization approach
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Increasing penetration of renewable energy sources causes imbalances during power system
operation. Intermittent and stochastic renewable energy production can be forecasted in advance
and scheduled in the day-ahead stage based on the forecasted future generation. However, when
approaching the operating hour, actual generation will most likely be different from the forecasted
value. These mismatches, in turn, cause imbalances in the power system and endanger its reliable
operation. Real-time actions to respond to the forecast errors by the district heating flexible units,
CHPs, and HPs, could be modeled with affine policies [56]. In other words, the decision-maker
has to employ operational policies for the heat and electricity system to respond to the uncertain
renewable energy generation. Furthermore, together with electricity production, flexible units may
change their heat dispatch when both systems are ideally coordinated. In this way, uncertainty
propagates from the electricity into the district heating system. This effect has to be analyzed with
the developed uncertainty-aware framework.

• Developing a pragmatic solution to advance the heat and electricity system coordination
while preserving the current regulatory framework with separate and sequential market
clearing

Establishment of heat and electricity markets allows for CHPs to benefit from participating in both
markets. By doing so, CHPs have better insight into the heat and electricity market economic
interactions. Moreover, flexible extraction CHPs provide a physical interface between heat and
electricity sectors. CHPs are currently maximizing their profit in both markets but are constrained
by the sequential market clearing framework. Enabling self-scheduling for CHPs has potential to
avoid unexpected changes in the heat or electricity dispatch owning to the sequential and separate
market clearing. This coordination potential needs to be investigated and analyzed as the designed
pragmatic solution.

• Improving offering strategy and designing operational tool for CHP producers by exploiting
data-driven uncertainty modeling techniques and existing heating pipelines storage capability

An intelligent and profitable offering strategy has to be designed to incentivize CHP producers to
participate in the day-ahead electricity market and enhance heat and electricity system coordination.
Heat network storage capability needs to be modelled to increase CHPs flexibility in the electricity
market. Spot price uncertainty needs to be characterized by the available historical market data,
and a data-driven decision-making tool is proposed. Historical market data could be described
with different distributions, but the actual distribution cannot be known exactly since it requires
an infinite amount of data. This distributional uncertainty has to be addressed and modeled in the
designed offering strategy.

1.5 Contributions
The thesis contributes to research on multi-energy systems, with a particular focus on heat and
electricity systems coordination. The thesis is at the interconnection of operations research,
game theory, and power systems. Large amounts of renewable energy sources complicate the
optimization problem with uncertain parameters. Moreover, due to deregulation and liberalization
of electricity markets, renewable supply also increases the uncertainty and variability of market
prices. Under such conditions the thesis analyzes heat and electricity market participants’ interests
and finds a trade-off between the two sectors’ operational goals. These aspects of heat and electricity
sector coupling are the core of the thesis scientific contributions. The scientific contributions of the
thesis are twofold:
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1.5.1 Conceptual contributions

Exploiting flexibility from the district heating system in the electric power system requires modeling
the uncertain renewable production. Modeling renewable energy uncertainty in the operation and
optimization problems usually relies on scenario-based stochastic programming [32] or robust
optimization [57]. The works in [27, 28] dispatched micro-grids with CHPs and district heating
systems based on the stochastic programming approach with probabilistic representation of
renewable energy production as a set of scenarios. The scenario-based stochastic formulation
has the drawback of the high computational burden for many uncertain variables. Moreover,
the method does not provide a solution for scenarios that were not foreseen, and the defined
real-time dispatch might be infeasible for these particular scenarios. Robust optimization provides
the optimal solution for the worst-case uncertainty realization. This method ensured the reliable
operation of the heat and electricity system in [30, 31]. However, the system operator pays the
highest possible system cost for the reliability and the solution is overly conservative. From a
conceptional point of view, a middle ground needs to be reached between reliability and cost-
effectiveness for the operation of heat and electricity systems. The thesis focuses specifically on
wind power due to the case of the Danish power system, where the share of wind power production
reached more than 50% of all consumption over the last five years [58]. [Paper A] and [Paper B]
propose to model the impact of stochastic wind power production on the interaction between heat
and electricity systems with distributionally robust optimization [59]. A single system operator
dispatches the heat and electricity system based on the deterministic day-ahead wind power
production. In real-time, the system operator faces forecast errors that cause imbalances between
electricity production and demand. [Paper A] and [Paper B] adopt linear decision rules [56, 60] as
operational policies for the electricity and heat controllable units to respond to the total imbalance
caused by the inaccurate forecast. [Paper A] formulates a single-period distributionally robust
chance-constrained problem for the co-optimization of energy and reserve dispatch of integrated
electricity and heat system. The proposed model defines day-ahead energy and reserves provided
by the CHPs and power-only generators. The total amount of reserves is defined implicitly and
is a function of uncertainty. The formulation assumes that heat is not re-dispatched when CHPs
activate reserves in real-time. In this way, the district heating system is not affected by imbalances
owning to the intermittent wind power production. It is shown in [Paper A], that this assumption
holds under specific conditions, and CHP operates inside its feasible operational region when
providing the reserves without changing the heat dispatch. [Paper B] extends the formulation
of [Paper A] and allows the uncertainty propagation into the district heating system over 24
hours, assuming that heat production could be re-dispatched in real-time. [Paper B], for the
first time, investigates the response of the district heating network to wind power uncertainty
in real-time. To consider the uncertainty of wind power production, models utilize wind power
historical forecast errors to build the moment-based ambiguity set [61]. Unlike the method in
[62], the distribution of the uncertainty is considered continuous, and therefore, the approach
models probability distribution more realistically. Compared to [63, 64], the proposed formulation
in [Paper A] and [Paper B] allows for the system operator to control the risk and the conservatism
of dispatch decisions with chance-constrained programming. It is investigated how the system
operator controls the reliability and, by doing so, affects the total operational system cost.

CHP producers, when participating in the electricity market, face the uncertainty of market prices.
Previous studies have dealt with price uncertainty by applying stochastic programming [48–50]
or robust optimization [51, 52]. However, district heating network in a market environment was
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not investigated in their studies. [Paper C] formulates a distributionally robust offering strategy
where price uncertainty is modeled with a metric-based Wasserstein ambiguity set [55]. Here
a CHP producer controls the degree of conservatism by adjusting the radius of the Wasserstein
ambiguity set. Distributionally robust programs with Wasserstein ambiguity sets provide a better
out-of-sample performance compared to models with metric-based ambiguity sets [59]. The model
does not require any prior electricity forecasting or price scenarios generation. The historical data
of electricity market prices is directly incorporated into the model, and the optimal decisions are
data-driven. Models in [Paper A], [Paper B], and [Paper C] do not require particular knowledge
of the true probability distribution of the uncertain parameter. While in [Paper A], [Paper B],
an ambiguity set of possible distributions is constructed around the first and second moments
estimated from the data, in [Paper C], an empirical distribution calculated from the data is used to
approximate the true distribution.

Full coordination of heat and electricity systems in [Paper A] and [Paper B] shows the maximum
potential and provides the ideal uncertainty-aware benchmark in terms of flexibility and social
welfare. However, heat and electricity sectors are traditionally operated separately and sequentially
[65]. Thus, creating one energy market for both sectors using co-optimization requires radical
regulation changes and is not practical for implementation. The concept of soft-coordination from
[35] improved system efficiency by acknowledging heat and electricity market interactions with
bi-level programming in [36, 37] while respecting current markets design. [Paper D] proposes
another pragmatic solution to improve heat and electricity sector coordination via a market-based
mechanism. [Paper D] introduces for the first time CHPs as self-schedulers in both heat and
electricity markets. Self-scheduling exist already in several electricity markets [66, 67]. When a
supply (demand) unit is a self-scheduler, it generates (consumes) a self-defined amount of energy
based on the price. This market product does not require a radical redesign of the current markets
and can potentially provide more incentives for CHPs to actively participate in the heat and
electricity markets. Further, the impact of self-scheduling CHPs on the heat and electricity systems
coordination is therefore investigated, and sectoral interactions are analyzed.

1.5.2 Methodological contributions

To reach conceptual contributions, mathematical optimization and equilibrium models are devel-
oped in this thesis to improve the heat and electricity systems coordination under uncertainty.
Distributionally robust chance-constrained optimization problems in [Paper A] and [Paper B]
are reformulated as tractable Second-Order Cone Programs (SOCPs) using a moment-based
ambiguity set [61]. [Paper B] models variable temperatures at district heating nodes as a function
of uncertainty to coordinate both systems response to wind production forecast errors. In this way,
[Paper B] models uncertainty propagation from the electricity to the heat side. Additionally, the
optimization problem in [Paper B] accounts for spatial and temporal correlations of wind power
forecast errors. Further, an out-of-sample and cost-reliability analysis is conducted to ensure secure
operation of the heat and electricity system. The distributionally robust optimization offering of a
CHP producer in [Paper C] is reformulated as a tractable Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP)
using a metric-based ambiguity set [55]. In [Paper C], convex relaxations and linearization of
district heating equations are applied to relax heating network constraints and model the storage
in the heating network. The flexibility of the heating network is shown to increase profits of the
CHP producer from the day-ahead electricity market. It is also demonstrated that accounting for
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the distributional uncertainty outperforms the benchmark with the sample-average approximation
method for cases with little information about uncertainty.

In [Paper D], mathematical optimization problems for the sequential heat and electricity market
clearing, integrated market clearing, and a self-scheduling CHP are formulated as Linear Programs
(LPs). The integrated heat and electricity market clearing using co-optimization achieves full
coordination and is used as the ideal benchmark. Then a game-theoretical equilibrium model
is formulated to evaluate the impact of the proposed practical coordination mechanism on the
market-clearing outcome and market players’ behavior. An equilibrium model is widely used
for the heat and electricity market analysis [42–44] with different interests between players. The
equilibrium model is reformulated as a Mixed-Complementarity Problem (MCP) by applying
first-order optimality conditions. In the end, the problem is recast as a tractable MILP with the
Big-M method and auxiliary variables [68] and solved with the regularization approach [69]. The
proposed coordination mechanism is evaluated with case studies against the current sequential
market clearing and the ideal benchmark. The numerical results showed that the proposed
coordination increases the efficiency of heat and electricity systems operation while preserving the
current market regulations.

1.6 Thesis organization

The Ph.D. thesis is organized as follows. The first part of the thesis is a report introducing
fundamental concepts that are the basis of this study and summarize the contributions of the
papers produced during this Ph.D. project. In the remainder of the first part, Chapter 2 provides an
overview of heat and electricity markets in Denmark, heat and electricity systems modeling, and
different levels of coordination between energy systems. The contributions, main methodologies,
and summary of the results obtained in the papers are given in Chapters 3-5. Chapter 3 investigates
co-optimization of heat and electricity systems under uncertainty, while Chapter 4 proposes the
non-disruptive, pragmatic sectoral coordination mechanism. In particular, Chapter 3 focuses
on the impact of wind power uncertainty on the district heating network in the fully integrated
electricity and heat system. Chapter 4 presents a soft, market-based coordination mechanism, i.e.,
self-scheduling CHPs, to reduce the inefficiencies in the current sequential heat and electricity
market clearing. Chapter 5 proposes a market participation strategy for a CHP producer under
electricity price uncertainty. Chapter 5 also explores the impact of the heating network storage
capability on CHP producers profits from the day-ahead electricity market. Finally, Chapter 6
draws the conclusions and discusses possible directions for future research.

The second part consists of all the scientific papers written and submitted for publication.

1.7 List of publications

The relevant publications which are the core of this thesis are listed as follows:

[Paper A] M. Skalyga, Q. Wu, “Distributionally Robust Co-Optimization of Energy and Reserve
Dispatch of Integrated Electricity and Heat System”, in Proceedings of 2020 International
Conference on Probabilistic Methods Applied to Power Systems (PMAPS), Liege, Belgium, August
2020. DOI:10.1109/PMAPS47429.2020.9183678.
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CHAPTER2
Heat and Electricity Sector

Coupling
The electricity and heat systems have been undergoing rapid development over the last decade,
since the proportion of renewable energy sources grows in both systems. At the same time, the
electrification of the district heating tightens physical and economic interactions between the two
systems. In the current setup, heat and electricity systems operate separately as independent. The
optimal coordination between heat and electricity systems is essential to increase overall system
operational efficiency.

This chapter provides a general overview of heat and electricity sectors and markets. Furthermore,
it describes modeling of such systems and highlights the need for proper coordination between
them. The green transition of heat and electricity systems is presented in Section 2.1. Section 2.2
outlines the current state-of-the-art of electricity markets and modeling approaches. An overview
of the heat market and heat flow modeling are provided in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 describes current
interactions between heat and electricity systems, and challenges induced by their independent
operation. Finally, Section 2.5 provides an overview of approaches for optimal coordination
between heat and electricity systems. Due to high share of district heating systems and renewables
in the electricity system, Denmark is used as an example in the Chapter.

2.1 Green transition of heat and electricity sectors

Governments around the world are putting their efforts into decarbonization of the energy sector
due to rising environmental concerns. Renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, hydropower,
biomass, and geothermal energy are the solution to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from fossil
fuel-dependent electricity production [70]. In 2020, the share of renewables accounted for 22.1 %
of the total energy consumption in the European Union, while Denmark had 31.7 % of renewables
share [71]. The decarbonization of the electricity sector in Denmark has progressed successfully
due to the high share of wind power in electricity production. Denmark was a pioneer country
in using wind energy when it started building its first wind power capacity in 1979 [72]. In
2020, 56.8 % of electricity produced in Denmark was generated from wind turbines [1]. This
milestone comes together with an ambitious goal that the Danish government has set, that is,
to achieve a 100 % renewable-based energy system by 2050 [73]. The country’s progress over
the last ten years towards a fully decarbonized electricity sector is shown in Figure 2.1. It can
be seen that the country is on a steady and right track to accomplish the set target with 81 % of
renewable electricity generation in 2020. Moreover, solar power generation is increasing. Solar
and wind power generation together introduce a high degree of operational uncertainty for the
Danish transmission system operator Energinet [74]. Moreover, high-frequency variability of
both wind and solar generation requires significant operational flexibility. Utilizing high-ramping
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controllable generation units, increasing the interconnections and transmission lines capacity
between neighboring energy systems, building new storage facilities, and demand response allow
the electricity system to adapt to a sudden change within an acceptable time period and cost [75].
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Figure 2.1: Share of electricity production from wind, solar, and other renewable sources in
Denmark from 2011 to 2021. Other renewables include biomass and waste, geothermal, wave, and
tidal (Data source [1]).
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Figure 2.2: Share of total heating demand in residential sector satisfied by district heating in 2019
among countries of European Union. (Data source [2]).

The green transition of the heat sector can not pass unnoticed either. Starting from the global
energy crisis in the 1970s, the Danish authorities became aware of the need for energy efficiency
and diversification. Big investment projects in district heating were pursued to achieve higher
energy efficiency by recycling the surplus of thermal energy from thermal plants [76]. Today, 65 %
of heating in danish private houses is provided by district heating. As a result, Denmark has the
highest share of the district heating covering residential heat demand among the European Union
countries as shown in Figure 2.2.

The main component of each district heating system is a Combined Heat & Power (CHP) plant.
Co-generation of heat and electricity is a fuel-efficient technology that was adopted not only in
large cities but also in medium and small cities in Denmark. Currently, Denmark has around 670
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Figure 2.3: Structure of heat supply in Denmark (2018). In (a), 61% of renewables in district
heating production include biomass, biogas, solar and geothermal and 9% non-degradable waste.
Electricity production includes Heat Pumps (HPs) and electrical boilers (Figure adapted from [3]).

CHPs of different scales which supply an annual heating of 53 PJ in 400 small- and medium-sized
district heating areas [77], accounting to 66 % of district heating production as it is shown in Figure
2.3(b). The widespread use of district heating and CHPs plays a crucial role in the Danish green
energy transition. They provide high energy efficiency and use renewable fuels in co-generation as
illustrated in 2.3(a). Shifting from coal and gas to straw and wood and other renewable sources
further reduces carbon emissions in the heat sector. Such a share of CHP plants in district heating
also indicates that Denmark’s heat and electricity sectors are strongly interconnected. Even though
only 1 % of heat is produced from electricity in district heating, 11.5 % of residential heat demand
is covered by HPs and electric boilers [3]. As a step further, Denmark plans to increase large-scale
HP production in district heating from the current 1 % to 11 % by 2030 [78].

Identified physical interdependencies highlight the potential of flexibility provision from sector
coupling between energy systems [12]. Flexibility from the heat system does not require building
new generation capacities or transmission lines compared to the traditional sources of flexibility
[79], but efficient coordination between sectors and their resource utilization [24, 80]. Interested
readers are referred to [72] for an overview of the Danish experience towards a fully renewable
energy system, and to [76, 81] for a detailed review of the Danish district heating sector.

2.2 Electricity systems

Electricity is a fundamental commodity and the main source of driving power for most technological
processes in the world. This commodity is traded between consumers and producers not only
internally but also across national borders. However, electricity has several features distinguishing
it from other trading commodities. First, electrons from wind turbines, coal power plants, or in the
Danish case, imported from nuclear power plants or hydropower can not be distinguished from
each other in the electrical system. It is only known what is produced, consumed, exported, and
imported at a given hour, but it is impossible to see precisely where electricity comes from. Second,
due to the immaturity of the current battery technologies, the power balance between supply and
demand in the electrical power system must be met in every moment during the operation to
ensure stability. Third, distribution and transmission are performed within the electricity network,
and specific physical flow rules and network representation have to be accounted for. Additionally,
a large part of electrical demand is a critical demand and has a “mast-serve” nature.
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Hence, while designing the electricity markets, unique electricity characteristics and the physical
representation of electricity flow through transmission and distribution networks has to be
considered. The following section provides the basic structure and modeling techniques for
electricity systems, together with the description of current electricity markets.

2.2.1 Electricity markets

The electricity sector was managed by state-controlled vertically integrated monopolies before
the emergence of electricity markets. A single entity was in charge of making all operational and
planning decisions for the entire electrical power system. In order to reduce electricity charges,
create more investment opportunities for new services, and achieve a cost-efficient electricity sector,
governments around the world initiated the electricity sector restructuring and liberalization [82].
Chile was the first country that separated the generation, transmission, and retail of electricity
in 1982 [83], followed by the UK and Argentina. Nordic countries began liberalization in 1991 in
Norway. Later, a joint Swedish-Norwegian spot trading was established in 1996, namely Nord
Pool [84]. In 2000, Denmark and Finland joined the market forming the common electricity
market across Nordic countries. Different countries worldwide have liberalized electricity markets
differently, but all electricity markets have similarities due to previously named electricity features.
In this thesis, the focus is set only on short-term electricity markets, which are cleared from
several minutes to one day ahead before physical energy delivery. Therefore, future markets with
long-term financial contracts are omitted from this section.

Market actors

First of all, typical market participants include Transmission System Operator (TSO), which
operates the transmission grid and is responsible for the balancing of the electricity system. On
the lower level, Distribution System Operators (DSOs) are responsible for the distribution grids
and, in some cases, for electricity retail. Retailers buy electricity from the wholesale market and
sell it to end consumers. Leading sellers in the market are generating companies or Independent
Power Producers that offer generation from their production assets through the electricity markets.
Production assets can include a single generator or a portfolio of generation units. Consumers
are the main buyers in the electricity market. Depending on the scale, large consumers, e.g.
big factories, may buy electricity directly from the wholesale market, whereas small consumers
purchase it from retailers. The market regulator is responsible for the market rules and design, and
for monitoring participants’ misbehavior in electricity markets. Finally, the market operator clears
the markets, operates trading floors, and defines bid formats [85].

Zonal/Nodal electricity markets

Electricity markets in the European Union and US have different designs and philosophies of market
operation. One main difference is how the system and market operators manage transmission
congestion. In the US, each node may potentially have distinct local price in case of the binding
transmission constraints. Moreover, the market is cleared by a centralized algorithm considering
unit constraints, such as ramping, minimum up- and down-time. Conversely, a large geographical
area is considered as one node in the zonal pricing scheme used in the European Union. The market
is cleared as an economic dispatch problem without network constraints within each bidding
zone. Consequently, this clearing may result in infeasible power flows within the bidding zone.
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Therefore, re-dispatch is performed by TSOs, and market participants are ordered to alter their
consumption/production. For a detailed overview of differences between the European and US
markets, interested readers are referred to [6, 86].

Market operator

System operator

Day-ahead
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Intra-day
market

Ancillary services
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Balancing
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TimeDay to delivery Hour to delivery
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Contracts Modified contracts

Contracts
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Figure 2.4: Timeline of trading floors in electricity markets in Denmark. (Figure adapted from [4]).

Day-ahead market

In the electricity markets, consumers and demands trade electricity via trading floors. There
are several trading floors depending on the time of actual energy delivery. Figure 2.4 illustrates
basic trading floors in the European market design. The day-ahead trading takes place through
the electricity pool. Producers/consumers have to submit their offers/bids with power quantities
and prices one day before the actual operation for typically every hour of the next day. Market
operators clear day-ahead markets 12-36 hours before actual operation using a market-clearing
tool which is an auction. The outcome is a market clearing obtained by the intersection of the
supply and demand curves and scheduled levels of production and consumption. Time resolution
could differ from country to country. In Denmark, the day-ahead market is called Elspot and has a
time resolution of 1 hour [84].

Intra-day market

Day-ahead markets are financial markets, and clearing outcomes are financial contracts. Market
participants may want to adjust their power production/consumption due to unexpected changes
or events. Intra-day markets help secure the system’s power balance by allowing trading closer to
the actual energy delivery. In this way, market participants can reduce their potential penalties due
to the deviation from the contracts. The intra-day market is a continuous market where trading
occurs every day and every hour until one hour before actual energy delivery. The intra-day
market of Nord Pool is called Elbas and is based on bilateral contracts between buyers and sellers
[84]. Therefore, it is not an auction-based market even though the trading is handled through the
central platform. TSOs decide capacities in the intra-day market based on the flow results from the
day-ahead market outcome.

Balancing market

A balancing market, also called a real-time market, is operated closer to real-time, typically less
than 1 hour before the actual delivery. TSOs are responsible for keeping the transmission system
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in balance, and therefore balancing markets are cleared by system operators. Balance responsible
parties are market players that have an agreement with TSOs and carry financial responsibilities
for the imbalances they may incur. They submit bids for regulating power to TSOs on behalf
of producers or demands, which can adjust their power closer to the real-time operation. In a
two-price imbalance settlement, those who contribute the system imbalance are to be penalized,
and those who help to restore the balance unintentionally will not be rewarded. In a one-price
imbalance settlement, those who help the system go back to balance will get an extra profit.

Reserve capacity market

Due to forecast errors or potential outages, mismatch between supply and demand can always
be expected in real-time operation. Therefore, TSOs procure reserves capacities to be activated
in real-time to restore system balance. Reserve capacities are a part of ancillary services and are
necessary for the TSO to reliably operate the electric power system. TSOs procure enough capacity
for ancillary services through a financial market. The traded commodity is reserve capacity and
not energy. This reserve capacity market is cleared in advance, even before the day-ahead market.
In Europe, the reserve capacity market is cleared independently of other markets. Another option
is to co-optimize energy and reserve capacity jointly as in the United States markets [87].

2.2.2 Electric power system modeling

Short-term electricity markets need to take into account the physical power flow and network
in order to be cleared feasibly. To begin with, we define a set of buses B in the electric power
system. The electric power system consists of a set of generation units I that produce active and
reactive power. The active and reactive power is transferred from suppliers to a set of electricity
consumers D via a set of transmission lines L. As mentioned earlier, the distribution level of heat
and electricity systems is not the focus of this thesis.

The physical laws describing power transmission through the lines are commonly known as
alternating current (AC) power flow equations [88]. A set of AC power flow equations fully
describes the power system’s steady-state and defines active and reactive power injections at
each bus, losses on each line, and voltage magnitudes and angles at the buses. Despite being an
accurate and exact representation of the power flow and losses along the lines, these equations
are non-convex and non-linear. Considering them as constraints in a mathematical optimization
problem causes computational tractability challenges. Moreover, the non-convexity introduced
by the AC power flow constraints does not guarantee the global optimum. The power systems
research community has performed an extensive research effort to address this challenge by
employing convex relaxations of AC power equations [89–93]. This linearized form of the power
flow equations is called direct current (DC) power flow and is used hereafter [94].

For every hour t in a set of operating hours T , the electric power flow along the line between two
connected buses b and r is computed as follows

f(b,r),t = 1
Xb,r

(θb,t − θr,t), ∀(b, r) ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T . (2.1)

The power flow along the lines is constrained by the transmission capacity P L
b,r for a pair of buses

(b, r) that forms the line as

− P L
b,r ≤ f(b,r),t ≤ P L

b,r, ∀(b, r) ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T . (2.2)
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The power produced by generation units must meet the electrical demand of consumers to ensure
the stable operation of the electric power system. As such, the nodal power balance between
generation and consumption is formulated as∑

i∈Ib

pi,t +
∑
r∈Bb

fb,r,t =
∑

d∈Db

DE
d,t, ∀b ∈ B, ∀t ∈ T . (2.3)

The formulation in [94] calculates the line flow without computing bus voltage angles. Power
Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF) is a matrix of line sensitivities with respect to changes in the
power injection at bus b. It shows which fraction of the power injections at bus b flows through the
line (b, r). Therefore, line power flows and nodal power injections can be related as

f(b,r),t = PTDF(b,r),bpb,t, ∀(b, r) ∈ L, ∀t ∈ T , (2.4)

where pb,t is the power injection at node b during hour t. The power balance is then formulated for
the whole electric power system as∑

i∈I
pi,t =

∑
d∈D

DE
d,t, ∀t ∈ T . (2.5)

A set of wind power units IW is dispatched based on the day-ahead wind power forecasts. Forecast
errors cause imbalances in the real-time operation.

2.3 Heat systems

Heating accounts for considerable amount of energy use among all end-users. In 2009, heat made
up 47 % of final energy consumption, compared to 17 % of electricity [95]. In the heating system, a
commodity distributed to end-users is thermal energy in the form of hot water. A district heating
system consists of heat sources, transmission and distribution networks, and consumers. It is a
centralized system that delivers thermal energy from a place of production to end-users through
pipelines.

Compared to electricity, thermal energy can be easily stored in large quantities in the form of hot
water in storage tanks. However, the dynamics of electrical power flow and thermal heat flow
differ substantially. The response time for the district heating system is relatively high and varies
from hours to days, depending on the district heating system scale [96]. In contrast, the electricity
system reaches steady-state in seconds [97]. Therefore, the dynamic characteristics of heat transfer
have to be considered when two systems are coordinated. Another difference is a scale of a system.
District heating systems are smaller compared to electric power systems and supply heat locally.
Usually, district heating systems are located in urban areas and are isolated from each other,
while one electric power system can cover several urban areas. For example, the Copenhagen
metropolitan area is supplied by Denmark’s largest district heating system, which is operated
by three heating companies owned by municipalities: CTR, VEKS, and HOFOR Fjernvarme as
shown in Figure 2.5. For a detailed structure and overview of district heating system components,
interested readers are referred to [98].

2.3.1 Heat markets

Electricity sector deregulation process started 30 years ago. Since then, electricity markets have
been well-established in many countries around the world. On the contrary, heat markets are a
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Figure 2.5: District heating in the Copenhagen metropolitan area. (Figure adapted from [5]).

new concept, and hence they are less mature. That is because the district heating systems scale
is typically at city level. These systems are usually operated by one or two heating companies
that have been present in the heat sector for a long time. Therefore, there are not enough heat
producers on the local level to create a competitive heat market.

Nevertheless, after the liberalization of the electricity sector in Denmark, CHP producers could no
longer dispatch heat only by themselves. As a result, heat companies entered into an agreement
and established the first heat market in the Copenhagen metropolitan area, namely Varmelast
[99]. Varmelast forecasts daily heat demand and schedules heat production based on production
cost and prices on the electricity market. Production cost varies due to fuel prices, operation
and maintenance costs, subsidies, taxes, and revenues from sales in the electricity market. In
Copenhagen, the district heating system includes large CHP plants, waste plants, HPs, and peak
heat-only boilers.

Daily heat production plants

Heat demand forecast

Heat offers

Heat orders

Preliminary heat plan

Final heat plan

time
7:45 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00

Figure 2.6: Day-ahead heat production plan procedure by Varmelast. Blue color denotes Varmelast
actions, pink color defines producers actions. Figure adapted from Varmelast.dk.
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Figure 2.6 shows the time schedule for the day-ahead heat production planning by Varmelast.
First, Varmelast sends an hourly demand forecast for the next 48 hours to heat producers at 7:45.
Then, at 8:30, heat producers send their heat offers with different combinations of heat dispatch
together with production cost for each of their units for the next 48 hours. Subsequently, Varmelast
finds the least costly heat production plan and sends heat orders for each production unit. After
that, producers send their preliminary hourly heat production together with the cost, which is
based on the expected electricity prices, fuel prices, CO2 quotas and taxes. Finally, the market
operator revises and corrects the preliminary heat production plan according to the district heating
system’s network limitations and bottlenecks. After the hydraulic check is done, Varmelast at 10:00
reveals each producer’s final hourly heat production plan for the next 48 hours. The final heat
production dispatch must be revealed before 10:30. This timing is important for CHP producers
since they need to know the electricity production bounds due to the dispatched heat, and thus
how much power they can trade at Nord Pool’s electricity market.

Heat producers may want to adjust their heat production due to wrong forecasts, unexpected
events or outages. In order to deal with changes, Varmelast operates an intra-day heat market
and adjusts heat plans based on the new information six times a day. Due to limited competition
on the supply side, the market heat price is highly regulated and determined by the long-term
contracts between the heat market operator and participants.

2.3.2 District heating system modeling

Varmelast minimizes the operation cost on an hourly basis to meet the heating demand considering
the technical limitations in the district heating system. To model physical heat flow in the district
heating system, we consider a set of dispatchable heat sources IHS that produce thermal energy.
Heat sources are commonly known as heat stations on the district heating transmission level.
Typically, heat stations include CHP units, HPs, electric boilers, and heat tanks. Throughout the
thesis, a set of CHP plants that co-generate heat and electricity is denoted as ICHP. Additionally, a
set of HPs IHP is considered to increase the operational flexibility of the district heating system. It
should be noted that IHS = ICHP ∪ IHP and ICHP ∩ IHP = ∅.

Thermal energy produced by heat stations is carried by water through a set of insulated supply
pipelines ΛP and a set of district heating nodes ΛN to a set of heat loads IHL, which are named heat-
exchanger stations. Heat exchanger stations are the heat sources for district heating distribution
systems, which deliver the thermal energy to end-users. High-temperature water passed through
heat exchanger stations is cooled down and flows back through return pipelines. Heating networks
in the transmission district heating systems are predominantly radially structured [98].

Hydraulic and thermal models of the district heating system are employed from [22, 23, 100].
These models describe the physical flow of the heat carrier through the district heating network. In
the hydraulic model, the variables are mass flow rates and nodal pressures. The hydraulic model
first includes the continuity of flow constraint as follows

∑
p∈SE

n

mS
p,t + mHS

s,t =
∑

p∈SL
n

mS
p,t + mHL

l,t ,

∀n ∈ ΛN, s ∈ IHS
n , l ∈ IHL

n , ∀t ∈ T .

(2.6)

The constraint above ensures that the sum of mass flow rates mS
p,t in the pipes p ∈ SE

n entering the
node plus the sum of mass flow rates of heat stations mHS

s,t at the node IHS
n is equal to the sum of
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mass flow rates mS
p,t in the pipes leaving the node p ∈ SL

n plus the sum of mass flow rates of heat
loads mHL

s,t extracted from the node IHL
n . Superscript S denotes the supply pipeline.

Next, the hydraulic model describes the relationship between the mass flows and the pressures by
the Darcy-Weisbach equation [101].

prS
n1,t − prS

n2,t = Kp(mS
p,t)2,

∀p ∈ ΛP, n1 ∈ ΘP,OUT
n , n2 ∈ ΘP,IN

n , ∀t ∈ T ,
(2.7)

where Kp is the pipe resistance coefficient [102]. The constraint ensures the dissipation of the
kinetic water energy traveling along a pipe due to the friction. This results in the pressure difference
between the pressure prS

n1
at the node starting the pipe n1 ∈ ΘP,OUT

n and the pressure prS
n2

at the
node ending the pipe n2 ∈ ΘP,IN

n . Similar hydraulic calculations have to be performed for the
return network.

The thermal model relates temperatures and thermal power injected into the node or extracted
from the node. Thermal power delivered by the heat station s ∈ IHS

n at node n to the district
heating network is computed as

qs,t = CmHS
s,t

Ä
T S

n,t − T R
n,t

ä
, ∀n ∈ ΛN, ∀s ∈ IHS

n , ∀t ∈ T , (2.8)

where C is the specific water capacity. Constraint (2.8) ensures that thermal power supplied is
proportional to the mass flow rate mHS

s,t through a heat station and the difference between supply
T S

n,t and return T R
n,t temperatures. Superscript R denotes the return pipeline.

Similarly, the heat power that is extracted from the district heating network at the heat exchanger
stations l ∈ IHL

n connected to node n is defined as

DH
l,t = CmHL

l,t

Ä
T S

n,t − T R
n,t

ä
, ∀n ∈ ΛN, ∀l ∈ IHL

n , ∀t ∈ T . (2.9)

Additionally, the minimum pressure difference between the supply and return network at load
nodes has to be maintained to ensure water flow through the load.

The temperature of water flows has its dynamics when traveling along the pipelines. These
dynamics can be expressed by the partial differential equation, where the temperature of the water
portion in a pipeline is a function of time and position. A discrete approximation of the solution to
the partial differential equation by the first-order Taylor series expansion is given in [23] as

T S,end
p,t = T S,start

p,t−τ S
p,t

(1 − 2λp

CρRp
τ S

p,t), ∀p ∈ ΛP, ∀t ∈ T , (2.10)

where the ending temperature T S,end
p,t in a pipeline at time t is a nonlinear function of the starting

temperature T S,start
p,t−τ S

p,t

in a pipeline at previous time t − τ S
p,t and also of the time delay τ S

p,t. Here, λp

is the thermal loss coefficient of a pipe, Rp is the radius of a pipe, and ρ is the water density.

In the transmission district heating system, temperature achieves thermal equilibrium in approxi-
mately the transport time of mass flow through the pipeline of length Lp [103]. The time interval
τ S

p,t that defines this transport time is the solution to the following optimization problem [104],

τ S
p,t = min

ϕ,mS
p,t−ϕ

ϕ (2.11a)

subject to
ϕ ∈ {0, . . . , τ S

p} (2.11b)
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t∑
t−ϕ

mS
p,t−ϕ

πR2
pρ

∆t ≥ Lp, ∀p ∈ ΛP, ∀t ∈ T . (2.11c)

where ϕ is an integer optimization variable, defining the time delay interval based on the mass
flow rates and length of a pipe. Transmission delays allow for utilization of the linepack of district
heating networks and decouple heat production and consumption in time.

The temperature drop equation is included in the thermal model in case of neglecting temperature
dynamics and considering only heat losses. These losses are due to the difference between water
and ambient temperatures and are described by

T S,end
p,t − Ta = (T S,start

p,t − Ta)e
−

λpLp

CmS
p,t , ∀p ∈ ΛP, ∀t ∈ T , (2.12)

where Ta denotes the ambient temperature. Again, heat losses depend on the pipeline parameters.

Finally, for nodes with more than one incoming pipe, the temperature mixture equation holds as
below ∑

p∈ΘP,IN
n

mS
p,tT

S,end
p,t = T S

n,t

∑
p∈ΘP,IN

n

mS
p,t, ∀n ∈ ΛN, ∀t ∈ T , (2.13)

where T S
n,t is nodal temperature at time t, which is defined as the mass flow weighted sum of

incoming temperatures T S,end
p,t over all mass flow rates entering the node. Similarly, equations

(2.10), (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) should be written for the return district heating network.

Control strategies

Depending on the control strategies employed, constraints describing the heat flow in the heating
network may cause non-convexity and nonlinearity in the operational mathematical optimization
problem. The discharged or injected thermal power in the network can be changed by controlling
mass flow rates and supply/return temperature decision variables; see equations (2.8), (2.9). The
Danish district heating system utilizes a variable mass flow rate and constant temperature (VF-CT)
control strategy [35]. As a drawback, this control strategy does not allow exploiting the storage
capability in the heating network, and not all the nonconvexities are illuminated. However,
the possibility of bidirectional mass flows at the nodes could facilitate the integration of active
distributed heat prosumers [105]. A constant mass flow rate and variable temperatures (CF-VT)
control strategy is used in northern China district heating systems [30]. Such control strategy
adjusts the temperature of flowing water to supply the heat demand while the hydraulic regimes
are fixed. The main advantage of this strategy is that it keeps the operational model linear and
reduces the computational complexity at the cost of reduced flexibility. Nevertheless, storage
in the pipelines could still be exploited but with fixed time delays τ S/R

p,t . A variable mass flow
rate and variable temperature (VF-VT) control strategy provides a full degree of freedom for the
district heating operator. The system operator is able to optimize the energy stored in the pipelines
and fully exploit operational flexibility [22, 23]. The VF-VT control strategy introduces strong
nonlinearity and non-convexities into the operational model. Under VF-VT, constraints (2.8), (2.9),
(2.13) become bi-linear equations. Then, equation (2.7) becomes quadratic equality, and equation
(2.12) is an exponential function. Additionally, time delay variables τ S/R

p,t , ϕ are then dependent on
the variable mass flow rates. Moreover, variable mass flow rates are indexed by ϕ in (2.11).

Such complexities make the operational model challenging to solve, and there are no guarantees of
reaching a global optimum [22]. Since convex formulations are beneficial for the market’s design,
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nonlinear constraints need to be convexified and linearized in further applications to obtain the
global optimum and reach the solution. The convex relaxation methods from [23] are applied in
further chapters of this thesis to overcome the identified modeling challenges.

2.4 Interactions between heat and electricity systems

Historically, heat demand in district heating systems was largely predictable and had limited
variability. However, the current trend to unlock flexibility from the demand-side by heat controllers
of residential heating in response to electricity market prices is introducing fundamental changes
to the heat demand profile. Residential Power-to-Heat units with predictive controllers make heat
demand profiles subject to the volatility of electricity prices. Additionally, wind and solar power
uncertainties increase in the electrical power system. In this way, uncertainty due to renewable
energy sources is transferred to the heat markets via Power-to-Heat units and CHPs, participating
in heat and electricity markets. These changes in the operation of the electricity and heat markets
can be addressed with a better synchronization of the two markets.

As identified before, heat and electricity systems constantly interact via physical and economic links
represented by CHPs and Power-to-Heat units. These interactions reveal the opportunity for system
operators to exploit the operational flexibility of heat systems and increase renewable generation
deployment. Studies such as [11, 12, 106] highlighted the need for increased coordination between
energy systems. In this way, coordination of heat and electricity systems and markets needs to take
into account the growing interdependence by reconsidering the current system and market design.

2.4.1 Economic interactions between heat and electricity markets
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Figure 2.7: Heat and electricity market interactions due to flexible units.

In the heat market, the market operator requires CHPs and Power-to-Heat units to include potential
revenues from the electricity market in their marginal heat production cost. In this way, their heat
production cost is a function of electricity prices. The interactions between heat and electricity
systems in a market environment are illustrated in Figure 2.7. First, heat producers submit their
heat power offers as well as the associated heat cost. The heat market is cleared before the electricity
market, and electricity prices are unknown for heat producers at the time of offer submission. Heat
producers estimate electricity prices in advance and face uncertainty about the electricity market
outcome. By doing so, the implicit economic dependency between markets is introduced. After the
heat market is cleared and the heat price and dispatch are known, CHPs and Power-to-Heat units
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submit their electricity offers to the electricity market. In particular, their power offer quantity is
constrained by the outcome for the heat market. Therefore, the electricity market clearing result is
influenced by the heat market through the heat dispatch restriction that is imposed on electricity
offers. Ignoring these economic interactions in the coordination of heat and electricity systems
may result in economic losses and inefficiencies in energy utilization. For example, heat-driven
dispatch of CHP units in the district heating-dominated areas can result in substantial wind power
curtailment due to the minimum power requirement of CHPs [25].

2.4.2 Physical interface between heat and electricity systems

CHPs provide the physical interface between heat and electricity systems. Flexibility of CHPs
and HPs can be assessed by their Feasible Operational Regions (FORs) of heat and electricity
production. Operational regions for physical linking units are shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Feasible operational regions of a backpressure CHP, an extraction CHP, and a HP.

There are two main types of CHPs, namely backpressure CHPs and extraction CHPs. Backpressure
units operate with a fixed power-to-heat ratio rs such that

pCHP
s,t = rsqs,t, ∀s ∈ ICHPbp , ∀t ∈ T . (2.14)

In above, ICHPbp ⊂ ICHP. A FOR of such units is an inclined line in power-heat coordinates, hence
they provide less flexibility. An extraction CHP is characterized by higher flexibility due to an
adjustable power-to-heat ratio, which ensures flexible heat and electricity production with the
same fuel consumption. Therefore the FOR of an extraction unit could be approximated by linear
inequalities as follows

0 ≤ qs,t ≤ Qmax
s , ∀s ∈ ICHPex , ∀t ∈ T , (2.15)

pCHP
s,t ≥ rsqs,t, ∀s ∈ ICHPex , ∀t ∈ T , (2.16)

F s ≤ ρE
spCHP

s,t + ρH
s qs,t ≤ F s, ∀s ∈ ICHPex , ∀t ∈ T , (2.17)

where F s, F s are the minimum and maximum fuel consumption of a unit s, and ρE
s , ρH

s are
electricity-fuel and heat-fuel efficiency coefficients. Note that ICHPex ⊂ ICHP.
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For HPs, the relationship between heat and electricity is linked by a Coefficient of Performance
(COP). An HP s ∈ IHP ⊂ IHS consumes electric power and produces heat, hence it is represented
as reversed power source, such that

qs,t = −COPspHP
s,t , ∀s ∈ IHP, ∀t ∈ T . (2.18)

2.5 Coordination of heat and electricity systems

Based on the identified market operations in previous sections, challenges of the current energy
markets design to facilitate the integration of renewable energy sources by multi-carrier energy
systems is identified. In the current market clearing design uncertain renewable generation is
considered as a deterministic forecast in the day-ahead stage [107]. When electricity markets were
emerging, the share of renewable energy generation was low, and deterministic renewable energy
generation forecasts were suitable for operating the market because of limited uncertainty. This
uncertainty representation is no longer appropriate since the share of renewable energy is growing
and consequently, uncertainty. In this regard, the stochasticity and variability of renewable power
production, particularly wind and solar, can no longer be ignored by the current market design.
Morover, day-ahead and real-time markets are operated sequentially and in uncoordinated manner.
Real-time markets were established to cope with unbalances and forecast errors close to operating
time. However, deterministic scheduling of day-ahead markets followed by real-time markets
results in significant inefficiencies leading to wind curtailment, load shedding, and increased
operational system cost [108]. Limited information exchange between day-ahead and real-time
trading floors could be remedied by the probabilistic representation of the uncertainty in the
day-ahead stage. Modern optimization tools combined with advanced uncertainty modeling
techniques create the concept of uncertainty-aware day-ahead dispatch, which can overcome
the shortcoming of the deterministic and sequential market clearing, and facilitate the proper
coordination between day-ahead and real-time floors [109, 110].

From a sectoral perspective, current heat and electricity systems and markets are managed
independently, i.e., completely decoupled. In the decoupled operation and planning, physical
and economic interactions between systems are entirely ignored, or only limited information is
exchanged between market operators. This lack of coordination results in market inefficiency
when the penetration of renewable energy is growing [111]. Due to the sequential order of market
clearings, couplings effects of flexible interface units are neglected. Imposed strong technical
constraints in one market could result in sub-optimal decisions for interface units in another
market. Consequently, flexible interface units contribute less or not to the balancing of renewable
energy generation. Apart from that, limited information exchange between markets causes under-
or over-estimation of cost and, as a result, the misplacement of interface units in the merit order
[112]. For example, CHPs have to define their heat production cost based on electricity prices and
whether it represents the additional cost for a unit of thermal power produced or the opportunity
loss from electricity sales [37]. Also, HPs estimate their heat production cost based on future
electricity prices. In this light, there is a need for sectoral coordination between energy systems,
which considers the increasing economic and physical coupling effects [25, 113].
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2.5.1 Co-optimization of heat and electricity system

The optimal operation of heat and electricity systems has gained interest from the research
community. Co-optimization of heat and electricity systems dispatch ensures full coordination
between energy sectors and could be seen an extreme coordination. This approach is an attractive
solution regarding the obtained value of full heat and electricity systems coordination. Co-
optimization models for combined heat and electricity systems in [11, 12, 25, 34] emphasize the
reduced wind curtailment and system operational cost due to cross-sectoral interactions. The
works in [22, 23, 114, 115] propose detailed heating network modeling to utilize pipeline storage
capability to further increase renewable generation integration. A complete temporal and sectoral
correlation was achieved by considering uncertainties in the day-ahead stage in [30, 31, 63, 64, 116].
Theoretically, an integrated market achieves the maximum possible social welfare since one system
operator has complete information about energy systems and, in that way, makes optimal dispatch
decisions for units at the interface of multi-energy systems. However, utilizing such an approach
assumes one entity in charge of both systems’ operations. In practice, integrating two energy
sectors in one market would require radical market redesign and regulation changes. Therefore,
TSOs and policymakers would not be in favor of such a solution.

2.5.2 Soft coordination mechanisms

In contrast to the fully integrated energy system and market design, soft coordination mechanisms
respect the current regulations. These mechanisms improve overall system efficiency by increasing
information flow between energy sectors without disruptive market changes. This, in turn, unlocks
the hidden operational flexibility from linking units and facilitates the integration of variable
renewable generation. Figure 2.9 illustrates different levels of system coordination. Market-based
soft coordination mechanisms implicitly improve sectoral coordination and do not violate the
current market clearing setup.

H

E
Sequential operation

EH
Integrated system

H

Market-based
mechanism

E
Soft coordination

Figure 2.9: Sectoral coordination between heat and electricity systems. Here H - heat system, E -
electricity system, EH - integrated electricity and heat system.

Literature on the soft coordination between heat and electricity systems is rather limited. In [37],
the coordination of heat and electricity systems was improved by increased information exchange
within the markets. The electricity-aware heat market was modeled as a Stackelberg game, where
a leader in the upper-level problem is a heat market which anticipates the result of its dispatch on a
follower, i.e., a day-ahead electricity market. This information-sharing market-based coordination
mechanism reduced inefficiencies in both markets while preserving the sequential market clearing.
Another form of soft-coordination is introducing new biding formats [117, 118]. The works in
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[36, 119] extended price-quantity bids for heat market participants to be offered conditionally on
electricity market prices through bid-validity constraints. In this way, bids for the heat market
account for the interdependencies between heat and electricity for CHPs and HPs and represent
the cross-sectoral interactions. The works on heat and electricity market coordination [36, 37, 119]
require the heat operator to model the entire electricity market and the electricity market operator
to share sensitive data, such as the electrical demand of loads, which may raise privacy and
data-sharing issues.



CHAPTER3
Uncertainty-aware Co-optimization

of Heat and Electricity Systems
This chapter presents uncertainty-aware co-optimization of heat and electricity systems for flexibility
provision to deal with uncertainty of renewable energy sources. Full sectoral coordination is
achieved by considering the operational constraints of both systems simultaneously. In the
combined operation of heat and electricity systems, short-term uncertainty propagates from the
electricity to the heat side due to physical interdependence. The uncertainty-aware co-optimization
approach models not only the electric power system’s real-time response but also the district
heating system’s actions in the presence of forecast errors. Real-time regulation is modeled through
data-driven control policies in the day-ahead stage. The policies assigned to units in the electricity
and heat sides coordinate the response of both systems to imbalances caused by renewable energy
sources. Operation of Combined Heat & Power (CHP) units is used to control the uncertainty
propagation from the electricity to the heat system.

Section 3.1 provides an overview of how tools for decision-making tools under uncertainty have
been applied in energy system operation. Then, Section 3.2 introduces the deterministic optimal
operation model of integrated electricity and heat systems. To accurately include uncertainty in the
co-optimization model, Section 3.3 describes steps toward an uncertainty-aware co-optimization by
defining the ambiguity set, introducing affine policies, and presenting the concept of distributionally
robust chance-constraints. Section 3.4 extends the deterministic formulation in Section 3.2 to include
uncertainty of the renewable production forecast in the objective function and constraints with and
without uncertainty propagation to the heat side. Section 3.5 provides a tractable second-order
cone reformulation of the objective function and the distributionally robust chance-constraints.
Finally, in Section 3.6, a case study is presented, and the results are analyzed. In this Chapter, wind
power is chosen as a renewable energy source, but all the findings and mathematical descriptions
hold for any other stochastic energy source. The majority of this Chapter is based on the content of
[Paper A] and [Paper B], with changes to fit this thesis framework logically.

3.1 Introduction to uncertainty-aware optimization

In the existing literature, traditional approaches to handle renewable energy sources’ uncertainty
in integrated heat and electricity systems are scenario-based stochastic optimization [27, 37, 120,
121], robust optimization [29–31], and chance-constrained programming [122]. In stochastic
programming, the objective function minimizes the operational system cost in day-ahead and the
expected balancing cost in real-time. The uncertain input data is represented by scenarios along
with the probability for each scenario to realize [32]. Scenario generation techniques assume a
probability distribution of the uncertain parameter to obtain a discrete distribution of the uncertainty.
A wrong assumption about the underlying uncertainty distribution can reduce the quality of
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obtained decisions and provide more costly solutions [123]. Moreover, stochastic programming
heavily depends on the number of generated scenarios. The number of scenarios needed grows
significantly for large-scale systems, and the solving process becomes computationally demanding
[123]. Scenario reduction methods could alleviate computational burden, but reducing the number
of scenarios weakens the stochastic program’s out-of-sample performance [124]. If a scenario that
has not been foreseen arises, decisions might be infeasible. A robust optimization approach models
uncertainty through uncertainty sets, and the final solution is optimal for the worst-case realization
of uncertainty for the balancing cost [57, 125]. However, the worst-case realization in robust
optimization models happens rarely, and therefore the solution is too conservative and costly
[126, 127]. The chance-constrained programming approach formulates probabilistic constraints
and can obtain a less conservative solution by including random parameters in the constraints
which hold with a certain probability. Chance constraints can be approximated by sampling a
finite number of constraints [122], where samples depend on the assumed probability distribution.
They can also be analytically reformulated by assuming some specific distribution [128] or as a
distributionally robust chance-constraints [129].

Distributionally robust optimization methods could effectively overcome the downsides of stochas-
tic and robust optimization [130]. Uncertainty is traditionally modeled via probability distributions.
Distributionally robust optimization addresses the fact that the distribution generating the data
might not be the one that is assumed initially. This innovative method represents uncertainty
through an ambiguity set, i.e, a family of probability distributions, and the solution is robust
against the worst possible distribution inside the ambiguity set. In this method, a decision-maker
uses available data to build the ambiguity set. However, a distribution within the ambiguity
set is selected to harm a decision-maker as much as possible [131]. Usually, a final model is a
three-level min-max-min problem to minimize the worst-case expected cost. The decision-maker
has control over the ambiguity set and the conservatism by assessing out-of-sample performance.
Moreover, tractable reformulations of distributionally robust optimization problems can overcome
computational challenges arising in stochastic programming [132]. As a result, the distributionally
robust approach fills the gap between the conservatism of the robust optimization and the poor
out-of-sample performance of scenario-based approaches.

Distributionally robust optimization has many applications in the field of power system operation.
For example, the method was applied to the optimal power flow [133–137], unit commitment
[138], and generation expansion planning [139] problems to handle renewable energy uncertainty
in power systems. For heat and electricity sector coupling, the approach was used in [63, 64] to
determine the optimal day-ahead unit commitment and energy and reserve dispatch, respectively.
References [140–142] applied distributionally robust optimization in the integrated electricity
and natural gas system to model uncertainty in the natural gas system network. The effect of
uncertainty propagation from the electricity to the heat system has not been studied so far. In this
Chapter, distributionally robust optimization and chance-constrained programming are applied to
utilize district heating flexibility and to control the uncertainty propagation via CHPs.

3.2 Deterministic co-optimization model

In the deterministic benchmark model Det_EH, a system operator co-optimizes heat and electricity
system dispatch accounting for operational constraints of both systems based on a deterministic
wind power forecast. The power system is modeled with direct current (DC) power flow equations
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introduced in Section 2.2.2, and the heat system is modeled with heat flow equations described
in Section 2.3.2. Det_EH employs the constant-flow and variable temperature (CF-VT) control
strategy to adjust thermal power output by changing the temperature difference at heat station
nodes. This control strategy allows to model thermal flow by linear equations while utilizing
flexibility of the district heating network. The nodal demand of heat and electricity is modelled
as an inflexible, inelastic parameter. Let us consider vectors xE and xH of electricity and heat
optimization variables, respectively. The co-optimization problem of heat and electricity dispatch
is written in a compact form as follows

min
xE,xH

CH(xH) + CE(xE) (3.1a)

subject to
fE(xE) = 0, (3.1b)

hE(xE) ≤ 0, (3.1c)

fH(xH) = 0, (3.1d)

hH(xH) ≤ 0, (3.1e)

hlink(xE, xH) ≤ 0, (3.1f)

f link(xE, xH) = 0. (3.1g)

Objective function (3.1a) minimizes the total operation cost of the heat and electricity system.
Constraint (3.1b) enforces power balance in the electricity system. Constraints (3.1c) limit power
flow along the lines, ensure conventional generators’ limits and ramping capability, and restrict
the ramping power of CHPs. Constraints (3.1d) enforce the thermal power produced by each heat
station and power consumed by heat loads, as well as the temperature mixture for return and
supply networks. Furthermore, constraints (3.1d) ensure that the temperature at the beginning of a
pipe leaving a node is equal to the mixture temperature at that node, impose equality of the ending
temperature of a single pipe and the nodal temperature at that node, and define heat transmission
dynamics and losses in the pipes. Constraints (3.1e) bound the thermal output of heat stations and
restrict nodal temperatures within their operational bounds. Constraints (3.1f) are approximation
of the Feasible Operational Region (FOR) for an extraction CHP, and constraint (3.1g) defines the
ratio between consumed power and produced heat of the Heat Pump (HP). The nodal Note that
CH(·), CE(·), fE(·), fH(·), hE(·), hH(·), f link(·), hlink(·) are linear and, as a result, Det_EH is a Linear
Program (LP)

3.3 Uncertainty modeling

In this thesis, uncertainty of wind power generation is introduced into the deterministic dispatch
with the distributionally robust approach in three steps. First, uncertainty of wind power generation
is represented through an ambiguity set by utilizing available historical data. Second, affine policies
are defined for the electricity system and district heating network to respond to the uncertainty in
real-time. Third, operational constraints describing the physical limitations of both systems are
written as probabilistic constraints that have to be satisfied with a certain probability. Parameters
of the uncertainty probability distribution are estimated from the historical data, and the model
performance is evaluated via out-of-sample analysis modeling the realization of uncertainty in
real-time.
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3.3.1 Construction of the ambiguity set

The distributionally robust optimization approach utilizes an ambiguity set, i.e., a set of probability
distributions constructed based on the information about uncertainty obtained from historical
data. Available historical data allows incorporating partial information about the uncertainty.
Focusing on tractability, we build a moment-based ambiguity set [59, 132], which contains probability
distributions with certain moments properties. Specifically, in this case it contains distributions
with the same first- and second-order moments. This type of set is attractive from a modeling
perspective since it provides tractable convex reformulations.

The wind power generation is scheduled in the day-ahead stage as deterministic forecasted output
W f ∈ R|IW|. In real-time, the scheduled wind power output is subject to forecast errors. The
forecast errors are modeled as an uncertain parameter and uncertain wind power generation in
real-time is expressed as W f −ξ, where ξ ∈ R|IW| is the vector of forecast errors. Random parameter
ξ follows an unknown probability distribution P with mean µ ∈ R|IW| and covariance matrix
Σ ∈ R|IW|×|IW|. The covariance matrix accounts for the spatial correlation between corresponding
forecast errors of |IW| wind parks. Given N training data samples, the empirical mean is calculated
as µ = 1

N

∑N
l=1 ξl and the covariance matrix Σ = 1

N

∑N
l=1 (ξl − µ)(ξl − µ)⊤. Then the ambiguity

set Dξ is built such that

Dξ := {P ∈ P : EP[ξ] = µ, EP[(ξ − µ)(ξ − µ)⊤] = Σ}, (3.2)

where EP[·] is the expectation operator and P is a family of all distributions with the same mean µ

and covariance Σ.

In [59], the formulation was extended to allow the mean and covariance matrix to be unknown
themselves. The extended ambiguity set obtains a less conservative solution but also has a lesser
degree of tractability since the reformulation is a semidefinite program [134]. Another type of
widely used ambiguity set is metric-based. It is defined as a ball in the space of probability
distributions and uses a notion of a distance from a reference distribution [55, 143]. Even though
metric-based ambiguity sets offer stronger out-of-sample performance, moment-based ones display
better tractability properties [55].

3.3.2 Affine polices

Due to imperfect forecasts of the wind power output, deviation from the original schedule may
occur in real-time. The real-time response of controllable generation units to the forecast errors is
modeled as linear decision rules [60] or, as they are also known in literature, affine control policies
[140]. These policies allow modeling the response of adjustable variables with linear functions of
the total imbalance and provide control signals for conventional generators, CHPs, HPs, and the
district heating network. Reference [144] provides necessary and sufficient optimality conditions
of affine policies in multi-stage robust programs.

In the real-time stage, deviation from the day-ahead schedule for wind power units occurs, and the
system is imbalanced with a total amount of imbalanced power 1⊤ξ, where 1 is an appropriately
sized unit vector. Flexibility of controllable units and network that is activated in real-time to
contribute to the system balancing is a linear function of the total imbalance 1⊤ξ. The linear
response of controllable generation units and district heating network is expressed as follows
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x̃E = xE + αE(1⊤ξ), (3.3a)

x̃H = xH + αH(1⊤ξ). (3.3b)

In (3.3a),(3.3b), first parts of each equation, xE, xH, are day-ahead schedules for the forecasted wind
power, where second parts, αE(1⊤ξ), αH(1⊤ξ), are real-time regulation actions in the presence
of forecast error ξ. Consequently, previously deterministic decision variables acquire stochastic
nature due to linear dependence on the uncertainty ξ. Affine control polices respond to the net
deviation from all wind farms. In this way, the dimension of uncertainty does not affect the size
of uncertainty-aware optimization problems, neither in the number of decision variables nor in
the number of constraints. Here αE is a decision variable for participation factors of conventional
generation units, CHPs, and HPs to handle unforeseen forecast errors. In order to utilize flexibility
of the district heating system, participation factors of heat decision variables are introduced as αH.
Under the CF-VT control strategy, district heating network temperatures are controllable at each
node. Hence, αH includes changes in heat schedule from heat suppliers and supply and return
temperatures at each node in response to wind power uncertainty in real-time.

Introduction of resource actions and real-time forecast errors in previously deterministic formulation
transforms equality constraints (3.1b), (3.1d), and (3.1g) into

fE(xE + αE(1⊤ξ)) = 0, (3.4a)

fH(xH + αH(1⊤ξ)) = 0, (3.4b)

f link(xE + αE(1⊤ξ), xH + αH(1⊤ξ)) = 0. (3.4c)

By matching the zeroth- and first-order coefficients of ξ on both sides of (3.4), equality constraints
can be split into two parts [145]. The deterministic part of the constraints remains unchanged as
(3.1b), (3.1d), (3.1g), and the balance of supply and demand in real-time of the integrated system is
ensured with

fE,RT(αE) = 0, (3.5a)

fH,RT(αH) = 0, (3.5b)

f link, RT(αE, αH) = 0, (3.5c)

which holds for any realization of uncertainty ξ, since uncertainty was canceled out from both sides
of (3.5). Electrical power flow changes in real-time when uncertainty is revealed, depending on
affine policies and spatial-temporal correlation between wind farms. Furthermore, recourse actions
from the heat side depend on the allocation of affine policies in the heat network and physical
thermal flow constraints. In this way, uncertainty of the wind power forecast propagate to the heat
side due to CHPs and HPs real-time response to forecast errors (3.5c). Due to the adoption of the
CF-VT control strategy, real-time response of controllable units and district heating network (3.5) is
linear. Figure 3.1 shows differences between the deterministic and uncertainty-aware formulation
with affine policies.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between deterministic and uncertainty-aware model.

3.3.3 Distributionally robust chance-constraints

In the uncertainty-aware framework, operational limits are enforced by distributionally robust
chance-constraints over ambiguity set Dξ such that

min
P∈Dξ

P(hE(x̃E) ≤ 0) ≥ 1 − ϵ, (3.6a)

min
P∈Dξ

P(hH(x̃H) ≤ 0) ≥ 1 − ϵ, (3.6b)

min
P∈Dξ

P(hlink(x̃E, x̃H) ≤ 0) ≥ 1 − ϵ. (3.6c)

This probabilistic formulation allows tuning the conservativeness of operational decisions against
the worst distribution of wind power forecast errors. Here, parameter ϵ ≥ 0 is a violation
probability, and 1 − ϵ is referred to as a confidence level. Operator P(·) is the probability operator
over uncertain parameter ξ. The probability of meeting chance constraints is enforced to be
greater or equal to the predefined confidence level 1 − ϵ. Parameters ϵ ∈ [0, 1] shows the risk
attitude of the system operator to mitigate wind power uncertainty. By controlling violation
probabilities ϵ individually for every chance-constraint and therefore unit, line, or node, the system
operator changes the probabilities of violation of operational limits when uncertainty ξ is realized
in real-time, adjusting the conservativeness of the final dispatch. The distributionally robust
formulation of probabilistic constraints makes no assumption on probability distribution and
enforces constraints to hold for the worst-case distribution P from the ambiguity set Dξ of all
distributions with the same mean µ and covariance Σ. As a result, distributionally robust chance
constraints enforce operational limits to hold with a certain probability for any distribution in the
ambiguity set.

The chance constraints (3.6) are infinite-dimensional and therefore intractable. To achieve com-
putational tractability, these probabilistic constraints are analytically reformulated in Section
3.5.

3.4 Uncertainty-aware co-optimization models

Uncertainty from renewable energy sources propagates from the electricity to the district heating
system. We model different levels of uncertainty propagation, and as a result, different levels
of district heating flexibility utilization. An overview of uncertainty-aware models and their
features is provided in Figure 3.2. Flexible extraction CHPs can be seen as a gate that the system
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operator can control whether allowing uncertainty propagation or not. Two modeling cases are
investigated, i.e., completely ignoring uncertainty in the district heating side, Stoch_EH_NP (NP
- no propagation), and fully uncertainty-aware model, Stoch_EH_WP (WP - with propagation),
where the heat flow is directly affected by the electrical power flow due to balancing uncertainty in
real-time. Stoch_EH_NP model exploits the properties of the flexible FOR of an extraction CHP.
Here the heat dispatch of CHPs is fixed in real-time, and, in this way, the system operator has only
limited ability to change the power output of CHPs within their FOR. This means that disturbances
caused by forecast errors in real-time will not change the heat flow and the state of district heating
decision variables. Thus, uncertainty does not propagate to the heat system but the flexibility is
limited. In contrast, the second formulation in Stoch_EH_WP allows changes in real-time heat
dispatch and models uncertainty propagation to the heating side. By adjusting the heat dispatch
of CHPs and HPs, variables that model heat flow in the district heating network are subject to
change in real-time.
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Figure 3.2: Uncertainty propagation in the integrated electricity and heat system dispatch. Left
part depicts model without modeling uncertainty propagation to the heat side, right part shows
complete uncertainty propagation.

3.4.1 No uncertainty propagation: Sub-optimal system-wide flexibility utilization

Stochastic representation of wind power uncertainty without propagation to the district heating
side Stoch_EH_NP is modeled as mathematical program 3.7. Optimal dispatch for the integrated
heat and electricity system is determined by minimizing combined heat CH(xH) and electricity
CE(xE) production cost as follows

min
x̃E,xH

î
CH(xH) + CE(xE)

ó
(3.7a)
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subject to
fE(xE) = 0, fE,RT(αE) = 0, (3.7b)

min
Pξ∈Dξ

P(hE(x̃E) ≤ 0) ≥ 1 − ϵ, (3.7c)

fH(xH) = 0, (3.7d)

hH(xH) ≤ 0, (3.7e)

hlink(xE, xH) ≤ 0, (3.7f)

f link(xE, xH) = 0, (3.7g)

where, compared to 3.1, electricity production from CHPs and conventional generators in x̃E are
uncertainty dependent, i.e., share the burden of real-time response to wind power forecast errors.
As a result, inequality constraint (3.7c) limits the operational conditions of generation units and
transmission lines as distributionally robust chance constraints. Moreover, by introducing affine
control policies for CHPs and conventional generators, additional balancing equality for real-time
policies added in 3.7b. Equations (3.7d) - (3.7g), which enforce district heating network physics and
model flexible linking units, remain deterministic since heat cannot be re-dispatched in real-time.
The detailed description of mathematical equations is presented in [Paper A].

Stoch_EH_NP proposed in [Paper A] does not harness full flexibility from CHPs, HPs and district
heating network and obtain sub-optimal dispatch system-wide. However, the model can be
applied by the system operator to avoid changes in the district heating system schedule due to
renewable energy uncertainty realization in real-time.

3.4.2 Allowing uncertainty propagation: Full utilization of flexibility

A fully uncertainty-aware dispatch with uncertainty propagation Stoch_EH_WP is modeled, as
mathematical program (3.8). This model achieves maximal inter-sectoral and inter-temporal
coordination and fully utilizes district heating flexibility. Optimal electricity and heat production,
as well as district heating state variables, are determined by minimizing the worst-case expected
system cost as

min
x̃E,x̃H

max
P∈Dξ

EP
î
CH(x̃H) + CE(x̃E)

ó
(3.8a)

subject to
fE(xE) = 0, fE,RT(αE) = 0, (3.8b)

min
P∈Dξ

P(hE(x̃E) ≤ 0) ≥ 1 − ϵ, (3.8c)

fH(xH) = 0, fH,RT(αH) = 0, (3.8d)

min
P∈Dξ

P(hH(x̃H) ≤ 0) ≥ 1 − ϵ, (3.8e)

f link(xE, xH) = 0, f link, RT(αE, αH) = 0, (3.8f)

min
P∈Dξ

P(hlink(x̃E, x̃H) ≤ 0) ≥ 1 − ϵ, (3.8g)

where vectors of electricity and heat decisions variables are now both stochastic. Objective function
(3.8a) has a min-max structure and minimizes the worst-case expected heat and electricity dispatch
cost, which is the expected cost under the worst distribution P inside the ambiguity set Dξ.
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Constraints (3.8c), (3.8e),(3.8g) are distributionally robust chance constraints. Due to the possibility
of heat re-dispatch in real-time, constraints limiting heat supply (3.8e) and modeling FORs of
CHPs (3.8g) are formulated in the probabilistic form. A distributionally robust chance-constrained
formulation enables adjusting the conservativeness of operational decisions against the worst
distribution of wind power forecast errors by changing ϵ. Note that worst-case distributions are
determined by the model implicitly and can be different for different constraints and objective
function. Equality constraints (3.8b) - (3.8f) are deterministic, i.e., ensured with a probability of 1.
The reason for this is that the power balance constraint must always be ensured in day-ahead and
in real-time when uncertainty is realized, so it holds for all realizations of the uncertainty.

Model Stoch_EH_WP as proposed in [Paper B] harnesses full flexibility from HPs, CHPs, and
district heating networks. The model is a two-stage stochastic program and is formulated with
stochastic variables and probabilistic chance constraints. In order to solve the proposed stochastic
program, computationally tractable reformulations of the objective function and chance constraints
have to be employed.

3.5 Tractable reformulations

Probabilistic formulation with probability P[·] and expectation EP[·] operators and uncertain
decision variables make problems (3.7) and (3.8) intractable. Moment-based ambiguity set (3.2)
constructed from historical data allows exploiting tractability property of the distributionally
robust formulation. Further, a tractable second-order cone reformulation of distributionally robust
chance constraints is explained, relevant for both Stoch_EH_NP and Stoch_EH_WP. Then, analytical
reformulation of the objective function for Stoch_EH_WP is introduced.

3.5.1 Second-order cone constraints

By utilizing available historical data, chance constraints can be analytically reformulated or
approximated by sampling [146, 147]. Approximation by scenarios or samples of chance constraints
requires many samples to guarantee reliability 1 − ϵ. If the number of renewable energy sources is
increasing, computational issues may occur [134]. Assuming a Gaussian probability distribution,
[129] shows that a chance constraint can be reformulated as a second-order cone constraint.
However, the actual distribution of wind power forecast errors can not be known precisely. Theorem
2.2 of [61] derives a second-order cone analytical reformulation of individual distributionally
robust chance constraints (3.6) given the first and second-order moment information by applying
Chebyshev’s inequality. Since hE(·), hH(·), hlink(·) are linear, each chance constraint (3.8c)-(3.8g)
could be rewritten in a generic form as

min
P∈Dξ

P((AxE

e )⊤ξ ≤ bxE

e ) ≥ 1 − ϵe, ∀e ∈ E (3.9a)

min
P∈Dξ

P((AxH

h )⊤ξ ≤ bxH

h ) ≥ 1 − ϵh, ∀h ∈ H (3.9b)

min
P∈Dξ

P((AxE,H

eh )⊤ξ ≤ bxE,H

eh ) ≥ 1 − ϵeh, ∀eh ∈ EH (3.9c)

where E is a set of individual chance constraints for the electricity system, H is a set of individual
chance constraints for the heat system, and EH is a set of individual chance constraints for
CHPs. In case the historical data is past forecast errors, without loss of generality, we can assume
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EP[ξ] = µ = 0 since the wind forecast W f can be shifted. According to [61, 134], (3.9) is equivalent
to  Å1 − ϵe

ϵe

ã
(AxE

e )⊤ΣAxE

e ) ≤ bxE

e , ∀e ∈ E (3.10a) Å1 − ϵh

ϵh

ã
(AxH

h )⊤ΣAxH

h ) ≤ bxH

h , ∀h ∈ H (3.10b) Å1 − ϵeh

ϵeh

ã
(AxE,H

eh )⊤ΣAxE,H

eh ) ≤ bxE,H

eh , ∀eh ∈ EH (3.10c)

A derivation procedure for the chance-constrained optimal power flow problem can be found in
[134]. Previous inequalities (3.10) are second-order cone constraints and are rewritten as

Kϵe
||AxE

e Σ
1
2 ||2 ≤ bxE

e , ∀e ∈ E (3.11a)

Kϵh
||AxH

h Σ
1
2 ||2 ≤ bxH

h , ∀h ∈ H (3.11b)

Kϵeh
||AxE,H

eh Σ
1
2 ||2 ≤ bxE,H

eh , ∀eh ∈ EH (3.11c)

where Kϵe
=

√Ä
1−ϵe

ϵe

ä
, Kϵh

=
√Ä

1−ϵh

ϵh

ä
and Kϵeh

=
√Ä

1−ϵeh

ϵeh

ä
. Coefficients Kϵ(·) control the

chance constraints distributional robustness. Decreasing ϵ leads to higher values of Kϵ(·) , which
results in tighter chance constraints and a more robust and conservative solution. In case of ϵ

approaching zero, the solution tends to be overconservative and for ϵ ≈ 0 even infeasible. Therefore,
a system operator has to choose appropriate values for ϵ. For example, [148] proposes a method
for accurately tuning the safety parameter ϵ with bisectional search in a data-driven manner.

3.5.2 Objective function

To provide tractable reformulation of the objective function (3.8a), first it is rewritten as

min
xE,αE,xH,αH

max
Pξ∈Dξ

EPξ

î
CH(xH + αH(1T ξ)) + CE(xE + αE(1T ξ))

ó
. (3.12)

Objective function (3.12) has a min-max structure such that the worst case expected total heat
and electricity dispatch cost is minimized. Uncertain parameter ξ is drawn from the probability
distribution P ∈ Dξ to maximize the cost of re-dispatch. As mentioned earlier, the first moment of
forecast errors in the ambiguity set is zero, i.e., EP[ξ] = µ = 0. Furthermore, decision variables
xE, αE, xH, αH do not depend on uncertainty ξ and are constants for the expectation operator EP[·].
Exploiting the linear properties of CH(·), CE(·), random parameter ξ can be eliminated and the
maximization operator can be removed, therefore we obtain

min
xE,αE,xH,αH

î
CH(xH) + CE(xE)

ó
. (3.13)

In the resulting objective function, ξ does not appear, and operator maxP∈Dξ
is removed. Finally,

the objective function has the same one-stage linear minimization form as in deterministic model
(3.1), but with affine control policies’ decision variables. The final model is a convex Second-Order
Cone Program (SOCP) and, therefore, could be directly solved by the commercial solvers. A
complete mathematical formulation of the final model can be found in [Paper B].
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3.6 Case study

The proposed models are studied on a integrated six-bus electricity and seven-node district heating
system. The electrical supply consists of two wind power plants, two gas-turbine generators,
G1 and G2, one CHP unit, and one HP. Day-ahead wind power forecast and electrical and heat
demand are taken from [23] and appropriately scaled for the case study. A set of 10000 wind power
historical samples for two wind farms from [139] is used. The first 5000 trajectories are used to
calculate the mean production of the wind farms W f. Forecast error samples are generated as in
[149] and used to compute the covariance matrix Σ. The remaining 5000 trajectories are test data
to perform out-of-sample analysis. For simplicity, each chance constraint is assigned the same
value of violation probability parameter ϵ.

3.6.1 Scheduling results

To demonstrate the effect of uncertainty propagation, traditional deterministic dispatch Det_EH
and stochastic model with full uncertainty propagation Stoch_EH_WP are first compared.

Table 3.1: Total heat and electricity dispatch cost performance, ϵ = 0.05. Adapted from [Paper B].

Det_EH Stoch_EH_WP
Total operational cost [$] 229 004 232 541

Fuel consumption of CHP [MWh] 11 900 11 017
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Figure 3.3: CHP fuel consumption in Det_EH and Stoch_EH_WP. Adapted from [Paper B].

In Table 3.1, total heat and electricity system dispatch cost and fuel consumption of the CHP are
presented. For Stoch_EH_WP, violation probability ϵ is set to 5 % for each chance constraint. From
Table 3.1, we can conclude that the total dispatch cost increases when uncertainty is considered.
In Stoch_EH_WP, the total dispatch cost went up by 1.82 %. The cost increased due to balancing
uncertainty in real-time and, therefore, improved system security level. Compared to model
Det_EH, CHP fuel consumption decreased by 7.42 % in model Stoch_EH_WP. Hence, it shows less
usage of the CHP in the day-ahead stage when uncertainty is taken into account so it can provide
regulation in real-time. These findings can be also seen in Figure 3.3 that CHP operated further
from its limits in Stoch_EH_WP than in Det_EH. For example, during 1-3 hours, heat and power
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Figure 3.4: Electricity dispatch in Det_EH (left) and the difference in dispatch between Stoch_EH_WP
and Det_EH for individual generation units (right). Adapted from [Paper B].
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Figure 3.5: Participation factors for controllable units in Stoch_EH_WP for the electricity system
(left) and heat system (right). Adapted from [Paper B].

from the CHP in Det_EH scheduled at its maximum capability, while it is less tight in Stoch_EH_WP.
This allows Stoch_EH_WP to adjust the operating point of the CHP within its FOR in real-time and
provide needed regulation with affine policies.

Figure 3.4 shows the day-ahead dispatch of all power generation units and the difference in
power dispatch between Stoch_EH_WP and Det_EH when the uncertainty is taken into account.
Figure 3.5 shows affine policies for the electricity and heat side. Cheaper CHP is scheduled at
the maximum in Det_EH. The power re-dispatch must be made to balance the forecast errors
in real-time. For instance, during 1-7 hours, in Stoch_EH_WP, CHP participates in hedging the
wind power uncertainty and reduces its schedule in the day-ahead stage. In Stoch_EH_WP, CHP
reduces the power output in the same hours when its participation factors are not zero. In case
an overall imbalance is negative, it can provide up-regulation. Therefore, more expensive units
G1 is scheduled more in Stoch_EH_WP during 1-7 hours. Moreover, when electrical demand
increases during peak hours, the most expensive unit, G2, increases schedule during 8-12 hours
in Stoch_EH_WP. This increment is due to the assignment with affine policies during the same
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hours. In case of a positive total imbalance, the power of G2 could be reduced. Increasing electrical
power from G1 and G2 leads to higher system operational costs. These units have to be dispatched
more in the day-ahead stage, so the flexibility of the district heating system could be utilized in
providing sufficient real-time regulation. The system operator needs to reserve thermal capacity to
utilize district heating flexibility in real-time. Figure 3.5 also shows participation factors of the CHP
and HP on the heat side due to the physical interface between heat and electricity and uncertainty
propagation in Stoch_EH_WP. To provide sufficient flexibility in real-time, CHP needs to reduce
heat dispatch. This allows the CHP to increase the power limits and stay inside the feasible region
while providing real-time uncertainty balancing.

3.6.2 Out-of-sample performance

Out-of-sample analysis lets us see how the affine policies work in real-time and help evaluate
the solution’s quality. After solving models Stoch_EH_NP and Stoch_EH_WP, we fix obtained
day-ahead and affine polices variables. Using 5000 test samples, affine policies are applied for
every realization of the wind power output. Then actual power generation and power flow in
transmission lines are computed in Stoch_EH_NP and Stoch_EH_WP. Additionally, actual heat
production and temperatures at district heating nodes in Stoch_EH_WP are computed further. It
is investigated whether chance constraints are violated, and ex-ante violation probabilities are
calculated with the procedure described in [139].

Table 3.2: Empirical violation probabilities for every constraint type in Stoch_EH_NP. Adapted
from [Paper A].

Constraint type ϵ = 0.05 ϵ = 0.1
CHP region 0.0242 0.2132

G limits 0 0
Line limits 0 0

Table 3.2 shows empirical ex-ante violation probabilities in model Stoch_EH_NP for individual
chance constraints. The results indicate that for ϵ = 5%, the maximum empirical violation
probability of the CHP feasible operation region is 2.42 %. This is because the distributional robust
reformulation of chance constraints is not exact and tends to obtain overconservative solutions
[135]. However, with ϵ = 10%, the empirical violation probability obtained of the CHP feasible
operation region is 21.32 %, which is 11.32 % more than the assumed theoretical one. This number
indicates that heat must be re-dispatched in real-time so that the CHP operating point can stay in
the feasible operation region. That is to say, district heating system participation in uncertainty
mitigation needs to be modeled. Transmission lines and generator limits are not violated in this
specific case study.

Table 3.3 compares empirical ex-ante violation probabilities of Stoch_EH_WP by individual
constraint type. It can be seen that CHP and generator ramp constraints are most likely to
be violated. For example, for ϵ = 0.25, Stoch_EH_WP performs with CHP ramping violation
probability 0.24. In contrast, line limits and heat station limits are satisfied even at ϵ = 0.25. By
doing such an analysis, the system operator can adjust the value of epsilon for every type of
constraint to reduce the conservativeness of the decisions and, as a result, the operational cost.
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Table 3.3: Empirical violation probabilities for every constraint type in Stoch_EH_WP. Adapted
from [Paper B].

Constraint type ϵ = 0.05 ϵ = 0.10 ϵ = 0.15 ϵ = 0.25
CHP region 0 0 0.0056 0.0356

HS limits 0 0 0 0
G limits 0.0014 0.0174 0.0408 0.0846

Line limits 0 0 0 0
CHP ramping 0.0440 0.0602 0.0440 0.0340

G ramping 0 0.1091 0.1596 0.2392
T R limits 0 0 0.0056 0.0682
T S limits 0 0 0.0050 0.0434

3.6.3 Cost of reliable operation

Figure 3.6 demonstrates empirical violation probabilities, and the total dispatch cost plotted versus
the confidence level. It can be observed that increasing system security level comes at the heat
and electricity dispatch cost. The more robust decisions are obtained, the more costly system
operation is. In this way, there is a trade-off between risk and cost for the system operator. It can
also be seen that empirical violation probabilities in Stoch_EH_WP are lower than the assumed
theoretical ones for smaller confidence level. This again demonstrates the overconservativeness of
the distributionally robust reformulation due to inexactness.
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Figure 3.6: Stoch_EH_WP: Total heat and electricity dispatch cost (left y-axis) and ex-ante empirical
violation probability (right y-axis) with respect to confidence level 1 − ϵ.



CHAPTER4
From Ideal Co-optimization to

Pragmatic Coordination
Coordination of heat and electricity systems aims to dispatch flexible linking units in a efficient
way that unlocks cross-carrier flexibility, i.e, flexibility from optimal interactions between two
energy sectors. Uncoordinated interactions between heat and electricity markets may result
in a sub-optimal dispatch. Introduced in Chapter 2 soft-coordination mechanisms respect the
current heat and electricity market-clearing practices and do not require radical changes as the
co-optimization approach in Chapter 3.

This chapter explores self-scheduling Combined Heat & Power (CHP) units as a market-based
coordination mechanism for the heat and electricity system to respect current independent
operation. Section 4.1 discusses the concept of sectoral coordination between heat and electricity
systems. Mathematical formulations of the optimization and equilibrium problems for the
sequential market-clearing are provided in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 develops optimization and
equilibrium problems for the ideal coordination. Section 4.4 introduces self-scheduling CHPs
and an equilibrium problem for the proposed coordination mechanism as well as the solution
methodology. Finally, in Section 4.5, a case study is presented, and market outcomes are analyzed.
The majority of this Chapter is based on the content of [Paper D], with changes to fit this thesis
framework.

4.1 Cross-sectoral coordination

As identified in Section 2.5, different levels of coordination between heat and electricity systems
can be established. The heat market is cleared based on estimated electricity prices in the sequential
uncoordinated framework. Since electricity prices affect heat generation costs, realized or expected
prices in one market affect offers in the other. Therefore, the merit order in the heat market is
affected by potentially inaccurate electricity price estimation. As such, flexible linking units can
be misplaced in the merit order. The electricity market is cleared afterward with the given heat
dispatch of CHPs and Heat Pumps (HPs), which is determined by the heat market, and actual
electricity prices are derived. Constrained by their heat dispatch, flexible liking units are limited
in their capability to provide flexibility. Due to growing flexibility requirements in the electricity
system, the coordination between heat and electricity markets has become more important. Co-
optimization approaches require significant changes in the current market practices. Required
radical changes include aligning market-clearing timing and centralizing decision-making with
a single market operator. Otherwise, the interactions between systems can be enhanced via soft
coordination mechanisms. These coordination mechanisms improve the indirect operational
information exchanged by the two systems. Such mechanisms respect the sequential order of
markets and improve the information flow so that the heat market becomes electricity-aware.

41
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In most of the existing literature, the sectoral coordination is addressed by considering the combined
heat and power market [150, 151] assuming single integrated market operator. In this framework,
both systems are dispatched simultaneously, using a co-optimization approach [22, 23, 25, 34] with
deterministic renewable energy forecast. Other studies account for renewable energy uncertainty in
co-optimization models using robust optimization [30, 31], or a distributionally robust optimization
approach [63, 64, 152]. In these studies, the perfect coordination between heat and electricity
systems reduces total system operation cost and wind curtailment. As discussed previously, a
practical implementation of the integrated market would require a radical change in the current
heat and electricity market regulation from an operational management perspective. It is doubtful
whether policy makers and regulators would be in favor of this solution in the near future. Market
soft-coordination mechanisms for the heat and electricity systems are less often addressed in the
literature.

In [153], authors use bi-level optimization to make the heat market aware of the electricity market.
A leader in the upper-level problem is a heat market operator which anticipates the result of
its dispatch on a follower, i.e., the day-ahead electricity market. Although the model increases
coordination between the two sectors, it could cause computational issues for a large-scale
integrated energy system. This, however, was addressed in [37] with an augmented regularized
Benders decomposition. References [36, 119] proposed a bid-validity mechanism in the heat unit
commitment problem to anticipate the outcome of the sequential heat and electricity market
clearing on the heat market. The tri-level optimization respects current heat and electricity
market regulations, and yields better coordination results among the energy sectors. The final
tri-level problem was reformulated as a single-level Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) using
a lexicographic function. Compared to electricity-aware heat markets in [36, 37, 119, 153],
introduction of self-scheduling CHPs does not require the heat operator to model the electricity
market and the electricity market to share sensitive data, such as electrical demand of loads.

H

E
(a)

EH
(b)

SS

H E
(c)

Figure 4.1: Different market clearing approaches. 4.1(a) - sequential market clearing, 4.1(b) -
integrated market clearing approach, 4.1(c) - proposed market clearing setup with self-scheduling
units. Here H - heat market, E - electricity market, SS - self-scheduling CHPs. Adapted from [Paper
D].

Further in this Chapter, three market setups as shown in Figure 4.1 are analyzed. The market
setups include sequential approach, integrated approach using co-optimization and proposed soft
coordination framework with self-scheduling CHPs. We assume that electricity and heat demand
are inelastic to price. Additionally, for a fair comparative analysis, we use tight relaxation of the
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binary commitment decision variables between 0 and 1 in all models [154]. Lastly, we assume that
all producers are price takers and there is perfect competition between market players.

4.2 Sequential market clearing without coordination

Heat market equilibrium Electricity market equilibrium

Market operator
min Total H dispatch cost

Heat market optimization

Market operator
min Total E dispatch cost

Electricity market optimization

For each HO:
max ProfitH

For each CHP:
max ProfitH

SupplyH = DemandH

For each G:
max ProfitE

For each W:
max ProfitE

For each CHP:
max ProfitE

SupplyE = DemandE

q∗
s,t

q∗
s,t

λ̂E
t

λ̂E
t

Figure 4.2: Sequential market clearing without coordination: Each optimization problem for heat
and electricity market is equivalent to an equilibrium problem for heat and for electricity market
clearing. Here HO - heat-only unit, W - wind power unit, G - generator, H - heat, E - electricity.

In the sequential market clearing approach, we define a set of dispatchable power production
units I. A set of CHPs is denoted by ICHP and IG is a set of conventional generators. Note that
I = ICHP ∪ IG. Additionally, we consider a set IW of curtailable wind power units.

4.2.1 Heat market clearing

The heat market is cleared before the electricity market in the sequential and decoupled operation.
Let us consider vector xH that includes optimization variables of the heat market clearing problem
{qs,t, pCHP,H

s,t , uCHP
s,t , cCHP

s,t } ∀s ∈ ICHP, ∀t ∈ T . Here we denote by qs,t the day-ahead heat dispatch of
CHP s at time step t, and by cCHP

s,t the respective start-up cost1. Furthermore, binary variable uCHP
s,t

represents the on status of CHPs and is relaxed between 0 and 1. Note that CHPs are required to
consider potential revenue from the electricity market when they allocate their heat production
cost. Typically, a deterministic point forecast of day-ahead electricity prices λ̂E ∈ R|T | is used by
CHPs for that purpose. In this way, we define function CH(·) that computes heat production cost
of CHPs as follows

CH(λ̂E, xH) =
∑
t∈T

∑
s∈ICHP

C fuel
s (ρE

spCHP,H
s,t + ρH

s qs,t) + cCHP
s,t − λ̂E

t pCHP,H
s,t , (4.1)

1Since CHP unit commitment decisions are made in the heat market, and start-up cost should affect a heat price, we
consider the start-up cost of CHPs in the heat market clearing problem. Moreover, CHPs can decide how to split the
start-up cost between two markets.
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where C fuel
s is the fuel cost and ρE

s , ρH
s are the heat and electricity fuel efficiency, respectively. It

should be noted that variable pCHP,H
s,t is the anticipation of the day-ahead CHP electrical power

schedule based on the forecasted electricity price, but not the final dispatch.

The heat market operator seeks to minimize the total day-ahead production and start-up cost of
CHPs considering revenue from sales in the day-ahead electricity market over time horizon T as

min
xH

CH(λ̂E, xH), (4.2a)

subject to
fH(xH) = 0 : λH, (4.2b)

hH(xH) ≤ 0 : µH. (4.2c)

Dual variable λH ∈ R|T | of the heat balance constraint (4.2b) derives heat spot prices2. Inequality
constraints (4.2c) include the Feasible Operational Region (FOR) of extraction CHPs, enforce
ramping limits on CHPs power, relax the commitment decisions between 0 and 1, and define the
start-up cost for each CHP. Functions CH(·), fH(·), and hH(·) are linear in xH meaning that (4.2) is
a Linear Program (LP).

In game theory, a set of interrelated optimization problems that have to be solved at the same
time constitute an equilibrium problem [155]. The optimization problem 4.2 can be equivalently
reformulated as an equilibrium problem in which each market player maximizes its profit with
perfect information about the heat price subject to its operational constraints. This equivalent
equilibrium problem is illustrated in Figure 4.2 (left). Heat price λH is a variables within the
equilibrium model but an external parameter for the participant’s optimization problem. In
combination with thermal power balance constraints, a set of profit maximization problems results
in a market equilibrium.

4.2.2 Electricity market clearing

We now introduce the second stage in the sequential framework. Let us consider vector xE that
includes optimization variables of the electricity market clearing problem {pCHP

s,t , pG
g,t, pW

j,t, uG
g,t, cG

g,t}
∀s ∈ ICHP, ∀g ∈ IG, ∀j ∈ IW, ∀t ∈ T . Decision variables pCHP

s,t and pG
g,t represent the actual power

dispatch of CHPs and power-only units, respectively. Moreover, pW
j,t denotes the day-ahead

schedule of wind power units. We assume that marginal cost for all wind power producers is zero.
In addition, uG

g,t refers to the commitment decisions of conventional generators and cG
g,t defines

their start-up cost. We define function CE(·) that computes the total electricity supply cost. It
consists of production and start-up cost for conventional generators, and electricity production
cost for CHPs such that

CE(xE) =
∑
t∈T


 ∑

s∈ICHP

C fuel
s ρE

spCHP
s,t +

∑
g∈IG

(C fuel
g pG

g,t + cG
g,t)


. (4.3)

Given scheduled CHP heat production q*
s,t and commitment decisions uCHP*

s,t obtained from the
heat market clearing, the electricity market operator clears the market as

min
xE

CE(xE), (4.4a)

2Note that in reality heat market prices are defined by bilateral contracts between the heat market operator and
participants, and are known in advance.
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subject to
fE(xE) = 0 : λE, (4.4b)

hE(xE) ≤ 0 : µE. (4.4c)

We derive actual electricity prices λE ∈ R|T | as the dual variables of the power balance constraint
(4.4b). Constraints (4.4c) enforce wind power units and convectional generators electricity
production limits, limit ramping capacity of conventional generators, relax generators’ commitment
variables and compute their start-up cost. Moreover, given the CHP heat dispatch and commitment
decisions from the heat market, (4.4c) also constraints CHP electricity production inside its FOR
and enforces CHP ramping limits. Functions CE(·), fE(·), and hE(·) are linear in xE. Thus, (4.4) is a
LP.

The optimization problem 4.4 for electricity market-clearing can be equivalently reformulated as
an equilibrium problem in which each power generation unit maximizes its profit with perfect
information about the electricity price subject to its operational constraints. Note that CHPs
maximize their profit given the heat dispatch q*

s,t from the heat market, which is treated as a fixed
input. This equivalent equilibrium problem is illustrated in Figure 4.2 (right). Electricity price λE

is a variables within the equilibrium model but an external parameter for the power generation
unit’s profit maximization problem. Together with the power balance constraint, a set of profit
maximization problems results in a market equilibrium.

4.2.3 Inefficiencies of sequential clearing framework
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Figure 4.3: Feasible operation region of an extraction CHP and possible available flexibility in the
heat-driven mode. Adapted from [Paper D].

By generating electricity and heat together, CHPs provide a physical interface between electricity
and heat sectors. A naive heat market operator dispatches CHPs based on their marginal heat
production cost, and could cause inefficiencies to the electricity market. CHPs, which first maximize
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their profit in the heat market and then in the electricity market, operate sequentially and are
strongly constrained because of the physical characteristics of extraction units. As shown in Figure
4.3, a heat market operator, which is unaware of the electricity market, reduces the flexibility of
CHPs.

4.3 Ideal co-optimization with perfect coordination

Integrated market equilibrium

For each HO:
max ProfitH

For each W:
max ProfitE

For each CHP:
max ProfitH + ProfitE

For each G:
max ProfitE

SupplyH = DemandH SupplyE = DemandE

Market operator
min Total H and E dispatch cost

Integrated market optimization

Figure 4.4: Integrated market: Co-optimization of heat and electricity market is equivalent to an
equilibrium model. Here HO - heat-only unit, W - wind power unit, G - generator, H - heat, E -
electricity.

Ideal sectoral coordination as in Figure 4.1(b) is achieved by designing a integrated heat and
electricity market disregarding the current sequential market-clearing. The co-optimization of heat
and electricity markets is aware of sectoral interactions and optimally dispatches flexible linking
units given the all available information.

4.3.1 Integrated heat and electricity market

For the ideal co-optimization, we define a vector of optimization variables xEH that consists of
{qs,t, pi,t, pW

j,t, ui,t, ci,t} ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ IW, ∀t ∈ T . Decision variables pi,t, ui,t, ci,t are the electricity
dispatch, relaxed binary commitment decisions, and start-up cost of all dispatchable power
production units, respectively. In addition, we define function CEH(·) for the joint day-ahead
production cost of the integrated system as

CEH =
∑
t∈T


 ∑

s∈ICHP

C fuel
s (ρE

spCHP
s,t + ρH

s qs,t) +
∑

g∈IG

C fuel
g pG

g,t +
∑
i∈I

ci,t


 . (4.5)

An ideal coordination approach is to fully integrate the electricity and heat sectors by co-optimizing
heat and electricity production with complete exchange of information as follows

min
xEH

CEH(xEH), (4.6a)
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subject to (4.2b), (4.4b) and
hEH(xEH) ≤ 0 : µEH. (4.6b)

Constraints (4.6b) enforce production limits for wind power units and conventional generators,
FOR for CHPs, impose ramping limits, restrict unit commitment variables, and calculate the
start-up cost for dispatchable power production units. From an economic point of view, the
benchmark model assumes one integrated market operator that maximizes social welfare given the
full system data. It should be noted that the electricity price forecast λ̂E is irrelevant for the ideal
benchmark since the integrated market operator has perfect knowledge of the sectoral interactions.
Functions CEH(·), fEH(·), and hEH(·) are linear in xEH indicating that (4.6) is a linear program.

As illustrated in Figure 4.4, the co-optimization problem 4.6 can be equivalently reformulated as
an equilibrium problem in which each market player maximizes its profit with perfect information
about heat and electricity prices subject to its operational constraints. Note that CHPs maximize
their profit from the heat and electricity simultaneously. Electricity λE and heat λH prices are
variables within the equilibrium model but an external parameter for each generation unit’s profit
maximization problem. In combination with the heat and power balance constraints, a set of profit
maximization problems results in a market equilibrium.

4.4 Pragmatic coordination
Inspired by the integrated market, we introduce a pragmatic coordination framework with a
self-scheduling CHPs to reduce inefficiencies in both heat and electricity markets. As shown in
Figure 4.5, we give self-scheduling CHPs freedom to maximize their profits from both markets,
as it is done in the integrated market, but retain the sequential clearing for all the rest market
participants. First, an optimization problem for self-scheduling CHPs is described. Then, an
equilibrium problem to analyze the proposed market outcomes is introduced and reformulated as
a Mixed-Complementarity Problem (MCP).

4.4.1 Self-scheduling CHPs
In the proposed coordination mechanism, we assume that CHPs are allowed to schedule themselves
outside the markets given the information about heat and electricity prices. In this case, CHPs
decide on their own which amount of energy they want to trade in both markets instead of being
dispatched by market operators.

We introduce a set ISS of self-scheduling CHPs. We define xSS that includes {pCHP
s,t , qs,t, uCHP

s,t , cCHP
s,t , ∀s ∈

ISS, ∀t ∈ T } as a vector of optimization variables for self-scheduling CHPs. In addition, λE, λH are
actual day-ahead electricity and heat prices from the heat and electricity market clearing outcome
(4.2) and (4.4). Furthermore, function CSS

s (·) maximizes the profit of the self-scheduler from the
heat and electricity market as

CSS
s (xSS, λE, λH) =

∑
t∈T

(λH*
t − C fuel

s ρH
s )qs,t + (λE*

t − C fuel
s ρE

s)pCHP
s,t − cCHP

s,t . (4.7)

For each unit s ∈ ISS we define the profit maximization problem as follows

max
xSS

CSS
s (xSS, λE, λH), (4.8a)

subject to
hSS

s (xSS) ≤ 0 : µSS . (4.8b)

Constraints (4.8b) represent the FOR of CHPs, enforce ramping limits, relax commitment decisions,
and compute start-up cost of self-scheduling units. Due to the fact that λE, λH are parameters for
the self-scheduler unit, problem (4.8) is an LP.
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Heat market equilibrium Electricity market equilibrium

Market operator
min Total H dispatch cost

Heat market optimization

For each SS-CHP
max ProfitH + ProfitE

Self-scheduling CHP

Market operator
min Total E dispatch cost

Electricity market optimization

For each HO:
max ProfitH

For each non SS-CHP:
max ProfitH

SupplyH = DemandH - HeatSS

For each G:
max ProfitE

For each W:
max ProfitE

For each non SS-CHP:
max ProfitE

SupplyE = DemandE - PowerSS

For each SS-CHP
max ProfitH + ProfitE

Self-scheduling CHP

q∗
s,t ∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS

q∗
s,t ∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS

λ̂E
t

λ̂E
t

Figure 4.5: Market-based coordination: Equilibrium problems with self-scheduling CHPs. Here
HO - heat-only unit, W - wind power unit, G - generator, H - heat, E - electricity, SS - self-scheduling

4.4.2 Mixed-complementarity reformulation

As previously mentioned, the proposed market framework allows CHPs to self-schedule outside
the heat and electricity markets. In that light, the proposed framework cannot be expressed as
one optimization problem since several players optimize their objectives. In order to analyze the
sectoral interactions, let us consider the following optimization problems (4.2), (4.4), (4.8) jointly
as shown in Figure 4.5. The constructed equilibrium model has the following market players:
Heating system operator, Electricity market operator, and Self-Scheduling CHPs. Specifically, since
one player’s feasible space depends on the other players’ decisions, this problem is a Generalized
Nash Equilibrium problem, and the solution of this game holds at a Nash Equilibrium. In this case,
none of the market players has the incentive to unilaterally deviate from the market outcome. This,
however, does not guarantee that the solution is unique [156]. The link between the feasible spaces
arises due to the market-clearing conditions (4.2b) (4.4b), where the heat and electricity supply must
meet the demand. It should be noted that for the heat and electricity market operator the production
of self-schedulers is an exogenous parameter. This also applies to the non-self-scheduling CHPs
heat production for the electricity market. On the other hand, day-ahead heat and electricity prices
appear only in the objective functions of the self-scheduling problems and therefore do not affect
their feasible space. Fig. 4.6 sheds more light on the information flow between the players in the
equilibrium model.
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Heat
market

Self-scheduling
unit

Electricity
market

λ̂E
t

q∗
s,t ∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS

λH∗
t

q∗
s,t ∀s ∈ ISS

λE∗
t

pCHP∗
s,t ∀s ∈ ISS

Figure 4.6: Information exchange in the proposed equilibrium model. Note that input variables
with * sign are fixed for the optimization problem. Adapted from [Paper D].

We now recast the proposed equilibrium problem as an MCP based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions. Optimization problems (4.2), (4.4), (4.8) are LPs. Thus, their KKT conditions are
both necessary and sufficient optimality conditions. We replace each of the problems with their
KKT conditions and solve them jointly as

∇xHCH(λ̂E, xH) + λH⊤∇xHfH(xH) + µH⊤∇xHhH(xH) = 0, (4.9a)

∇xECE(xE) + λE⊤∇xEfE(xE) + µE⊤∇xEhE(xE) = 0, (4.9b)

∇xSSCSS(xSS, λE, λH) + µSS⊤∇xSShSS(xSS) = 0, (4.9c)

fH(xH) = 0, (4.9d)

fE(xE) = 0, (4.9e)

0 ≤ −hH(xH) ⊥ µH ≥ 0, (4.9f)

0 ≤ −hE(xE) ⊥ µE ≥ 0, (4.9g)

0 ≤ −hSS(xSS) ⊥ µSS ≥ 0, (4.9h)

λE, λH ∈ R|T |, (4.9i)

where conditions (4.9f), (4.9g), and (4.9h) are known as complementarity conditions, which are
nonlinear. To resolve this issue, we linearize them using the Big-M approach, and auxiliary binary
variables [68]. In particular, we use a method from [69], where first the regularization approach
[157] is used to determine a locally optimal solution. By doing so, we can find appropriate values
for the big-M constants and initial values for the auxiliary binary variables.

Note that in practice neither the heat nor the electricity market operator uses the equilibrium
problem, and therefore does not need to solve KKT conditions, but complementarity models are
appropriate to model market outcomes. In the proposed market setup, each operator has to accept
the self-scheduling unit heat and power dispatch.

4.5 Case study

This section presents numerical results of the case study given in [Paper D]. We consider an
electricity market that comprises two CHPs, two power-only producer, and one wind turbine and
a 24-hour time horizon. A detailed description of the unit parameters, electricity and heat load
curves, available wind power can be found in the Online Appendix of [Paper D] [158].
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Table 4.1: Total heat and electricity production cost and wind power curtailment under sequential,
integrated and proposed market clearing setups. % shows the cost reduction with respect to the
sequential benchmark. In the proposed approach, CHP2 is a self-scheduling unit. Adapted from
[Paper D].

Sequential Integrated Proposed
Cost [EUR] 142,064 -6.66 % -6.59 %

Wind curtailment [MWh] 361 -1.97 % -1.97 %

4.5.1 Total heat and electricity dispatch cost

Table 4.1 compares the total heat and electricity production cost and wind power curtailment in
the three market models for the second case study. It could be seen that providing additional
coordination between electricity and heat markets with the proposed self-scheduling mechanism
reduces total production cost by 6.59 %, while perfect coordination with co-optimization achieves
a 6.66 % reduction. Total heat and electricity production cost in the proposed model is always
between the upper and lower bound. Moreover, the proposed framework utilizes wind power
more efficiently in the electricity market and reduces wind curtailment.

Figure 4.7 shows the heat and electricity dispatch for three market setups. These figures clearly
illustrate the limitations of the sequential market framework. Due to the lack of CHP2 flexibility in
the electricity market, the most expensive unit G2 is scheduled in hours 6-12. In the meantime,
better coordination in the proposed model increases the flexibility of CHP2 and avoids this costly
scheduling.

4.5.2 Illustration of system coordination

Figure 4.8 shows the hourly electricity schedule of self-scheduling CHP2 together with the day-
ahead electricity price. In the sequential framework, CHP2 relies on the electricity price forecast
and expects high revenue in the electricity market, for instance, between hours 9 to 11. However,
realized electricity prices are low in hours 9 to 11, and the resulting lack of coordination leads to
a loss for CHP2 as depicted in Figure 4.8(a). On the contrary, Figures 4.8(b), 4.8(c) illustrate the
improved coordination of CHP2, whose schedule in the proposed framework approaches closer to
the integrated market. The unit increases electric power production during hours 8 to 11 when
electricity prices are the highest, profiting from power production.

Table 4.2: Profit of each dispatchable unit in [EUR] under sequential, integrated and proposed
market clearing setups. In the proposed approach, CHP2 is a self-scheduling unit. Adapted from
[Paper D].

Unit Sequential Integrated Proposed
CHP1 59,547 65,050 63,440
CHP2 -7,671 0 480

G1 0 0 0
G2 10,714 12,190 8,894

Table 4.2 presents the profits of each unit under the three market-clearing frameworks. The
uncoordinated dispatch of CHP2 in the sequential approach results in a loss for the unit. In the
proposed approach, CHP2 has a chance to recover the loss by dispatching itself, when the electricity
price is high.
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(a) Heat dispatch
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(b) Power dispatch

Figure 4.7: Heat and electricity dispatch in the sequential (top), integrated (middle) and proposed
market framework (bottom). Numbers in the areas show the energy produced in MWh during 24
hour period. Adapted from [Paper D].

4.5.3 Impact of electricity price forecast errors

Electricity price forecasts have a significant impact on the merit-order in the heat market because
they affect the heat marginal production cost of CHPs. This, in turn, could change the electricity
market clearing outcome [113]. First, we derive the value of the forecasted electricity prices from
the integrated market framework. Then, to model errors in the estimated electricity price, we
generate 50 possible electricity price scenarios. We use price data from DK1 area in 2017 from
NordPool [84] to create forecast errors based on variations upon the average prices. The generated
electricity price scenarios can be seen in Figure 4.9(a).

Figure 4.9(b) shows the resulting total heat and electricity production cost for the sequential and
proposed model with respect to the RMSE of the electricity price forecasts. Note that for the
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(a) Sequential market clearing
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(b) Integrated market clearing
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(c) Proposed soft-coordination mechanism

Figure 4.8: Hourly electricity dispatch of CHP2 displayed over the the day-ahead electricity price
in the sequential, integrated and proposed framework. The proposed market achieves the result
close to the ideal benchmark. Adapted from [Paper D].

same price forecast, the actual price after market clearing could be different in the sequential and
proposed approaches, leading to potentially different RMSE values. The total production cost for
the ideal benchmark does not depend on the electricity price forecast and is depicted as a solid line.
It can be noticed from Figure 4.9(c) that the proposed approach is less sensitive to the electricity
price forecast errors. This result is natural since self-scheduling CHP2 does not use the forecasted
electricity price and is not affected by the scenarios.
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Figure 4.9: Impact of the electricity price forecast on the proposed and sequential market framework.
Adapted from [Paper D].





CHAPTER5
Uncertainty and Heat Network

Aware Market Participation
Strategy for a CHP Producer

Combined Heat & Power (CHPs) producers must actively participate in the electricity market to
enhance coordination between the heat and electricity system by facilitating indirect information
flow between the markets. To do so, they need an incentive, and their participation strategies
must be profitable. However, their purchasing and selling power capacity decisions are to be
made with unknown electricity prices. Moreover, even the distribution of electricity prices is not
exactly known. Therefore, the need for tools to schedule CHP production under distributional
price uncertainty is necessary for CHP producers. On top of that, the heating network could serve
as heat storage. Additional sources of flexibility could offer extra revenue for CHP producers, and
provide additional incentives for market participation. This chapter presents a distributionally
robust offering model of CHPs in the day-ahead electricity market. The model accounts for the
heating network and considers heat transmission dynamics in the heating pipes. The problem is
formulated in a data-driven manner, where production decisions explicitly depend on historical
data of the day-ahead electricity prices.

Section 5.1 introduces challenges for system coordination imposed by uncertain electricity prices,
and provides an overview of previously developed decision-making tools for a CHP producer.
Section 5.2 presents a concept of the heating network as storage. Next, Section 5.3 introduces a
mathematical formulation of the uncertainty- and network-aware optimization problem. Section
5.4 provides tractable reformulations of heating network constraints and the objective function.
Section 5.5 describes a data-driven assessment of the participation strategy. In Section 5.6, a case
study is presented, and the results are analyzed. The majority of this Chapter is based on the
content of [Paper C], with changes to fit this thesis framework.

5.1 Uncertain electricity prices as an obstacle for systems coordination

Uncertain electricity prices could reduce the benefits of the coordination mechanism introduced in
In Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, self-scheduling CHPs were assumed to have perfect knowledge of
day-ahead electricity and heat prices. In this way, the proposed coordination mechanism showed
the maximum potential of self-scheduling CHPs. To demonstrate the effect of the electricity price
information asymmetry due to uncertainty, a variation term ϵt to electricity prices as (1 + ϵt)λE*

t

is added in the objective function of self-scheduling units. Then, the equilibrium problem is
formulated with the variation term. The variation term follows a Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and given standard deviation σϵ so that the information about the electricity price in the

55
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self-scheduling optimization problem is not identical to the actual price signal. For every given σϵ

level, 50 possible price deviations 1 + ϵt are generated to show the electricity price impact on the
systems coordination. Figure 5.1 shows the total heat and electricity production cost averaged
over those 50 scenarios in the equilibrium model in Chapter 4 with respect to standard deviation
σϵ. Uncertainty of electricity prices has an impact on system coordination. An increasing trend for
the total heat and electricity production cost can be seen in the figure when σϵ increases.
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Figure 5.1: Total heat and electricity operational cost averaged over noise realizations for the market-
based coordination mechanism proposed in Chapter 4 with respect to the standard deviation of
the noise. Adapted from [Paper D].

When participating in the electricity market, CHP producers must address the price uncertainty in
their offering strategy. Thus, a price-based offering strategy is utilized to achieve the maximum
profit from different energy markets [17]. The operational scheduling and market participation
strategy is a decision-making problem. A CHP producer decides how much power and by which
units will be produced in the future, usually from one day to one week ahead. Various works
have studied an optimal price-based offering strategy for a CHP producer. The works in [45–47]
proposed bidding methods for CHPs in spot electricity markets based on point electricity price
forecasts. However, many renewable energy sources integrated into modern power systems
significantly increase the uncertainty of day ahead electricity prices [159], and their volatility [160].

Different uncertainty modeling techniques have been used in the CHP producer market partic-
ipation problem to deal with the increased uncertainty of electricity prices. References [48, 49]
applied stochastic programming to construct bidding curves for a CHP producer, and developed a
short-term operational strategy. The work in [50] additionally considered a continuous intra-day
market framework. In [28], the authors used stochastic programming to allow CHP producers
to dispatch their production units under uncertainty, and participate in both day-ahead and
balancing markets. A robust optimization approach assumes only knowledge of bounds on the
uncertain variable, and the decision is optimal for its worst-case realization. For electricity prices,
the bounds are considered to be confidence intervals [51]. [52] proposed a formulation of the unit
commitment and dispatch problem for CHPs participating in the electricity market based on robust
optimization. As discussed in Section 3.1, the stochastic programming approach assumes the
probability distribution and robust optimization results in overly conservative solutions. Besides,
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methods such as rolling window horizon and Information Gap Decision Theory were utilized to
handle the uncertainty of electricity prices [53, 54, 161, 162]. These methods ignore information on
a random variable’s probability distribution and cannot intuitively represent optimal profits. The
distributionally robust approach has been applied to determine the optimal bidding strategy for a
wind power plant in [163–166], but has not been considered for scheduling CHPs. In this Chapter,
a data-driven distributionally robust optimization method using Wasserstein Metric is applied
to the CHP short-term market participation and scheduling strategy, where decisions explicitly
depend on the uncertain day-ahead electricity price.

5.2 Energy storage potential of heating network

Linking units between electricity and heat play a significant role in providing system flexibility
and coordination. CHPs and Heat Pumps (HPs) can provide short-term flexibility and strengthen
the interdependence between electricity and heat systems. On the heat side, there is a potential
for storing energy in heating pipelines since the heat transmission dynamics change slowly. As
such, when the energy injected into the network is higher (lower) than the energy extracted, it
behaves as energy storage that charges (discharges). The concept of storing energy in pipelines is
called linepack. Linepack flexibility is accumulated by making use of the difference in water flow
temperatures, resulting in the storage of thermal power inside the pipeline. Linepack flexibility
operates like a buffer that is filled first and emptied later. By using such storage, CHP producers
can shift their heat and electricity production when participating in the market and gain additional
profit. In order to harvest this source of short-term flexibility provided by the heat network, mass
flow rates need to be optimized as variables.

Modeling the heat flow dynamics in the pipelines allows accounting for the heating network’s
storage capability without building new storage capacities. This capability potentially unlocks
additional revenue for CHP producers participating in the electricity market. The works in
[22, 23, 114] showed that including the heat network model in the integrated electricity and heat
system dispatch problem can reduce the operational cost and improve wind power utilization.
In [34], the optimal operation of the integrated electricity and heat system was investigated,
considering network constraints in both systems. Due to the variable mass flow rates, the obtained
model is a large-scale Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Program (MINLP), solved with a decomposition
algorithm. MINLP is computationally hard to solve, and the final solution might be only locally
optimal. The authors in [23] overcame this issue by introducing a Taylor series expansion of the
solution for the heat propagation differential equation. The original non-convex problem was
relaxed into a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) and solved with a commercial solver. In
[167], the integrated heat and power dispatch model was proposed, accounting for the thermal
inertia in the network. Since the circulation of mass flows remains constant, the final model is
a large-scale Linear Program (LP) that shows improvement in the operational flexibility of the
CHP. In this Chapter, the heat network constraints are incorporated into the operational model to
achieve additional revenue for CHP producers in the electricity market.

5.3 Uncertainty- and network-aware profit maximization problem of a CHP
producer

A radially structured heating network delivers heat to the central district heating system. Extraction
CHPs are participating in the electricity market. The variable mass flow rates and variable
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temperature strategy (VF-VT) is adapted since it allows more degrees of freedom. CHPs are
dispatched based on the deterministic forecast of heat demand, and its uncertainty is neglected.
A CHP producer decides on its power trading volume for the next 24 hours in the electricity
market, and communicates its production schedules before the actual power delivery. We define
a vector xCHP that includes CHP offering strategy and network representation optimization
variables. The uncertainty- and heat network-aware profit maximization problem is formulated as
a distributionally robust optimization problem and written in a compact form as

max
xCHP

min
P∈Dλ

î
(1 − β) × EP[RCHP(xCHP, λ̃) − CCHP(xCHP)] + β × P-CVaRα[RCHP(xCHP, λ̃) − CCHP(xCHP)]

ó
(5.1a)

subject to
fCHP(xCHP) = 0, (5.1b)

hCHP(xCHP) ≤ 0. (5.1c)

Objective function (5.1a) maximizes the total expected profit and the Conditional Value-at-
Risk (CVaR). Even though representing a random variable by its expected value has numerous
advantages, it also has drawbacks. For example, a decision-maker can experience negative profits
or losses, even though an expected profit has an acceptable value. Thus, the decision-maker should
control the risk of experiencing such profits when a stochastic program is formulated. The risk
measure is included in the formulation to provide CHP producers with a tool to manage the risk.
A broad set of risk measures is used in financial optimization, for example, a variance of expected
profit, shortfall probability, or expected shortage [32]. CVaR is widely used in risk management
and is employed as a risk measure representing the expected losses. Moreover, CVaR is a coherent
risk measure because it exhibits translation invariance, subadditivity, positive homogeneity, and
monotonicity [168]. Here, Dλ is an ambiguity set of all possible distributions that inherit special
properties. A set that includes all the distributions with specific moment properties is called a
moment-based ambiguity set [59] and was defined in Chapter 3. Another type of ambiguity set
widely used is metric-based. It is a ball of probability distributions within a statistical distance
around a nominal distribution. The most popular statistical distances are the Kullback-Leibler
divergence [169], the Prohorov metric [170], and the Wasserstein metric [55]. The ambiguity set Dλ

with the Wasserstein distance is defined in Section 5.4.2. β ∈ [0, 1] quantifies the system operator’s
risk-aversion. If β = 0, the risk term in the objective function is disregarded, and the problem
becomes risk-neutral. If β = 1, the expected profit is neglected, and the model shifts to a risk-averse
formulation. The revenue of the CHP producer RCHP(·) and the operational cost CCHP(·) are linear.
Profits of CHP producers from selling the heat in the objective function are disregarded. Since
the price for delivering heat is fixed and defined based on the bilateral contracts between the heat
market operator and the participants. Thus, the profit from the heat market is constant and can
be removed from the objective function. Uncertain variable λ̃ defines an uncertain day-ahead
electricity price.

Equality constraints (5.1b) include the heat power generated by each CHP and the thermal power
consumed by heat loads, which are proportional to the water temperatures difference in the return
and supply pipelines at source nodes and the mass flow rate. They also define the continuity of
mass flow, the temperature mixture at nodes with more than one incoming pipe. Further, starting
temperature of a pipe leaving a node is defined as the temperature mixture at that node. For a node
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with a single pipe ending, the ending temperature is a nodal temperature at that node. Moreover,
approximation of the heat propagation equation by the first-order Taylor series expansion, which
accounts for temperature dynamics and heat losses in the pipes, time intervals delay, and electrical
power balance, is ensured by (5.1b). Inequality constraints (5.1c) bound mass flow rates and
temperature values and ensure Feasible Operational Region (FOR) of extraction CHPs. Further,
(5.1c) assign the value to commitment, start-up and shut down status variables, limit ramp-up and
ramp-down of CHPs power generation, and respect the minimum up and down times of CHPs.
Limits on the volume trading in the day-ahead market are included in (5.1c). Interested readers
are referred to [Paper C] for a detailed version of the MINLP with a planning horizon of 24 hours.

5.4 Tractable reformulations

The stochastic nature of market prices makes objective function 5.1a infinite-dimensional, and
problem (5.1) can not be solved. To ensure tractability, a moment-based ambiguity Dλ set is defined
with all probability distributions around the empirical distribution obtained from the historical data.
This ambiguity set allows for applying convex distributionally robust reformulation for the objective
function. Alternatively, the objective function could be reformulated via an Sample Average
Approximation (SAA) approach [171]. Additionally, heating network operational constraints
impose non-linearities and non-convexities into the optimization problem. Convexification
strategies are introduced in Section 5.4.1 to make the problem linear.

5.4.1 Reformulation of constraints

Non-convex heating network constraints result in a MINLP problem. Generally, this type of
optimization programs are considered to be hard to solve.

Relaxation of bilinear terms

In order to convexifies bilinear terms (2.8), (2.9), (2.13), a McCormick relaxation approach [172]
is used. Each bilinear term xy, is replaced with a new variable w = xy. Then, the relaxation
introduces envelopes with two underestimators and two overestimators of the bilinear terms using
orginal variables bounds x ∈ [xL, xU], y ∈ [yL, yU] such that

w ≥ xUy + xyU − xUyU

w ≥ xLy + xyL − xLyL

w ≤ xUy + xyL − xUyL

w ≤ xyU + xLy − xLyU

(5.2)

The McCormick relaxation convexify the original bilinear terms as shown in Figure 5.2. This
relaxation could be tightened by introducing piecewise McCormick estimators [173].
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Figure 5.2: McCormick Envelope. Graphical representation.

Linearization of heat propagation equation

Following the approach in [23], heat transmission constraints describing flow and temperature
dynamics are linearized using auxiliary variables and a Big-M formulation. First, the discrete time
delay in (2.11) is reformulated with a big-M approach as below

M(uS
pϕt − 1) ≤

t∑
t−ϕ

mS
p,t−ϕ

πR2
pρ

∆t − Lp ≤ MuS
pϕt,

∀p ∈ ΛP, ϕ ∈ {0, . . . , τ S
p}, ∀t ∈ T ,

(5.3)

where uS
pϕt is an auxiliary binary variable, and M is a sufficiently large positive constant. The

discrete time delays are then defined as

τ S
p,t =

τ S
p∑

ϕ=1
ϕ(uS

pϕt − uS
p(ϕ−1)t), ∀p ∈ ΛP, ∀t ∈ T . (5.4)

Next, we also linearize equation (2.10) with auxiliary binary variables vS
pϕt and big-enough M

constant. Finally, the non-linear equations are substituted with

− MvS
pϕt ≤ T̃ S,start

pϕt ≤ MvS
pϕt, ∀p ∈ ΛP, ϕ ∈ {0, . . . , τ S

p}, ∀t ∈ T , (5.5)

M(vS
pϕt −1) ≤ T̃ S,start

pϕt −T S,start
p,(t−ϕ)(1− 2λp

CρRp
ϕ) ≤ M(1−vS

pϕt), ∀p ∈ ΛP, ϕ ∈ {0, . . . , τ S
p}, ∀t ∈ T , (5.6)
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M(vS
pϕt − 1) ≤ ϕ − τ S

p,t ≤ M(1 − vS
pϕt), ∀p ∈ ΛP, ϕ ∈ {0, . . . , τ S

p}, ∀t ∈ T , (5.7)

τ S
p∑

ϕ=1
vS

pϕt = 1, ∀p ∈ ΛP, ∀t ∈ T , (5.8)

T S,end
p,t =

τ S
p∑

ϕ=0
T̃ S,start

pϕt , ∀p ∈ ΛP, ∀t ∈ T . (5.9)

Heat transmission constraints of return pipelines are reformulated likewise.

5.4.2 Reformulation of the objective function

This section reformulates the objective function and defines an ambiguity set with the Wasserstein
metric following [55]. In the classical formulation of the stochastic program, the exact distribution P
in (5.1a) is never observable. However, to evaluate the expected generation costs or system operator
profits, we need to know the probability distribution P of random variable λ̃ under consideration.
In distributionally robust optimization, exact knowledge of the underlying distribution is not
required, and we want to find a decision that minimizes the worst-case expected cost over an
ambiguity set Dλ. Again, the ambiguity set is a set of probability distributions with specific known
properties similar to the data-generating distribution P.

Metric-based ambiguity set

A system operator observes a finite set of historical data and the true distribution P can never be ex-
tracted from finite samples. However, with the historical training sample set Ξ̂N = {λ̂1, λ̂2, . . . λ̂N },
an empirical distribution P̂λ = 1

N

∑N
i λ̂i can be constructed which acts as an estimation of the true

distribution Pλ. The empirical distribution P̂λ converges to the true distribution Pλ as N → ∞, i.e.,
the distance between P̂λ and Pλ becomes smaller when more data is available. In the following,
we use the Wasserstein metric to establish the distances between P̂λ and Pλ as follows [174]:

Theorem 1 (Wasserstein metric) For any probability distribution P1,P2 ∈ P ′, the Wasserstein metric
is defined as

dW(P1,P2) := inf
∫

Ξ2
||ξ1 − ξ2||Π(dξ1, dξ2) : Π is a joint distribution of ξ1 and ξ2

with marginal distributions P1 and P2,

(5.10)

where P ′ is the set of all possible distributions and ||.|| can be any norm in Rm. The Wasserstein
distance of two distributions P1 and P2 can be viewed as the minimum transportation cost
for moving the probability mass from P1 to P2. The Wasserstein ambiguity set that contains
all distributions that are sufficiently close to the empirical distribution P̂λ with respect to the
Wasserstein metric is defined such as

Dλ := {Pλ ∈ P ′(Ξ) : dW(Pλ, P̂λ) ≤ ϵ}, (5.11)

where P ′(Ξ) is the set of all probability distributions on the polyhedron Ξ = {λ̃ ∈ Rm : Hλ̃ ≤ h}.
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By changing the Wasserstein radius ϵ(N), a decision-maker can control the conservatism of the
optimization problem’s solution. If the decision-maker ignores the distributional uncertainty
and sets Wasserstein radius ϵ(N) = 0, then the ambiguity set shrinks to the single empirical
distribution, in which case the distributionally robust problem is modeled through SAA. The
solution of the distributionally robust problem over the Wasserstein ball has desirable properties of
data-driven solutions of stochastic programs, i.e., finite sample guarantee, asymptotic consistency,
and tractability [55]. The choice of the Wasserstein radius impacts the problem significantly. The
Wasserstein radius could be determined analytically as in [175] or a data-driven manner, e.g., via
holdout method or cross-validation [55].

Convex distributionally robust reformulation

The objective function 5.1a is rewritten in the form of minimization as a tractable reformulation can
be applied for the worst-case expectation of convex piecewise affine loss function [55] such that

min
xCHP

max
P∈Dλ

î
(1 − β) × EP[CCHP(xCHP) − RCHP(xCHP, λ̃)] + β × P-CVaRα[CCHP(xCHP) − RCHP(xCHP, λ̃)]

ó
(5.12)

CVaR at level α represents the expected value of the α × 100% worst (lowest) profits under the
distribution P, and α ∈ (0, 1] is referred to as a confidence level of CVaR. In [176], it is shown that
minimization of CVaR results in the following convex program as

CVaRα = min
τ∈R

EP[τ + 1
1 − α

max {−RCHP(xCHP, λ̃) + CCHP(xCHP) − τ, 0}]. (5.13)

Afterward, CVaR is replaced with its definition, and we derive

(1 − β) × EP[−RCHP(xCHP, λ̃) + CCHP(xCHP)]+

β × min
τ∈R

EP[τ + 1
1 − α

max {−RCHP(xCHP, λ̃) + CCHP(xCHP) − τ, 0}])

= EP[max
k≤K

ak(RCHP(xCHP, λ̃)) + bk],

(5.14)

where K = 2, a1 = −(1 − β), a2 = −(1 − β) − β
1−α , b1 = (1 − β)CCHP(xCHP) + βτ and b2 =

(1 − β + β
1−α )CCHP(xCHP) + β(1 − 1

1−α )τ .

A CHP producer, who has observed a dataset Ξ̂N of N historical realizations from probability
distribution Pλ of the constrained random variable by the support set Ξ = {λ̃ ∈ Rm : Hλ̃ ≤ h},
now solves the distributionally robust program over the Wasserstein ambiguity set as

min
xCHP,τ

max
Pλ∈Dλ

EPλ
[max
k≤K

ak(RCHP(xCHP, λ̃)) + bk]. (5.15)

By Corollary 5.1 in [55], this problem is equivalent to the conic program

ĴN (ϵ) = min
xCHP,τ,λW,sW

i
,γi,k

[
λWϵ + 1

N

N∑
i=1

sW
i

]
, (5.16)





s.t

bk + akRCHP(xCHP, λ̂i) + γ⊤
i,k(h − Hλ̂i) ≤ sW

i , ∀i ≤ N, ∀k ≤ K,

||H⊤γi,k − akRCHP(xCHP, 1)||∗ ≤ λW, ∀i ≤ Ns, ∀k ≤ K,

γi,k ≥ 0, ∀i ≤ Ns, ∀k ≤ K,

(5.17)
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where ||.||∗ is the dual norm of ||.|| and γi,k, sW
i , λW are auxiliary variables associated with the

distributionally robust reformulation over the Wasserstein ambiguity set. The 1-norm is used in
the formulation, and therefore the above formulation is a tractable LP.

Sample-average approximation

In order to provide a benchmark to compare the proposed distributionally robust optimization
approach with, we also reformulate objective function (5.1a) with SAA method as a tractable
program. The SAA method can be seen as a scenario-based stochastic program, where scenarios
are represented by the historical training data samples with equal probability of 1

N for each sample.
The objective function in SAA approach minimizes a weighted sum of the mean and CVaR of
losses −RCHP(xCHP, λ̃) + CCHP(xCHP) as

min
xCHP

î
(1 − β) × EP[CCHP(xCHP) − RCHP(xCHP, λ̃)] + β × P-CVaRα[CCHP(xCHP) − RCHP(xCHP, λ̃)]

ó
,

(5.18)
which is still intractable. According to [176], the minimization of CVaR results in the following
convex program as (5.13), which is equivalent to

CVaRα = min
τ SAA∈R

[
τ SAA + 1

1 − α

1
N

N∑
i=1

sSAA
i

]
, (5.19)

subject to
sSAA

i ≥ −RCHP(xCHP, λ̂i) + CCHP(xCHP) − τ SAA, ∀i ≤ N, (5.20)

sSAA
i ≥ 0, ∀i ≤ N. (5.21)

Afterward, CVaR is replaced with its definition, and we derive tractable objective function such
that

min
xCHP,τ SAA

[
(1 − β) × 1

N

N∑
i=1

î
−RCHP(xCHP, λ̂i) + CCHP(xCHP)

ó
+ β ×

[
τ SAA + 1

1 − α

1
N

N∑
i=1

sSAA
i

]]
,

(5.22)
subject to (5.20), (5.21), which is a tractable LP.

To sum up, applying convexification techniques and distributionally robust reformulation, the
original infinite-dimensional MINLP 5.1 is reformulated as a tractable MILP. The above reformu-
lations can be extended without loss of generality for a 24 hour participation period. The detailed
reformulations are provided in [Paper C].

5.5 Assessment framework

To evaluate the performance of the proposed data-driven model, 50 data sets {Ξ̂j
N }j=1,...50 are

used, where Ξ̂j
N is a training dataset with N historical samples, and Ξ̂M is a test data set with M

realizations of the uncertainty. We solve the proposed model to a given training dataset and then
evaluate its optimal solution on the test dataset Ξ̂M that is independent of the training datasets.
The number of test samples M = 480 is kept constant.

As illustrated in Figure 5.3, the respective ambiguity set Dλ is built and problem 5.1 is solved
to obtain the optimal x̂CHP,j

N solutions and Ĵj
N objective for each training dataset Ξ̂j

N . Then, the
out-of-sample performance of x̂CHP,j

N is calculated for each realization {λ̂i≤M } in the testing dataset
analytically [176] as
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J(x̂CHP
N ), P̂λ

Figure 5.3: Assessment framework of the uncertainty-aware participation strategy.

Jj(x̂CHP,j
N ) = (1−β)×EPλ

[−RCHP(x̂CHP,j
N , λ̂i)+CCHP(x̂CHP,j

N )]+β×P-CVaRα[−RCHP(x̂CHP,j
N , λ̂i)+CCHP(x̂CHP,j

N )],
(5.23)

and then averaged over 50 datasets

J(x̂CHP
N ) = 1

50

50∑
j=1

Jj(x̂CHP,j
N ) (5.24)

Our goal is to find data-driven solutions x̂CHP,j
N with the following performance guarantees [55]

Pλ{Ξ̂N : J(x̂CHP
N ) ≤ ĴN } ≥ 1 − γ, (5.25)

where ĴN is referred to as a certificate for the out-of-sample performance of x̂CHP,j
N . We can

empirically estimate the probability on the left-hand side of (5.25) and the parameter γ ∈ (0, 1),
which is a significance parameter with respect to the distribution Pλ. The probability of the event
on the left-hand side of (5.25) is known as reliability [55] is estimated empirically as

Îj =





1 if Jj(x̂CHP
N ) ≤ Ĵj

N

0 otherwise
, (5.26)

P̂λ = 1
50

50∑
j=1

Îj . (5.27)

5.6 Case Study

The proposed scheduling and market participation strategy was tested on a case study with a CHP
producer and a seven-node transmission heating system. The CHP producer has two extraction
units, which deliver thermal power to the main district heating via six pipes network and trade
electricity in the day-ahead electricity market. The historical data of day-ahead electricity prices of
the SE3 area are taken from Elspot market, Nordpool [84]. The dataset includes day-ahead hourly
electricity prices over 24 hours from 2013 until 2019. The model’s output is the optimal power
volume to be traded in the market for the next day and the power/heat production scheduling of
CHP for the following day. All the case studies were conducted with the Wasserstein metric based
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on a 1-norm. Thus, the optimization problem is MILP. The day-ahead electricity prices are not
assumed to be bounded, so the parameters of the support polytope Ξ = {λ̃ ∈ Rm : Hλ̃ ≤ h} are
set to zero, i.e., H = 0, h = 0. Moreover, in [149], it is shown that this approximation improves
computation time substantially. The risk level of CVaR α is set to 0.05, quantifying 5% of the worst
profits. CHP parameters, heat load, network parameters are provided in [Paper C].

5.6.1 From risk-neutral to risk-averse participation strategy
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Figure 5.4: Pareto frontiers of the proposed participation strategy for different Wasserstein radius
with N=480 (left) and N=960 (right). Adapted from [Paper C].

In the first case study, we analyze the estimated risk and the conservativeness of the obtained
data-driven solutions. The number of electricity day-ahead price samples included in the training
dataset Ξ̂N are 480 and 960. Figure 5.4 shows the Pareto frontiers of the proposed model under
different parameters of risk-aversion factor β and Wasserstein radius ϵ. In the proposed operation
model, these two parameters allow the system operator to explicitly manage the risk and the
conservativeness of the operating conditions. It can be seen that a risk-neutral (β −→ 0) operational
strategy can achieve the highest profits for the system operator, for both N and all Wasserstein
radii ϵ. As β increases, the expected profit decreases, but CVaR increases because CVaR in the
optimization problem weights more and a completely risk-averse (β −→ 1) CHP producer can
expect the lowest profits. Note that with the growth of ϵ, the proposed model is more robust
against distributional uncertainties of the day-ahead electricity prices, and thus the solution is
more conservative, leading to a decrease in expected profits. We also can observe that for bigger
sample sizes N , the expected profit tends to reduce. This is because by enlarging the training
dataset, the model becomes more robust against larger distributional uncertainties with increased
conservativeness of the solution. By adjusting these parameters, the CHP producer can explicitly
set the proposed model’s risk and conservativeness.

5.6.2 Out-of-sample performance

In this section, the impact of Wasserstein radius ϵ on the out-of-sample performance is investigated.
We set β = 0.5 in the numerical studies. Figure 5.5 illustrates J(x̂CHP

N ) as a function of ϵ, averaged
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(a) N=25
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(b) N=50
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(c) N=200

Figure 5.5: Average out-of-sample performance J(x̂CHP
N ) (left axis) and reliability Pξ[J(x̂CHP

N ) ≤ ĴN ]
(right axis) of the proposed model as a function of the Wasserstein radius ϵ for different number of
training samples. Adapted from [Paper C].

over 50 independent datasets. The SAA method cannot explicitly control the conservativeness of
the solution and therefore is independent of ϵ. It can be seen that the proposed distributionally
robust optimization approach outperforms the SAA benchmark for a range of ϵ, when a number of
training samples is comparatively low. For example, in Figure 5.5(b), for 50 training samples, the
out-of-sample performance decreases (improves) by 22% with increasing ϵ from 0.025 up to 0.5 and
beats the SAA benchmark up to a critical Wasserstein radius. However, for a comparatively larger
number of training samples the out-of-sample performance remains unchanged and equals to the
SAA benchmark. We can conclude that the proposed distributional robust optimization approach
performs better when there is insufficient amount of data to properly model the uncertainty.
The ambiguity set expands with increasing the Wasserstein radius and includes the potential
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distributions, which can not be represented with the SAA bencmark. Additionally, it can be
observed from Figure 5.5, that the proposed approach could be seen as a robust optimization
benchmark for large values of ϵ. For instance, for a value of ϵ from 2.5, the obtained out-of-sample
performance is very conservative due to extreme distributions included in the ambiguity set.

In Fig. 5.5, the reliability of the certificate ĴN for the out-of-sample performance of x̂CHP
N with

respect to 50 independent training datasets is also demonstrated. It could be seen that the reliability
improves as the number of training samples grows, and it is non-decreasing. This is because
J(x̂CHP

N ) ≤ ĴN is satisfied whenever the unknown probability distribution is inside the Wasserstein
ball, and it becomes increasingly likely as ϵ grows. Moreover, as the number of training samples
grows, more information about the unknown probability distribution is provided. Figure 5.5 also
illustrates that the increase of the probability towards 1 happens near the critical Wasserstein
radius ϵ.

5.6.3 Value of heat network flexibility

This subsection investigates how accounting for the heating network in the optimization problem
affects the proposed model’s economic out-of-sample performance. In order to estimate the value
of heating network storage capacity, we compare two different models. In Model 1, temperature
dynamics and network constraints described in Section 5.3 are omitted, and CHPs are dispatched
according to the heat balance equation∑

s∈ΘCHP

qs,t =
∑

l∈ΘHL

DH
t,l, ∀t ∈ T . (5.28)

Model 2 accounts for network flexibility. Both models are trained and tested on 50 independent
datasets of day-ahead electricity prices with a number of training samples 50 and 480 test samples.
For each model, we solve the optimization problem 50 times and report the average, minimum,
and maximum out-of-sample profit.

Figure 5.6 shows the CHP producer’s heat hourly profile in Model 2 for a selected day-ahead
electricity price dataset as an illustrative example. Notice that production and consumption of
heat do not match each other every hour. When the heat supply is higher than heat consumption,
the energy is stored in the pipelines, and the network is charging (in hours 1-7, for example). In
the opposite situation, the heat is released, and the network is discharging (in hours 7-10).

Table 5.1: Minimum, average, and maximum out-of-sample expected profit of the CHP producer
with and without network flexibility for 50 scenarios of day-ahead electricity prices. Adapted from
[Paper C].

Out-of-sample expected profit [EUR] Model 1 Model 2
Min -23467.77 -21603.10
Avg 17582.20 20230.51
Max 162417.54 168678.47

Table 5.1 shows the out-of-sample profits for both models. We observe that Model 2 obtains higher
minimum, maximum, and average profits over 50 simulations. Considering the temperature
dynamics and storage in the operational problem enhances the average out-of-sample profit
obtained by the CHP producer by 15%. We also calculated the profit improvement in percentage for
every simulation and presented the minimum, average, and maximum in Table 5.2. Accounting for
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Figure 5.6: Heat production scheduling of a CHP producer with heat pipelines storage capability.
Adapted from [Paper C].

Table 5.2: Minimum, average and maximum increase in out-of-sample profit and revenue for
Model 2 (with heating network constraints) with respect to Model 1 (without heating network
constraints) for 50 scenarios of day-ahead electricity prices. Adapted from [Paper C].

Profit increase [%] Revenue increase [%]
Min 3.45 -18.10
Avg 36.82 -1.16
Max 202.04 7.15

the heating network flexibility in heat pipelines increases the out-of-sample system profit by 36.8%
on average compared with Model 1. Table 5.2 also gives the minimum, average, and maximum
revenue enhancement in percentage over 50 simulations. It can be seen that in some scenarios, the
storage in heat pipes does not lead to revenue improvement. However, the out-of-sample profit
went up in all scenarios. Therefore, in these scenarios, economic improvement is achieved by the
reduction of the operational cost.



CHAPTER6
Conclusion and future work

The challenges in the coordination of the heat and electricity system due to the increasing penetration
of renewable energy sources on the electricity side introduced three main research questions. The
first research question discussed the modeling of the renewable energy uncertainty propagation
from the electricity to the heat side. The uncertainty-aware co-optimization approach with a
single central operator was proposed to exploit the flexibility of sectoral interactions and control
the uncertainty propagation. Such approach was identified as an extreme case of coordination
between two sectors. Motivated by the current heat and electricity market practices, the focus was
set on the pragmatic coordination solution in order to address the second research question. The
soft-coordination mechanism based on the self-scheduling CHPs at the interface of the heat and
electricity sectors was introduced to preserve the current sequential market-clearing. The third
research question addressed the electricity price uncertainty, which can reduce the benefits of the
proposed coordination mechanism. The model for efficient offering strategy for a CHP producer
was developed by utilizing advanced uncertainty modeling techniques and heat network storage
to improve the producers’ performance in market participation. This chapter summarizes the
main results and contributions, provides recommendations for the system operators, and outlines
directions for future research in the scope of this thesis.

6.1 Overview of contributions

This thesis addressed the challenges and introduced new concepts for heat and electricity system
coordination under uncertainty. The optimization and equilibrium models were developed to
investigate the impact of introduced concepts on systems coordination. The contributions and
results are summarized from the aspect of the aforementioned research questions.

The impact of wind power uncertainty on the heat and electricity dispatch system was investigated.
The uncertainty was modeled as wind power forecast errors which represented deviations between
the day-ahead forecast and real-time production. To maintain the power balance in real-time, a
response to the uncertainty from controllable units was modeled through affine control policies.
These affine policies were defined jointly with the day-ahead dispatch at the day-ahead stage and
were activated in real-time, when the true generation was realized, and the total imbalance in the
electrical power system was known. To mitigate the power imbalance, controllable units in the
electricity system adjusted their power production. Owning to the physical coupling, linking units
adjusted their heat dispatch and uncertainty propagation from the electricity to the heat side was
modeled. Next, the district heating network adjusted the nodal temperatures by activating affine
control policies and the network actively participated in providing flexibility to the electric power
system. As such, a deterministic description of heat and electricity system decision variables
and network operational constraints was no longer credible. The distributionally robust chance-
constrained optimization of the electricity and heat dispatch was built to include the uncertainty of
wind power production and exploit the flexibility of district heating system. To achieve tractability,
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the uncertainty was characterized via a moment-based ambiguity set without an assumption about
the specific probability distribution, and the distributionally robust chance-constrained model was
recast as a tractable Second-Order Cone Program (SOCP). A case study showed that the second-
order cone reformulation produced conservative decisions for a comparatively high confidence
level. Therefore, CHPs provided reserves in real-time without adjusting the heat dispatch when
the violation probability was small. For higher violation probabilities, the heat re-dispatch and
temperature adjustments were needed to activate network flexibility, and the uncertainty was
propagated to the heat system through CHPs and HPs. In addition, a single system operator
controlled the system reliability by adjusting the violation probability of the distributionally robust
chance constraints. Out-of-sample simulations showed the trade-off between the total heat and
electricity dispatch cost and the violation risk of the operational constraints.

Co-optimization of the heat and electricity system does not respect current sequential and
independent heat and electricity market-clearing. Therefore, a market-based soft-coordination
mechanism was investigated to improve the coordination via indirect interactions while respecting
current market practices. More specifically, self-scheduling CHPs were introduced in both heat and
electricity markets as existing market players with additional abilities to schedule themselves. The
proposed approach was developed to reduce the inefficiencies of CHPs operation in the electricity
market due to the constrained heat dispatch that limits CHP operational flexibility. Then, the
proposed coordination was compared with the current sequential market clearing and the fully
integrated heat and electricity market that provided the lower bound in terms of total heat and
electricity production cost. Further on, in order to analyze the proposed coordination mechanism,
the equilibrium model was developed to simulate the market-clearing outcome. The model
resulted in a generalized Nash equilibrium and was reformulated as a Mixed-Complementarity
Problem (MCP) by employing first-order optimality conditions. A case study showed that self-
scheduled CHPs enhanced the system coordination. Self-scheduling CHPs that possess true
information about heat and electricity prices and maximize their profit in both markets, increased
information flow between markets. The improved coordination was quantified in terms of reduced
total heat and electricity production cost and increased wind power integration. Moreover, the
results suggested that the proposed coordination mechanism approximated the outcome of the
integrated ideal benchmark while respecting current heat and electricity market regulations. As
such, it was demonstrated that market incentives for the linking units could reduce inefficiencies of
the current sequential market-clearing framework. Therefore, heat and electricity market operators
can introduce self-schedule market options and continue working independently.

The uncertainty of the electricity market price due to increasing renewable energy penetration calls
for advanced methods to deal with the uncertainty. To achieve efficient market participation for CHP
producers and reduce the potential losses due to electricity price uncertainty, an uncertainty-aware
data-driven offering strategy was proposed for CHP producers in the electricity market. In this
approach, the uncertainty was characterized through an ambiguity set, and no assumption about
probability distribution was made. The ambiguity set, i.e., a family of probability distributions,
based on the Wasserstein metric was built around the empirical distribution obtained from the
historical market price data. The convexification and linearization of the heat transmission and
network constraints were first performed to achieve tractability. Then, building on the Wasserstein
metric, the tractable convex reformulation to the objective function was applied, and the model was
reformulated as a tractable MILP. Out-of-sample numerical analysis showed that a CHP producer
could control the risk and the conservatism of the offering strategy ranging from the performance
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as a classic stochastic approach up to over-conservative robust optimization by adjusting the
Wasserstein radius. Further, the proposed data-driven method outperformed the classic stochastic
approach based on the sample average approximation in situations with little information about
uncertainty, i.e, few training data samples to estimate empirical distribution. It provided better
out-of-sample performance for a range of Wasserstein radii. Additionally, modeling the storage
capability of the heat network resulted in higher out-of-sample profits for CHP producers from the
day-ahead electricity market.

6.2 Future work

The research conducted in the thesis opens up various directions for future work. The proposed
coordination approaches for heat and electricity systems focused on the renewable energy and
electricity price uncertainty and on the soft market coordination mechanisms. The researched
coordination between heat and electricity system are related to diverse scientific subjects such
as operations research for energy analytics and game-theoretic concepts for market design and
analysis. Below, future research directions are given to explore further the challenges of the heat
and electricity system coordination under uncertainty.

The proposed distributionally robust chance-constrained dispatch of the heat and electricity
system allows the violation of operational constraints. Although in the electric power systems the
underlying transmission infrastructure and system components are designed and operated at a
certain level to withhold an overload for a specific amount of time, violating the CHP operational
bounds could be critical and infeasible. Therefore, an evaluation of distributional robust chance
constraints has to be performed regarding the severity of constraint violations. Going even
further, the formulation of the dispatch problem could be extended to include the control of
violation severity for chance constraints. Next, increasing power-to-heat technologies make the
heat production cost change over time. While heat markets are not advanced as electricity and gas
markets, the concept of a fully competitive and liberalized heat market needs to be researched
further. The real-time heat market and real-time heat price would be appropriate for further
investigation. Introduced affine policies in the distributionally robust heat and electricity dispatch
have to be researched in the market context, and pricing mechanisms and market properties need
to be studied further. The implemented co-optimization approach assumed one central system
operator. However, heat and electricity system operators are not generally willing to share their
data and prefer to keep it private. Therefore, it would be challenging to perform joint optimization
of the heat and electricity system. Distributed approaches that decompose centralized optimization
problems into sub-problems per sector need to be investigated, and a decentralized solution may
be achieved with decomposition techniques. While decomposition techniques have been applied
to decompose energy systems operation, the uncertainty modeling in the decentralized operation
has not been addressed yet.

Coordination of only heat and electricity systems was investigated in the thesis. Natural gas markets
are more mature and advanced than heat markets. Further on, gas-fired power plants (GFPPs) emit
the least CO2 compared to other fossil fuel-based power plants, have higher ramping rates, and
can facilitate the integration of large amounts of renewable energy sources into the electric power
system. Therefore, there is a need to jointly optimize the operation of the heat, electricity, and gas
systems. However, the natural gas system operates separately from the heat and electricity system,
and joint optimization would radically change three energy sectors. GFPPs interface electricity and
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natural gas systems, the same as CHPs provide a link between heat and electricity systems. Thus,
a promising direction for future research would be to investigate self-scheduling CHPs and GFFPs
as coordination mechanisms in three energy sectors simultaneously to reveal additional flexibility
while preserving their independent operation. Uncertainty of heat and electricity demands and
renewable energy production could be added by establishing real-time trading floors. Coordination
between the upper and lower levels, i.e., Transmission System Operators (TSOs) and Distribution
System Operators (DSOs), of both sectors is an interesting topic to investigate to produce flexibility
at the distribution level. For this purpose, bi-level optimization and mathematical programming
with equilibrium constraints could be applied. Moreover, investment, expansion, and planning
come before the system’s operation. New investment and planning strategies should consider
future interactions between heat and electricity systems and market-based coordination products.
The expansion and planning models must include the uncertainty of renewable energy generation
and its impact on integrated expansion and planning.

An additional profit achieved by CHP producers in the proposed offering strategy from the district
heating network storage should be fairly allocated between producers and a heat market operator
that owns the district heating network. Such fair allocation could be an interesting topic to
investigate. An extension of the uncertainty-aware offering strategy for a CHP producer would be
investigation of the balancing markets. The proposed framework could incorporate additional
heat storage and power-to-heat technologies and their technical-economic parameters. Moreover,
heat demand uncertainty and re-dispatch of heat during the balancing stage could be added for
a more flexible CHP operation. To do so, distributionally robust chance constraints need to be
introduced into the model. Further, joint chance constraints with the Wasserstein ambiguity set
and their tractable reformulation could be an extension to provide the CHP producer with the
system-wide assessment risk tool. Finally, data utilization and machine learning algorithms in
optimization and game theory can bring additional opportunities for the studies on the integrated
energy systems. Outdoor temperature, renewable energy integration, and electricity prices are
examples of historical data sets which can be used in data-driven approaches and machine learning
for the secure and reliable operation of the heat and electricity systems. This data utilization
can improve uncertainty representation and help integrate more renewable energy sources to
ultimately achieve zero-emission goals.
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Abstract—The combined operation of integrated energy sys-
tems is increasingly becoming a crucial topic for renewable
energy dominated power systems operation. Flexibility from the
district heating system could be used to deal with the uncertainty
of renewable energy sources. We formulate a distributionally
robust optimization problem for co-optimizing energy and reserve
dispatch of the integrated electricity and heating system with a
moment-based ambiguity set. The reserve allocation has been
modeled through the participation vectors of the controllable
generation units. The total reserve capacity has been defined im-
plicitly and is a function of the uncertainty. The proposed model
has been transformed into a second-order cone programming
(SOCP) optimization problem by applying convex relaxation and
linearization of the district heating network equations. Case
studies on the integrated six-bus and seven-node system to
demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed model.

Index Terms—Integrated energy systems, district heating, dis-
tributionally robust optimization, energy and reserve dispatch,
convex relaxation, second-order cone programming

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the recently published study [1], one of the
greatest challenges in the science of wind energy is the
integration of wind power plans into the future electricity
grid. In Denmark, the future primary goal is to achieve 100%
renewable generation by 2050 [2]. Employing flexibility from
the district heating system is one of the solutions among others
to achieve this goal [3]. Optimal operation of the integrated
energy systems and co-optimization of these systems is among
the most discussed topics of these days. Several studies on
this topic have been conducted so far. In [4], combined heat
and power dispatch considering pipeline storage in the district
heating network was performed. The model was formulated as
a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) optimiza-
tion problem and solved with an iterative algorithm. The main
shortfall of [4] is that the final solution is locally optimal.
In [5], the optimal operation of the integrated electricity and
heating system with a wind power plant was investigated. The
final model is a large-scale non-linear program (NLP) that
was solved with the decomposition coordinated algorithm. The
equations given in [5] are accurate for describing an electrical
system, but the final solution is again locally optimal.

To achieve a global optimum of the integrated system oper-
ation, the authors in [6], [7] applied convex relaxations of the
highly nonlinear district heating network equations. In [6], the
resulting model is a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
problem which accounts for energy storage in the pipes. In
[7], the authors introduced mixed-integer conic programming
(MICP) formulation and the change in mass flow direction was
considered. However, none of the above-mentioned studies
managed renewable energy uncertainty.

Traditional approaches to deal with the uncertainty from
the renewable energy sources are stochastic optimization (SO)
and robust optimization (RO). In [8], the SO approach was
applied to optimally schedule micro-grid generation units.
A key problem of this approach is that for the large-sized
systems, the amount of generated scenarios increases signifi-
cantly and computational issue may arise. In contrast, the RO
approach tends to obtain over-conservative solutions because
the objective function minimizes the worst-case cost, which
happens rarely. In [9], a robust unit commitment model with
combined heat and power networks was developed. Since
the mass flow rates were considered as fixed parameters, the
resulting model is a two-stage MILP and was solved via the
column-and-constraint generation (C&CG) method. Distribu-
tionally robust optimization (DRO) approach could effectively
overcome the downsides of SO and RO [10]. This innovative
method represents the uncertainty through an ambiguity set,
and the solution robust against all the possible distributions
inside the ambiguity set. In [11], [12], the DRO approach has
been successfully applied to the optimal power flow problems.
In [13], energy and reserve dispatch with DRO joint chance
constraints was studied. The ambiguity set was constructed
with Wasserstein metric and tractable approximations were
introduced.

The aim of this work is to extend the current knowledge
of the operation of integrated electricity and district heating
systems. The contributions of this study are summarized as
follows:

• DRO formulation of energy and reserve dispatch of the
combined electricity and heating system was introduced,

978-1-7281-2822-1/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE PMAPS 2020



with a moment-based ambiguity set. It requires the in-
formation only about the first and second moment of
uncertainty.

• Non-linear district heating network equations were re-
laxed and the problem transformed into second-order
cone programming (SOCP) optimization problem.

• The model was validated on a small study case in a data-
driven manner.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II and III,
district heating network (DHN) and power system model are
presented. In IV, distributionally robust (DR) reformulation of
the chance-constraints is introduced. Section V gives a brief
overview of the convex relaxations of the DHN equations.
In Section VI, a case study is analyzed. Our conclusions are
drawn in Section VII.

II. DISTRICT HEATING NETWORK MODEL

Modeling of the district heating system is inspired by the
work in [6]. The meaning of all variables used can be found
in Online Appendix [14].

The continuity of flow is
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All mass flows are bounded by the operational limits
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The pressure drops along the pipes due to the friction.
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The pressures are within the limits
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More details of the pipe resistance coefficient calculation Kp

can be found in reference [15]. It is worth mentioning that if
the network has a mesh structure and contains more than one
loop, the loop pressure equation has to be added. The heat
power output of heat sources is modeled as

HHS
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and limited as
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A circulation water pump is located at every heat station to
maintain the pressure difference between supply and return
network. The power consumption of the water pump at the
heat source is given by

PWP
s =

mHS
s (prSn − prRn )

ρηWP
, ∀n ∈ ΛN , ∀s ∈ ΘHS

n (7)

and limited by its technical limits

PWP
s ≤ PWP

s ≤ P
WP

s , ∀s ∈ ΘHS
n (8)

The heat demand is defined as

HL
l = CmHL

l

(
TS
n − TR

n

)
, ∀n ∈ ΛN , ∀l ∈ ΘHL

n (9)

To ensure the flowing of water through the load, the pressure
difference between the supply and return network at the load
node has to be greater than a specified level:

prSn − prRn ≥ prHL
l

, ∀n ∈ ΛN , ∀l ∈ ΘHL
n (10)

Heat losses are modeled through the temperature drop equation
along the pipes:

TS,end
p − Ta = (TS,start

p − Ta)e
− λLp

CmS
p , ∀p ∈ ΛP

TR,end
p − Ta = (TR,start

p − Ta)e
− λLp

CmR
p , ∀p ∈ ΛP

(11)

The temperature of the water leaving a node with more than
one incoming pipe is calculated as the mixture temperature of
the incoming flows.

∑

p∈ΘP,IN
n

mS
pT

S,end
p = TS

n

∑

p∈ΘP,IN
n

mS
p , ∀n ∈ ΛN

∑

p∈ΘP,OUT
n

mR
p T

R,end
p = TR

n

∑

p∈ΘP,OUT
n

mR
p , ∀n ∈ ΛN

(12)

The starting temperature of the pipes are nodal temperatures:

TS
n = TS,start

p , ∀n ∈ ΛN , ∀p ∈ ΘP,OUT
p

TR
n = TR,start

p , ∀n ∈ ΛN , ∀p ∈ ΘP,IN
p ,

(13)

For a node with a single pipe starting or ending, next relation-
ships hold:

TS
n = TS,end

p , ∀n ∈ ΛN−, ∀p ∈ ΘP,IN
p

TR
n = TR,end

p , ∀n ∈ ΛN+, ∀p ∈ ΘP,OUT
p

(14)

All the temperatures are withing their operational bounds:

TS
n ≤ TS

n ≤ T
S

n , T
R
n ≤ TR

n ≤ T
R

n , ∀n ∈ ΛN

TS
p ≤ TS,start/end

p ≤ T
S

p , ∀p ∈ ΛP

TR
p ≤ TR,start/end

p ≤ T
R

p , ∀p ∈ ΛP

(15)

For the extraction CHP unit the reserve capacity that could be
activated in real-time is considered.

(PCHP
s −Rdc

s ) ≥ rsH
HS
s + PCHP

s , ∀s ∈ ΘCHP
n

0 ≤ ρEs (P
CHP
s +Ruc

s ) + ρHs HHS
s ≤ F , ∀s ∈ ΘCHP

n

(16)

The heat output and power consumption of heat pumps are
linked by the Coefficient of Performance

HHS
s = COPsP

HP
s , ∀s ∈ ΘHP

n (17)



III. ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM MODEL

To approximate nonconvex AC power flow equations, we
use DC power flow approximation.

1TPG + 1TPCHP + 1TP f

= 1TPD + 1TPWP + 1TPHP
(18)

−P l ≤ A[C(P +R) + CW (P f +ΔW )− CDPD

− CWPP
WP − CHPP

HP ] ≤ P l
(19)

−RT dn ≤ R ≤ RTup (20)

Pmin ≤ P +R ≤ Pmax (21)

0 ≤ Rup ≤ R
G
, 0 ≤ Rdn ≤ RG, (22)

0 ≤ Ruc ≤ R
CHP

, 0 ≤ Rdc ≤ RCHP , (23)

R = −Y
∑

w

ΔWw,
∑

i

Y = 1, Y ≥ 0, Y ≤ 1 (24)

where matrices CG, CC , CW , CD, CWP , and CHP are
mapping generators, CHPs, wind power plants, loads, water
pumps, and heat pumps to their buses. P = [PG;PCHP ]
is a stacked column vector for the day-ahead dispatch and
C = [CG CC ] - matrix that maps generators and CHPs
with their buses. ΔW - is a vector of the uncertain wind
forecast errors, which are revealed in real-time. Matrix A - is a
power transfer distribution factor matrix. RTup = [Rup;Ruc],
RT dn = [Rdn;Rdc] are stacked column vectors of the upward
and downward reserves. Y ∈ R(NG+NCHP )×1 - is a vector of
participation factors for controllable generators and CHP.

A. Objecive function

The objective function includes three terms: operational cost
of generators, CHP units, and cost for reserves

CG(PG) + CCHP (PCHP , HHS)

+CR(Rup, Rdn, Ruc, Rdc)
(25)

CG(PG) = (PG)T cT2 P
G + cT1 P

G + cT0

CCHP (PCHP , HHS) = cTe P
CHP + cThH

CHP

CR(Rup, Rdn, Ruc, Rdc) = cTGR
up+cTGR

dn+cTc R
uc+cTc R

dc

IV. DISTRIBUTIONALLY ROBUST REFORMULATION

In this section, the distributionally robust reformulation of
the problem is introduced, which builds an ambiguity set to
constrain the distribution of the uncertainty. This reformula-
tion follows [12]. Stochastic constraints that involve random
variable (19), (20), (21) could be written as one-side chance-
constraints

P(A[C(P +R) + CW (P f +ΔW )− CDPD

− CpP
WP − CHPP

HP ] ≥ −P l) ≥ 1− ε

P(A[C(P +R) + CW (P f +ΔW )− CDPD

− CpP
WP − CHPP

HP ] ≤ P l) ≥ 1− ε

P(P +R ≥ P ) ≥ 1− ε

P(P +R ≤ P ) ≥ 1− ε

P(R ≤ RTup) ≥ 1− ε

P(R ≥ −RT dn) ≥ 1− ε

where ε - is the violation probability. By substituting R =
−Y

∑
w ΔWw and the summation into

∑
w = 1T

1×NW
we

can fraction out the uncertain part. Then the inner part of the
above mentioned constraints can be reformulated as (Ax

i )
T ξ ≤

bxi , ∀i = 1, . . .m where random variable ξ is wind forecast
error ΔW , m - is a number of chance-constraints, matrices Ax

i

and bxi - deterministic parts of the constraints which depend
only on the decision variables. The DR variants of chance-
constraints are formulated as follows

inf
Pξ∈Dξ

P((Ax
i )

T ξ ≤ bxi ) ≥ 1− εi, ∀i = 1 . . .m

After calculating from the data samples {ξl}Nl=1 the em-
pirical mean vector μNW×1 = 1

N

∑N
l=1 ξ

l and covariance
matrix ΣNW×NW

= 1
N

∑N
l=1 (ξ

l − μ)(ξl − μ)T we can build
moment-based ambiguity set Dξ := {Pξ ∈ P ′ : EPξ

[ξ] =
μ,EPξ

[(ξ − μ)(ξ − μ)T ] = Σ} which requires that the true
mean and covariance matrix of ξ, given by any distribution
in set Dξ, be exactly the empirical mean μ and covariance
Σ. In [12], [16] it is shown that given the first and second-
order moment information for the constraint vectors, general
DR chance-constraints can be reformulated as follows√(

1− ε

ε

)
(Ax

i )
T (Σ)Ax

i ≤ bxi − (Ax
i )

Tμ, ∀i = 1 . . .m

which is a second-order cone constraint:

Kε||(Σ)
1
2Ax

i ||2 ≤ bxi − (Ax
i )

Tμ, ∀i = 1 . . .m (26)

where Kε =
√(

1−ε
ε

)
. In this work, matrix Σ considers spatial

correlation.
As a result, the full optimization problem is

min (25)

subject to: (1)-(18), (22)-(24) and (26) constraints, over the set
of optimization variables

Ξ = {mS
p ,m

R
p ,m

HS
s ,mHL

l ,

TS,start
p , TS,end

p , TR,start
p , TR,end

p , TS
n , TR

n , HHS
s ,

PCHP , PHP , PWP , PG, Rup, Ruc, Rdn, Rdc, Y }
V. CONVEX RELAXATION AND LINEARIZATION OF THE

DHN EQUATIONS

Mass flow rates under CF-VT control strategy are fixed.
However, VF-VT control strategy has more practical meaning,
and hence the model is non-convex and fully nonlinear because
of the constraints (3), (5), (7), (9), (11) and (12). The com-
parison between two control strategies can be found in [9]. To
guarantee the global optimum, the problem needs to be convex.
One way is to use different relaxation approaches, which can
provide a lower bound number on the optimal solution of the
original problem.



A. McCormick Envelopes

The most standard approach to handle bi-linear terms (5),
(7), (9) and (12) is to apply a McCromick relaxation approach
[17]. Each bilinear term xy, x ∈ [xL, xU ], y ∈ [yL, yU ] is
replaced with a new variable w = xy. Then two underestima-
tors and two overestimators of the original term are introduced.
McCormick envelopes of the DHN equations are detailed in
the online appendix of [6].

B. Convex quadratic relaxation

The pressure loss constraint (3) is a quadratic term and
relaxed into its convex envelope [18].

prSn1
− prSn2

≥ Kp(m
S
p )

2, prRn1
− prRn2

≥ Kp(m
R
p )

2,

prSn1
− prSn2

≤ Kp((m
S
p +mS

p )m
S
p + (mS

p −mS
p )),

prRn1
− prRn2

≤ Kp((m
R
p +mR

p )m
R
p + (mR

p −mR
p )),

∀p ∈ ΛP , n1 ∈ ΘP,OUT
n , n2 ∈ ΘP,IN

n

(27)

C. Temperature loss equation linearizaton

Constraint (11) can be written as

TS,end
p − Ta = (TS,start

p − Ta)K
loss
p (mS

p ), ∀p ∈ ΛP

TR,end
p − Ta = (TR,start

p − Ta)K
loss
p (mR

p ), ∀p ∈ ΛP

Kloss
p (mS

p ) for the pipes with relative high mass flow rates
from 100 kg/s is less that 0.1%. Indeed, we can substitute
the Kloss

p (mS
p ) and Kloss

p (mR
p ) with constants coefficients of

mid-range of the mass flows.
As a result, the original problem is relaxed into a convex

SOCP and can be solved by commercial solvers.

D. Feasibility issue

The solutions to the relaxed problem could be infeasible
for the original model and relaxed constraints (3), (5), (7), (9),
(11), (12) can be violated. In order to obtain feasible solutions,
we solve the original problem with constant mass flow rates
obtained from the relaxed problem.

VI. CASE STUDY

A. Test System

The integrated six-bus electrical power system and seven-
node district heating system is depicted in Fig. 1. The model is
tested over 1 hour time step (single-period). Cost coefficients
for CHP and the generator are taken from [4]. We assume that
reserves from generator are more expensive than CHP reserves
cG = cG = 1.2c1, cc = cc = 1.1ce

The characteristics of the generation units, transmission
lines parameters and DHN parameters are detailed in [14].
Wind power output data for 6 wind farms in southeastern
Australia from [19] is used. The samples are generated as
in [13].

CHP1

CHPG1 W2

HL1 HL2

N1 N2

N3

N4

N5

B1 B2 B3

B4 B5 B6

D1 D2

Electrical Power System

District Heating System

W1 HP1

HL3

HP1

N6

N7

Fig. 1. Configuration of the six-bus and seven-node integrated system.

B. Evaluation procedure

The set up we used can be found in [12]. After solving the
full model for a single-period, using an hour-ahead forecast,
the optimal solution x∗ = [P ∗;Y ∗;PHP∗;PWP∗;HHS∗] is
obtained and fixed. Next, these optimal decisions are evaluated
and tested on M = 10000 samples of wind power forecast
error realization ΔW̃ . For every realization, k = 1 . . .M , the
actual power output of the generator and CHP is computed
such as

P ∗
rt(k) = P ∗ − Y ∗ ∑

w

ΔW̃w(k) (28)

This gives us the actual power flow along the lines. Due to
the linkage between heat and electricity, the power output of
the CHP units is limited after the day-ahead heat is scheduled.
Hence, for computing out-of-sample violation probabilities,
the CHP power output limits are recomputed by taking
into account the fixed scheduled day-ahead heat dispatch in
(16). Then empirical out-of-sample violation probabilities are
evaluated. We run 10 independent simulations and resolve
the optimization problem 10 times. The model is solved by
MOSEK [20] and implemented in Matlab with a CVX package
[21].

C. Results

In [12], it is shown that under the assumption, that un-
certainty is Gaussian, the problem can be reformulated as a
convex problem. We report results for two cases: assuming the
uncertainty is Gaussian and if the forecast error distribution is
unknown i.e., distributionally robust case (DRO).

In Table I the objective function in $ and CPU time in
seconds are shown. The results demonstrate several things.
First, it could be seen that the cost for the relaxed solution
is always less than for the feasible solution. This complies
with the fact that the relaxed solution is a lower bound for
the original problem. Second, the CPU time is higher for
the relaxed problem, because the relaxed problem has more
constraints. Moreover, from the results, it is clear that Gaussian
approximation obtains less cost than the distributional robust
reformulation. This is consistent with what has been found in
previous studies. It is also important to highlight that with the
increment of the violation probability to ε = 10%, the cost
decreased because he decisions are then less conservative and
we allow constraints to be violated 90% times.



TABLE I
COST PERFORMANCE AND CPU TIME

Gaussian DRO
1− ε 95% 90% 95% 90%

Cost

Relaxed
avg 5350.2 5161.8 8803.5 6983.5
max 5976.9 5761.0 12713.4 9417.7
min 4430.8 4265.2 5791.72 5048.9

Feasible
avg 5975.9 5787.3 9429.8 7609.6
max 6603.1 6387.1 13339.8 10044.2
min 5055.7 4889.9 6417.6 5674.32

CPU

Relaxed avg 0.393 0.575 0.17 0.333
max 0.42 0.61 0.19 0.36

Feasible avg 0.323 0.487 0.145 0.292
max 0.34 0.52 0.16 0.33

Overall avg 0.71 1.062 0.315 0.625
max 0.77 1.11 0.33 0.67

TABLE II
EMPIRICAL VIOLATION PROBABILITIES UNDER DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTION

ROBUSTNESS

Gaussian DRO
1− ε 95% 90% 95% 90%

Line vio.
avg 0 0 0 0
max 0 0 0 0
min 0 0 0 0

G1 vio.
avg 0 0 0 0
max 0 0 0 0
min 0 0 0 0

CHP1 vio.
avg 5.40% 8.41% 0.12% 1.21%
max 46.02% 52.28% 2.42% 21.32%
min 0 0 0 0

From Table II we conclude that the assumption about
Gaussian distribution of the uncertainty yields poor reliability
and CHP feasible operating region is violated in 46.02% and
52.28% out of sample tests for the theoretical ε = 5% and
ε = 10% respectively. The DRO case with ε = 10% shows
the maximum violation probability of 21.32%. This number
is more than expected and it indicates that the uncertainty
needs to be considered in the DHN. That is to say, for the
CHP to provide full flexibility, the heat power has to be re-
dispatched in real-time. However, superior results are seen
for the ε = 5% case with maximum violation probability of
the CHP feasible operation region 2.42%. It is interesting to
note that the violation probabilities for the generator operation
limits and line limits capacity are 0.

Figure 2 reports scheduled energy and reserves. The plotted
values are averaged over 10 simulations. The reserves are the
sum of the downward and upward reserves. The averaged
forecasted wind power in the system P f

w1 = 19.35MW
and P f

w2 = 23.35MW . We observe that the Gaussian case
scheduled reserves capacity only from the CHP. The reason
for this is clear. This demonstrates the fact that Gaussian
reformulation relies only on less costly CHP reserves. This
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Fig. 2. Optimal reserve procurement and generation dispatch, ε = 5%.
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Fig. 3. Optimal heat dispatch.

TABLE III
RESERVE PROCUREMENT, ε = 5%

Gaussian DRO

Congested
Generator Reserves 7.7487e-06 52.47

CHP reserves 51.89 81.87
Total Reserves 51.89 134.34

Uncongested
Generator Reserves 7.7487e-06 52.47

CHP reserves 51.89 81.87
Total Reserves 51.89 134.34

could be an explanation of why the violation probabilities are
much more higher than in the DRO case. However, the DRO
approach ”cares” more about reliability and schedules more
costly reliable generator reserves.

Figure 3 shows averaged over the 10 simulations heat
dispatch from the CHP and heat pump. We can note that the
choice of the method does not affect the heat dispatch. The
total amount reveres procured for the congested and uncon-
tested case can be seen from Table III. For each approach, the
amount of total reserves is the same in the congested and the
uncontested cases. This confirms previous findings in [12].

Finally, the hydraulic and thermal profiles of the district
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Fig. 4. Mass flow and thermal profile. Return network

heating system are presented Fig. 4. The mass flows are
depicted below the pipes, and the nodal temperatures are close
to the nodes. As it was observed before the temperatures drop
along the pipes due to the heat transfer in the supply and
the return network is withing thousandth. Return temperature
at node 4 is higher than at node 7 since this is the mix
temperatures of the incoming flows from nodes 5 and 7. The
same conclusion applies to nodes 2 and 3. The lowest return
temperature is at node 3 due to the lowest mass flow rate at
pipe 2.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the distributionally robust ap-
proach of scheduling day-ahead energy and reserve capacity
in integrated electricity and heating systems considering the
district heating network. Tests of the model have been con-
ducted on the small case study in Section VI-C in a data-driven
manner. The results of this study indicate that the method
could be successfully applied in the optimal operation of the
integrated electricity and heating systems in order to deal with
the increased uncertainty from renewable energy sources. The
system is operated reliably without re-dispatching heat power
in real-time with a confidence level of 95%. However, the wind
power uncertainty has to be propagated from the power to the
heat side, for operating the system at 90% confidence level.

Future work will investigate the possible application of this
model for the multi-time period dispatch (e.g., 24 h) with con-
sidering uncertainty in the heat side and wind power temporal
correlation [22]. Moreover, to explore the full flexibility of the
DHN, the reserves from the flexible loads in the DHN (e.g.,
a heat pump) could be provided with the framework of [12].
Furthermore, the performance of the model needs to be tested
on a bigger case study with the real data.
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NOMENCLATURE

A. Indexes and Sets

n Index of nodes
l Index of thermal loads
s Index of heat stations
p Index of pipes
ΛN Set of nodes
ΛP Set of pipes
ΛN− Set of nodes with a single pipe ending
ΛN+ Set of nodes with a single pipe starting
ΘHS
n Set of heat sources (HS) at node n

ΘCHP
n Set of CHPs at node n, ΘCHP

n ∈ ΘHS
n

ΘHP
n Set of heat pumps at node n, ΘHP

n ∈ ΘHS
n

ΘHL
n Set of heat demands at node n

ΘP,OUT
n Set of indices of pipes starting at node n

ΘP,IN
n Set of indices of pipes ending at node n

B. Parameters

PG, P
G

Vector of the minimum and maximum real
power output of generators [MW]

PCHP , P
CHP

Vector of the minimum and maximum
power supply from CHP unit [MW]

R
G

Vector of the generators reserve limits
[MW]

R
CHP

Vector of the CHP reserve limits [MW]
P fW Wind power forecast vector [MW]
PD Electric demand vector [MW]
P l Line transmission capacity vector [MW]
HHS
s , H

HS

s Minimum and maximum heat supply from
HS unit [MW]

HL
l Heat demand [MW]

c2, c1, c0 Cost coefficients of generators [$/MWh]
ce, ch Cost coefficients for CHP [$/MWh]
cG, cG Cost coefficients of generators for provid-

ing reserves [$/MWh]
cc, cc Cost coefficients of CHP for providing

reserves [$/MWh]

ρHs , /ρ
E
s Heat/Electricity-to-fuel ratio of the extrac-

tion CHP
ρs Heat-to-Electricity output ratio of the ex-

traction CHP
ηWP Water pump efficiency
COPs Coefficient of performance of the heat

pump
F s Maximum fuel consumption of CHP unit

[MW]
PWP
s , P

WP

s Technical limits of the water pump at the
heat station

mS
p ,m

S
p Lower and upper limits of mass flow rate

of the pipeline p in supply network [kg/s]
mR
p ,m

R
p Lower and upper limit of mass flow rate

of the pipeline p in return network [kg/s]
mHS
s ,mHS

s Lower and upper limit of mass flow rate
of the HS s [kg/s]

mHL
l ,mHL

l Lower and upper limit of mass flow rate
of the heat load l [kg/s]

TSn , T
S

n Minimum/maximum temperature at node
n in the supply network [°C]

TRn , T
R

n Minimum/maximum temperature at node
n in the return network [°C]

TSp , T
S

p Minimum/maximum temperature at pipe
p in the supply network [°C]

TRp , T
R

p Minimum/maximum temperature at pipe
p in the return network [°C]

prS
n
, prSn Minimum/maximum pressure at node n in

the supply network [kPa]
prR
n
, prRn Minimum/maximum pressure at node n in

the return network [kPa]
prHL
l

Minimum pressure difference at the heat
load [kPa]

Cp Specific water capacity [J/kg°C]
λ Heat transfer coefficient per unit length

[W/m°C] [MW]
Kp Pipe resistance coefficient [m−1kg−1]
Lp Length of pipe p [m]



Dp Diameter of a pipe p [m]
νp Absolute roughness of a pipe p [m]

C. Decision Variables

mS
p ,m

R
p Mass flow rate of pipeline p [kg/s]

mHS
s Mass flow rate of HS s [kg/s]

mHL
l Mass flow rate of heat load l [kg/s]

TS,startp Temperature at the start node of pipe p in the
supply network [°C]

TS,endp Temperature at the end node of pipe p in the
supply network [°C]

TR,startp Temperature at the start node of pipe p in the
return network [°C]

TR,endp Temperature at the end node of pipe p in the
return network [°C]

TSn Temperature of node n in the supply network [°C]
TRn Temperature of node n in the return network [°C]
HHS
s Heat supply from HS unit s

PCHP Day-ahead power dispatch from CHP unit [MW]
PG Day-ahead power dispatch of generators [MW]
PHPs Power consumption of heat pump [MW]
PWP
s Power consumption of circulation pump [MW]
Rup/dn Upward/Downward reserves for the generators

[MW]
Ruc/dc Upward/Downward reserve for the CHPs [MW]
Y Generation participation factor

Notation: Index denotes an element of the vector with the
corresponding dimension.

DISTRIBUTIONALLY ROBUST REFORMULATION

Stochastic constraints that involve random variable could be
written as one-side chance-constraints

P(A[C(P +R) + CW (P f + ∆W )− CDPD

− CpPWP − CHPPHP ] ≥ −P l) ≥ 1− ε

P(A[C(P +R) + CW (P f + ∆W )− CDPD

− CpPWP − CHPPHP ] ≤ P l) ≥ 1− ε

P(P +R ≥ P ) ≥ 1− ε

P(P +R ≤ P ) ≥ 1− ε

P(R ≤ RTup) ≥ 1− ε

P(R ≥ −RT dn) ≥ 1− ε

where ε - is the violation probability. By substituting R =
−Y ∑w ∆Ww and the summation into

∑
w = 1T1×NW we

can fraction out the uncertain part. Then the inner part of the
above mentioned constraints can be reformulated as

(Axi )T ξ ≤ bxi ,∀i = 1, . . .m

where random variable ξ is wind forecast error ∆W , m -
is a number of chance-constraints, matrices Axi and bxi -
deterministic parts of the constraints which depend only on the

decision variables. The DR variants of the chance-constraints
are formulated as follows

inf
Pξ∈Dξ

P((Axi )T ξ ≤ bxi ) ≥ 1− εi,∀i = 1 . . .m

In our case:

inf
Pξ∈Dξ

P(A(CY 1T1×NW − CW )∆W ≤ A(CP + CWP
f

− CDPD − CpPWP − CHPPHP ) + Pl) ≥ 1− ε

inf
Pξ∈Dξ

P(A(−CY 1T1×NW + CW )∆W ≤ A(−CP − CWP f

+ CDP
D + CpP

WP + CHPP
HP ) + Pl) ≥ 1− ε

inf
Pξ∈Dξ

P((Y 1T1×NW )∆W ≤ P − P ) ≥ 1− ε

inf
Pξ∈Dξ

P((−Y 1T1×NW )∆W ≤ −P + P ) ≥ 1− ε

inf
Pξ∈Dξ

P((−Y 1T1×NW )∆W ≤ RTup) ≥ 1− ε

inf
Pξ∈Dξ

P((Y 1T1×NW )∆W ≤ RT dn) ≥ 1− ε

After calculating from the data samples {ξl}Nl=1 the em-
pirical mean vector µNW×1 = 1

N

∑N
l=1 ξ

l and covariance
matrix ΣNW×NW = 1

N

∑N
l=1 (ξl − µ)(ξl − µ)T we can build

moment-based ambiguity set Dξ
Dξ := {Pξ ∈ P ′ : EPξ [ξ] = µ,EPξ [(ξ − µ)(ξ − µ)T ] = Σ}

which requires that the true mean and covariance matrix of ξ,
given by any distribution in set Dξ, be exactly the empirical
mean µ and covariance Σ. General DR chance-constraints can
be reformulated as follows√(

1− ε
ε

)
(Axi )T (Σ)Axi ≤ bxi − (Axi )Tµ, ∀i = 1 . . .m

which is a second-order cone constraint:

Kε||(Σ)
1
2Axi ||2 ≤ bxi − (Axi )Tµ, ∀i = 1 . . .m (1)

where Kε =
√(

1−ε
ε

)
.

CASE STUDY DATA

Electrical demand is 200 MW and 100 MW at buses 4 and
5. We assume that reserves from generator are more expensive
than CHP reserves cG = cG = 1.2c1, cc = cc = 1.1ce In this
study water density is ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and kinematic viscosity
of water is µ = 0.4736 × 10−6 m/s2. Darcy friction factor
fD = 0.0118 that is computed as in [1]. The characteristics of
the generation units, transmission lines parameters and DHN
parameters are presented in Table I,II,III and IV.
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the six-bus and seven-node integrated system.

TABLE I
GENERATION UNITS

G1 CHP1 HP1

P MW 230 208.3 -
P MW 10 15 -
R MW 92 41.66 -
R MW 0 0 -
H MW - 0 5
H MW - 250 100

mHS
s kg/s - 300 300

mHS
s kg/s - 700 700
F MW - 500 -

COP - - - 2.5
r - - 0.5 -
ρE - - 2.4 -
ρH - - 0.25 -
η - - 0.9 0.9

PWP MW - 20 20
PWP MW - 0 0
c2 $/ MWh2 0.00125 - -
c1 $/ MWh 40.622 - -
c0 $ 0 - -
ce $/ MWh - 3.6 -
ch $/ MWh - 0.06 -

TABLE II
ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION LINES

l12 l14 l23 l24 l36 l45 l56

P l MW 200 250 250 200 250 250 250
X p.u. 0.17 0.0586 0.1 0.072 0.0625 0.16 0.085

TABLE III
DISTRICT HEATING PIPES

p12,24,46 p23 p45,47

Lp m 800 600 500
Dp m 0.8 0.8 0.8
λ W/m°C 0.2 0.2 0.2
νp m× 10−3 0.045 0.045 0.045

Kp 1/[m× kg] 0.0233 0.0175 0.0146
mS

p ,m
R
p kg/s 300 300 300

mS
p ,m

R
p kg/s 700 700 700

T
R
p °C 45 45 45

TR
p °C 25 25 25

T
S
p °C 65 65 65

TS
p °C 50 50 50

TABLE IV
DISTRICT HEATING NETWORK PARAMETERS

N1,2,4,6 N3(L) N5(L) N7(L)

mHL
l kg/s - 300 300 300

mHL
l kg/s - 700 700 700
HL

l MW - 45 40 50
TS

n °C 50 50 50 50
T

S
n °C 65 65 65 65

TR
n °C 25 25 25 25

T
R
n °C 45 45 45 45

prS
n
, prR

n
kPa 0 0 0 0

prSn , pr
R
n kPa 30000 30000 30000 30000

prHL
l

kPa - 50 50 50
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a b s t r a c t

The power system operators are facing significant challenges in the operation due to the increasing
penetration level of renewable energy sources (RESs). The flexibility from the district heating system
(DHS) is attracting considerable interest to deal with RES uncertainty. This paper formulates a dis-
tributionally robust chance-constrained (DRCC) optimization model of the integrated electricity and
heating system (IEHS) dispatch to hedge the uncertainty of RES and exploit the flexibility of the DHS. In
particular, the uncertainty from the electrical power system (EPS) is propagated to the DHS so that both
systems can respond to the uncertainty of RES. The uncertainty of the wind power is modeled by an
ambiguity set, which defines a family of probability distributions with the same first and second-
moment property. Real-time regulation actions of both the EPS and DHS to respond to the wind po-
wer forecast errors are modeled through the data-driven affine control policies. To achieve computa-
tional tractability, the proposed DRCC model is reformulated as a second-order cone program (SOCP). The
simulation results tested on the integrated six-bus and seven-node system demonstrate that the pro-
posed DRCC model outperforms the chance-constraints dispatch based on Gaussian distribution for the
secure operation of the IEHS.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Flexibility provision by the district heating system (DHS) has
been seen as a prominent solution for operating wind dominated
power systems [1]. In Denmark, where the goal is to achieve a 100%
renewable energy system by 2050, the DHS will be expanded [2] to
achieve the goal. Combined heat and power (CHP) units are
considered to be the main source of the thermal energy in the DHS
supplying up to 68% of the heat and up to 57% of the power in
Denmark [3]. Generally, flexibility is provided by the fast ramp
generators, e.g., gas-fired power plants. However, increasing
penetration of the RESs has brought the need for the other sources
of flexibility with less marginal cost [4]. Moreover, power-to-heat
technology in combination with existing CHP units is seen benefi-
cial to reduce the wind curtailment and a way to integrate DHS and
EPS into one energy system [2,5,6]. Thus, the integration of the EPS
and DHS has been extensively studied to unlock the required

flexibility.
In recent years, there has been growing interest in the IEHS. In

Ref. [7], a linear centralized dispatch model for the IEHS, including
CHP, electrical boilers, and heat storage was proposed. The study
shows that both electric boilers and heat storage increase the
flexibility of the CHP unit. However, because of the heat losses in
the pipes and thermal dynamics, the amount of energy that is
scheduled in the day-ahead may not be delivered to the load and
therefore the dispatch may not be implementable. Considering the
district heating network (DHN) in the economic dispatch or
optimal power flow problem brings additional constraints into the
optimization problem. In Ref. [8], optimal operation of the IEHSwas
investigated considering network constraints in both systems. The
resulting model is a large-scale non-linear optimization problem
(NLP), which is solved with a decomposition algorithm. It is shown
that interaction between two systems helps to reduce the wind
power curtailment, energy losses, and operational cost.

Thermal storage in the district heating pipes improves the
flexibility of the DHS and allows the utilization of morewind power
without creating new storage capacities. For example, in Ref. [9],
the integrated heat and power dispatch model was proposed

* Corresponding author.
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accounting for the thermal inertia of the DHS. Since the circulation
of mass flows remains constant, the final model is a large-scale
linear program (LP) that shows improvement in the operational
flexibility of the CHP. Additionally, in Ref. [10], combined heat and
power dispatchmodel was formulated to exploit the energy storage
capability of the DHS. Due to the variable mass flow rates, the ob-
tained model is a large-scale mixed-integer nonlinear program
(MINLP). The model is solved with an integrative Bender’s
decomposition algorithm. These types of programs are computa-
tionally hard to solve and the final solution might be locally
optimal. The authors of [11] overcame this issue by introducing a
Taylor series expansion of the solution for the heat propagation
equation and applying convex relaxations algorithms. The original
non-convex problem was relaxed into a mixed-integer linear pro-
gram (MILP) and solved with a commercial solver. A more recent

study [12] also focused on linearization and convexification of the
nonlinear DHS constraints. The entire economic dispatch problem
was modeled as a mixed-integer conic program (MICP) accounting
for not only changes of the mass flow rates, but also the direction.
Themodel focused on the distribution level of the EPS and DHS, and
therefore thermal dynamics were not accounted for.

The residential buildings’ thermal inertia can be utilized for
thermal energy storage purposes [13e15]. Heating for residential
buildings could represent 80e90% of the overall heat demand in
the winter period [14] and it is seen as an additional source of
flexibility. Ref. [16] proposed an integrated electricity and heat
demand-side management model without a heating network to
increase wind power integration in China. The resulting MINLP is
solved with an outer approximation and equality relaxation algo-
rithm and showed an increment in thewind power integration. The

Nomenclature

Indexes and Sets

LNþ Set of nodes with a single pipe starting
LN� Set of nodes with a single pipe ending
LN Set of nodes
LP Set of pipes

QCHP
n Set of CHPs at node n, QCHP

n 2QHS
n

QHL
n Set of heat loads at node n

QHP
n Set of heat pumps at node n, QHP

n 2QHS
n

QHS
n Set of heat sources (HS) at node n

QP;IN
n Set of indices of pipes ending at node n

QP;OUT
n Set of indices of pipes starting at node n

i Index of conventional generators
k Index of transmission lines
l Index of thermal loads
n Index of nodes
p Index of pipes
s Index of heat sources
t Index of operating hours

Parameters
lp Thermal loss coefficient in pipe [J� m�2 � s�2/�C]
tSp;t ;t

R
p;t Maximum time delays in supply and return pipes p

[h]
Fs Maximum fuel consumption of CHP unit [MW]

R
C
s ;R

C
s Rump-up and -down capability of CHP unit [MW]

R
G
i ;R

G
i Rump-up and -down capability of generators [MW]

r Water density [kg/m3 ]
rs Heat-to-Electricity output ratio of the extraction CHP
rHs ; =r

E
s Heat/Electricity-to-fuel ratio of the extraction CHP

HHS
s ;H

HS
s Minimum and maximum heat supply from HS unit

[MW]

PGi ;P
G
i Minimum and maximum real power output of

generators [MW]

TRn;T
R
n Minimum/maximum temperature at node n in the

return network [�C]

TSn;T
S
n Minimum/maximum temperature at node n in the

supply network [�C]

C Specific water capacity [J/kg�C]
ces ;c

h
s Cost coefficients for CHP [$/MWh]

cgi Operation cost of convectional generators [$/MWh]
COPs Coefficient of performance of heat pump (HP)
HL
l;t Heat demand [MW]

Lp Length of pipe p [m]
mHL

l;t Mass flow rate of heat load l [kg/s]

mHS
s;t Mass flow rate of heat station s [kg/s]

mS
p;t ;m

R
p;t Mass flow rate of pipeline p [kg/s]

PDt Electric demand vector [MW]

Pft Wind power forecast vector [MW]
PL Line transmission capacity vector [MW]
Rp Radius of pipe p [m]

Decision Variables
aCt CHP participation factor
aGt Generator participation factor
aHt HP participation factor

bHt Heat station participation factor
gR
t Return nodal temperature participation factor

gS
t Supply nodal temperature participation factor

tSp;t ;t
R
p;t Time delays in supply and return pipes p [h]

HHS
s;t Heat supply from heat station unit s [MW]

PGi;t Day-ahead power dispatch of generator i [MW]

PCs;t Day-ahead power dispatch of CHP unit s [MW]

PHPs;t Power consumption of HP [MW]

TR;end
p;t Temperature at the end node of pipe p in the return

network [�C]
TR;start
p;t Temperature at the start node of pipe p in the return

network [�C]
TR
n;t Temperature of a node n in the return network [�C]

TS;end
p;t Temperature at the end node of pipe p in the supply

network [�C]
TS;start
p;t Temperature at the start node of pipe p in the supply

network [�C]
TS
n;t Temperature of a node n in the supply network [�C]
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model can be exported to the other countries as long as the wind
power, CHP, and electrical HPs exist in the power grid. Additionally,
several studies have been published to consider both the thermal
inertia of the residential buildings and district heat pipes storage
capacity in the optimal operation models to further increase flex-
ibility [15,17,18]. Ref [17] modeled transmission delay through the
velocity of the thermal water and building storage with the indoor
temperature of the buildings connected to the heat exchanger
stations. The proposed model achieved a higher utilization rate of
wind power at lower operation costs. In Ref. [18], the authors
considered both pipelines’ thermal dynamics and buildings’ ther-
mal inertia to improve the system’s operational flexibility. Several
simulation tests demonstrated that the proposed model has a good
performance on power and heat decoupling.

One of the main challenges to operate EPSs with large amounts
of RESs is their stochastic nature [19]. The lack of perfect infor-
mation results in difficulties for the system operator on how to
make the decisions before operation. The above-mentioned refer-
ences have focused only on dispatching the IEHSs based on the
deterministic point forecasts. Traditionally, two approaches have
been used in the market-clearing and system operation problems
in the presence of uncertainty. These are stochastic programming
[20] and robust optimization [21]. In stochastic programming, the
objective function minimizes the system cost in day-ahead and the
expected system cost in real-time. The uncertain input data is rep-
resented by a set of scenarios with sum of probabilities adding to 1.
In Ref. [22], the stochastic programming was applied to dispatch
CHP units in the micro-grid with a wind turbine and photovoltaic
units. The uncertainties from the electrical market price, solar ra-
diation, and wind speed were considered using a scenario-based
method. Authors of [23] used stochastic optimization to provide
day-ahead scheduling of integrated multi-energy systems. A robust
optimization approach models uncertainty through uncertainty
sets and the final solution is optimal for the worst-case realization
of the resource cost. The problem formulated usually as a three-
level min-max-min optimization problem, which is a three-level
game against “nature”. The robust optimization method was
applied to dispatch IEHSs in Refs. [24e26].

Stochastic programming heavily relies on the amount and
quality of generated scenarios. For the large scale systems, the
amount of scenarios grows significantly and the solution of the
problem becomes computationally demanding. The scenario
reduction methods could reduce the number of scenarios, but if the
scenario that has not been foreseen arise, the decision might not be
implementable. At the same time, the worst-case realization in the
robust optimization method happens rarely, and therefore the so-
lution is too conservative and costly. Recent developments in the
field of distributionally robust optimization (DRO) could remedy
the difficulties mentioned above [27]. In DRO, a decision maker
uses available data to build an ambiguity set, which is a family of
probability distributions, and the solution is robust against the
worst possible distribution inside the ambiguity set. The model is a
three-level min-max-min problem to minimize the worst-case
expected cost. However, in this game, “nature” selects a distribu-
tion within the ambiguity set to harm the decision maker as much
as possible [28]. DRO has many applications in the field of power
system operation. For example, the DROmethod was applied in the
optimal power flow problems [29e31], unit commitment problem
[32], and generation expansion planning problem [33] to handle
the uncertainty in power systems. In the IEHS systems, the
approach was used in Refs. [34,35] to determine the optimal day-
ahead unit commitment, and energy and reserve dispatch respec-
tively. Refs [36,37] applied the approach in the integrated electricity
and natural gas system for considering the uncertainty in the nat-
ural gas system network.

The contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

� Given the advantages of the DRO method, a DRCC optimization
model for the IEHS operation is proposed. Unlike the method in
Ref. [27], where historical samples are used to construct sce-
narios to describe possible wind power output realizations,
historical data are used to obtain statistical information about
the probability distribution of the uncertainty and the distri-
bution is considered to be continuous. Moreover, the problem is
solved directly without decomposition algorithms.

� Real-time response of the DHS to the uncertainty is modeled
with the affine polices, providing feasible operation of the sys-
tem in real-time. Although the uncertainty in the DHS have been
investigated in the most recent previous studies [34,35],
approach proposed is based on chance-constraint program-
ming, which provides the system operator a tool to control the
risk of planning decisions.

� Spatial and temporal correlations of the wind power forecast
errors are accounted for. The model requires information only
about the first and second moments of the uncertainty. In the
model, the uncertainty does not follow any particular type of
probability distribution and tractable reformulations of chance-
constraints are applied to solve the model with commercial
solvers.

The remaining parts of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the deterministic optimal operation of the IEHS. In
Section 3, the deterministic formulation was extended to include
the uncertainty from the wind power forecast. Section 4 provides
tractable second-order cone reformulation of the chance-
constrained program. In section 5, a case study is presented and
results are analyzed. Finally, our conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Deterministic integrated electricity and heat system
operation

2.1. DHS structure

We considerNc number of extraction CHP units that co-generate
power and thermal energy. We also incorporate Nh number of HPs
into the system to increase operational flexibility. HPs consume
power to produce thermal energy. These heat sources make up
NHS ¼ Nc þ Nh number of heat stations that supply heat to the DHS,
as shown in Fig.1. Radially structured DHNwithN nodes distributes
energy through P supply pipelines to the L heat loads. In the
transmission system, heat loads are referred to as heat-exchanger
stations, which, in turn, procure heat power for the distribution
network. The water passed through the heat exchanger is cooled
down and transferred back to the heat stations via P return pipes.
One transmission system can cover several distributions systems in
different areas [38].

Fig. 1. Heat station units.
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2.2. EPS structure

The EPS includes G number of conventional generation units
that can produce electrical power only. We assume W number of
the wind power plants, whose power production is uncertain. The
power flows through the network that consists of B buses and K
lines to meet D electrical demands. The index represents the
element of the vector with a corresponding dimension. For
example, we denote the vector PGt 2RG and PGi;t represents its

element. Moreover, 1 is a vector of ones.

2.3. Model assumptions

1. We focus on the IEHS at the transmission level, and hence we
use DC model of the EPS, which is a linear approximation of the
power flow equations.

2. Renewable energy sources are scheduled at their forecasted
power production with zero marginal cost.

3. DHS could be operated under different control strategies, such
as constant mass flow and constant temperature, variable mass
flow and constant temperature, constant mass flow and variable
temperature, variable mass flow, and variable temperature. The
difference between the last two could be seen in Ref. [25]. We
assume constant mass flow and variable temperature strategy
since the model has more practical meaning and is often used in
the integrated energy systems study [25,26,39]. Near-optimal
values of mass flow rates could be found with a two-step hy-
draulic-thermal decomposition algorithm [40] to cut down heat
losses and reduce operational cost.

4. It is assumed that the IEHS operator dispatches the system
based on the forecasted wind power output and demand. In
real-time, the variability of the demand is much less, and
therefore we neglect the uncertainty of the load forecast.

2.4. EPS constraints

1TPGt þ1TPCt þ 1TPft ¼ 1TPDt þ 1TPHPt ;ct (1a)

�PL � CGPGt þ CWPft þ CCPCt � CDPDt � CHPPHPt � PL;ct (1b)

PG � PGt � P
G
;ct (1c)

PGt � PGt�1 � R
G
;ct þ 1 (1d)

PGt�1 � PGt � RG;ct þ 1 (1e)

PCt � PCt�1 � R
C
;ct þ 1 (1f)

PCt�1 � PCt � RC ;ct þ 1 (1g)

Constraint (1a) enforces power balance in the EPS. Constraint
(1 b) limits the power flow along the lines. Matrices CG2 RK�G,

CC2RK�Nc
, CW2RK�W , CD2RK�D, and CHP2RK�Nh

have all infor-
mation about the transmission network structure and its physical
characteristics. The matrices are obtained by multiplying Power
Transfer Distribution Factor [41] withmappingmatrices. Constraint
(1c) ensures conventional generators’ limits, while (1 d) and (1e)
constrain their ramping capability. Finally, (1f) and (1 g) restrict

power ramping of CHP units.

2.5. DHS constraints

Modeling of the DHS follows [11].

HHS
s;t ¼CmHS

s;t

�
TSn;t � TRn;t

�
;cn2LN;cs2QHS

n ;ct (2a)

HHS
s �HHS

s;t � H
HS
s ;cs2QHS

n ;ct (2b)

HL
l;t ¼CmHL

l;t

�
TSn;t � TRn;t

�
; cn2LN;cl2QHL

n ;ct (2c)

X
p2QP;IN

n

mS
p;tT

S;end
p;t ¼ TSn;t

X
p2QP;IN

n

mS
p;t ; cn2LN;ct (2d)

X
p2QP;OUT

n

mR
p;tT

R;end
p;t ¼ TRn;t

X
p2QP;OUT

n

mR
p;t ; cn2LN;ct

TSn;t ¼ TS;startp;t ; cn2LN; cp2QP;OUT
p ;ct (2e)

TRn;t ¼ TR;startp;t ; cn2LN; cp2QP;IN
p ;ct

TSn;t ¼ TS;endp;t ; cn2LN�; cp2QP;IN
p ;ct (2f)

TRn;t ¼ TR;endp;t ; cn2LNþ; cp2QP;OUT
p ;ct

TSn � TSn;t � T
S
n; T

R
n � TRn;t � T

R
n; cn2LN;ct (2g)

TS;endp;t ¼ TS;startp;t�tSp;t

�
1� 2lp

CrRp
tSp;t

�
;cp2LP ;ct (2h)

TR;endp;t ¼ TR;startp;t�tRp;t

�
1� 2lp

CrRp
tRp;t

�
;cp2LP ;ct

Equation (2a) is the heat power produced by each heat station
and it is bounded by (2b). Equation (2c) defines the thermal power
consumed by heat loads. Constraints (2 d) are the temperature
mixture equations for the return and supply network. Constraint
(2e) ensures that the temperature at the beginning of a pipe leaving
a node is equal to themixture temperature at that node. Constraints
(2f) impose the equality of ending temperature of a single pipe at a
node and the nodal temperature at that node. Constraints (2 g)
restrict the nodal temperatures within their operational bounds.
Equation (2h) are approximated solutions of the heat propagation
equation [11] which accounts for temperature dynamics and heat
losses in the pipes. In the transmission-scale DHS, parameters of
the pipes affect the thermal inertia and the system needs relatively
long time to achieve the thermal equilibrium. The discrete time
delays tSp;t are calculated as the solution of the following optimi-
zation problem:

min
42

n
0;…;tSp

o4
subject to:
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Pt
t�4m

S
p;t

pR2pr
Dt� Lp;cp2LP ;ct

The problem above is a MILP and is solved before running the
operational model. Discrete time delays tRp;t for the return network
computed similarly.

2.6. Linking units

PCs;t � rsHHS
s;t ; cs2QCHP

n ;ct (3a)

0� rEs P
C
s;t þ rHs H

HS
s;t � F; cs2QCHP

n ct

HHS
s;t ¼COPsPHPs;t ; cs2QHP

n ;ct (3b)

Equation (3a) are approximations of the feasible operation re-
gion of the extraction CHP unit [11] and equation (3b) defines the
ratio between consumed power and produced heat in the HP. These
units provide interconnection between the heating and electrical
side.

2.7. Objecive function

X
t
ðcgÞTPGt þðceÞTPCt þ

�
ch
�T

HHS
t (4)

Objective function (4) minimizes total operation cost of the
IEHS. As a result, the full model is a linear optimization problem

minð4Þ

subject to: (1a)-(3 b) constraints, over the set of optimization
variables

X¼
n
TS;startp;t ; TS;endp;t ; TR;startp;t ; TR;endp;t ; TSn;t ; T

R
n;t ;

HHS
s;t ; P

C
t ; P

HP
t ; PGt

o

3. Uncertainty-aware integrated electricity and heat system
operation

3.1. Uncertainty modeling

In real-time uncertain wind power generation is modeled as

Pft � xt ;ct, where xt2RW - is a vector of the forecast error. Random
variable xt follows unknown probability distribution Pxt

and has a

mean mt2RW and a covariance matrix St2RW�W . Covariance
matrix St2RW�W considers the spatial correlation of correspond-
ing forecast errors between W wind parks at each hour t. Given N
number of training data samples we calculate empirical mean mt ¼
1
N
PN

l¼1x
l
t and covariance matrix St ¼ 1

N
PN

l¼1ðxlt � mtÞðxlt � mtÞ
T
and

build ambiguity set D xt
for each hour t such as

D xt
: ¼

n
Pxt

2P 0 : EPt ½x� ¼mt ; EPt

h
ðxt �mtÞðxt � mtÞT

i
¼St

o
(5)

where P 0 is a family of all distributions with the same mean mt and
covariance St . In the literature, this type of ambiguity set is referred
to as moment-based. Another type of ambiguity set widely used is
metric-based. It is defined as a ball in the space of probability
distributions and uses the notion of a “distance” from a reference
distribution [42,43]. Even though the metric-based ambiguity sets
offer stronger out-of-sample performance, the moment-based ones
display better tractability properties [43]. Specifically, DRO models
with moment-based ambiguity sets are more tractable than the
corresponding stochastic models. Moreover, DRO models with
metric-based ambiguity sets are computationally harder than their
stochastic counterparts [43].

3.2. Affine policies

Due to imperfect forecasts of the wind power output, deviation
from the original forecast may occur in real-time. Taking into ac-
count the uncertainty from the forecast errors, we model the real-
time response of controllable generation units via affine control
policies [36]. The response of controllable generation units is
expressed as follows

~P
G
t ¼ PGt þ aGt

�
1Txt

�
;ct (6a)

~P
C
t ¼ PCt þ aCt

�
1Txt

�
;ct (6b)

~P
HP
t ¼ PHPt þ aHt

�
1Txt

�
;ct (6c)

~H
HS
t ¼HHS

t þ bHSt

�
1Txt

�
;ct (6d)

~T
S
n;t ¼ TSn;t þgSn;t

�
1Txt

�
;cn2LN ;ct (6e)

~T
R
n;t ¼ TRn;t þgRn;t

�
1Txt

�
;cn2LN ;ct (6f)

~T
S;start
p;t ¼ TS;startp;t þgS;startp;t

�
1Txt

�
;cp2LP ;ct (6g)

~T
S;end
p;t ¼ TS;endp;t þgS;endp;t

�
1Txt

�
;cp2LP ;ct (6h)

~T
R;start
p;t ¼ TR;startp;t þgR;startp;t

�
1Txt

�
;cp2LP ;ct (6i)

~T
R;end
p;t ¼ TR;endp;t þgR;endp;t

�
1Txt

�
;cp2LP ;ct (6j)

In (6a)-(6j), the first part of each equation is a day-ahead
schedule for the forecasted wind power, where the second part is
a real-time regulation action in the presence of forecast error xt. The
affine control polices respond to the net deviation from point
forecasts of all wind farms 1Txt in the time period t. In this way, the
dimension of the uncertainty does not affect the size of the opti-
mization problem, neither the number of decision variables nor the
number of constraints. We define aGt 2RG as a participation factor
of the conventional generation units to handle the unforeseen
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forecast errors. Whereas aCt 2RNc
, aHt 2RNh

are participation factors
of the CHP units and HPs. In order to utilize the flexibility of the
DHS, the participation factors of the heat suppliers against forecast

errors is introduced as bHSt 2RNHS
. Under CF-VTcontrol strategy DHS

temperatures are controllable at each node. Variables gS
t ;g

R
t 2 RN

and gS;startt ;gS;end
t ;gR;start

t ;gR;end
t 2RP represent the changes in the

nodal temperatures in response to the uncertainty of wind power
in real time.

The real-time forecast errors transform constraint (1a) into

1T
�
PGt þaGt

�
1Txt

��
þ1T

�
PCt þaCt

�
1Txt

��
þ 1T

�
Pft � xt

�
(7)

¼ 1TPDt þ 1T
�
PHPt þaHt

�
1Txt

��
;ct

By matching the zero- and first-order coefficients of xt on both
sides of (7) [44], the deterministic part of the constraint remains
unchanged as (1a) and we require

1TaGt þ1TaCt � 1TaHt ¼ 1;ct (8)

Similarly, the same technique for each equality constraint that
consists of stochastic variables is used to derive

aHSs;t ¼CmHS
s;t

�
gSn;t �gRn;t

�
;cn2LN;cs2QHS

n ;ct (9a)

0¼
�
gSn;t �gRn;t

�
;cn2LN;cl2QHL

n ;ct (9b)

X
p2QP;IN

n

mS
p;tg

S;end
p;t ¼gSn;t

X
p2QP;IN

n

mS
p;t ; cn2LN;ct (9c)

X
p2QP;OUT

n

mR
p;tg

R;end
p;t ¼gRn;t

X
p2QP;OUT

n

mR
p;t ; cn2LN ;ct

gSn;t ¼gS;startp;t ; cn2LN ; cp2QP;OUT
p ;ct (9d)

gRn;t ¼gR;startp;t ; cn2LN ; cp2QP;IN
p ;ct

gSn;t ¼gS;endp;t ; cn2LN�; cp2QP;IN
p ;ct (9e)

gRn;t ¼gR;endp;t ; cn2LNþ; cp2QP;OUT
p ;ct

gS;endp;t ¼gS;startp;t�tSp;t

�
1� 2lp

CrRp
tSp;t

�
;cp2LP ;ct (9f)

gR;endp;t ¼gR;startp;t�tRp;t

�
1� 2lp

CrRp
tRp;t

�
;cp2LP ;ct

bHs;t ¼COPsaHs;t ; cs2QHP
n ;ct (9g)

In the proposedmodel the inequality constraints are replaced by
distributionally robust chance-constraints as follows

min
Px2D xt

P

 
CG
k
~P
G
t þ CW

k

 
Pft � xt

!
þCC

k
~P
C
t (10a)

�CD
k P

D
t �CHP

k
~P
HP
t � PLk

�
� 1� εk;ct;ck

min
Px2D xt

P

 
CG
k
~P
G
t þCW

k

 
Pft � xt

!
þCC

k
~P
C
t (10b)

�CD
k P

D
t �CHP

k
~P
HP
t � � PLk

�
� 1� εk;ct;ck

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~P
G
i;t � P

G
i

�
�1� εi;ct;ci (10c)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~P
G
i;t � PGi

�
�1� εi;ct;ci (10d)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~P
G
i;t � ~P

G
i;t�1 �R

G
i

�
�1� εi;ci;ct þ 1 (10e)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~P
G
i;t�1 � ~P

G
i;t �RGi

�
�1� εi;ci;ct þ 1 (10f)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~P
C
s;t � ~P

C
s;t�1 �R

C
s

�
�1� εs;cs2QCHP

n ;ct þ 1 (10g)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~P
C
s;t�1 � ~P

C
s;t �RCs

�
�1� εs;cs2QCHP

n ;ct þ 1 (10h)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~H
HS
s;t �H

HS
s

�
�1� εs;cs2QHS

n ;ct (10i)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~H
HS
s;t �HHS

s

�
�1� εs;cs2QHS

n ;ct (10j)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~T
S
n;t � T

S
n

�
�1� εn; cn2LN ;ct (10k)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~T
S
n;t � TSn

�
�1� εn; cn2LN ;ct (10l)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~T
R
n;t � T

R
n

�
�1� εn; cn2LN;ct (10 m)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~T
R
n;t � TRn

�
�1� εn; cn2LN;ct (10n)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
~P
C
s;t � rs ~H

HS
s;t

�
�1� εs; cs2QCHP

n ;ct (10o)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
rEs

~P
C
s;t þ rHs

~H
HS
s;t � Fs

�
�1� εs; cs2QCHP

n ;ct (10p)

min
Px2D xt

P

�
rEs

~P
C
s;t þ rHs

~H
HS
s;t �0

�
�1� εs; cs2QCHP

n ;ct (10q)

where parameter εð:Þ � 0 is a violation probability, and 1� εð:Þ is
referred as a confidence level. Pð:Þ is the probability operator over
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the uncertain variable xt . In this way, the probability of meeting
chance constraints enforced to be greater or equal than the confi-
dence level. Distributionally robust (DR) formulation makes no
assumption on probability distribution and enforces constraints to
hold for the worst-case distribution Px from the ambiguity set D xt

of all distributions with the same mean mt and covariance St . Thus,
the objective function is

min ~X max
Px2D x

EPx

"X
t
ðcgÞT ~PGt þðceÞT ~PCt þ

�
ch
�T

~H
HS
t

#
(11)

which minimizes the total worst-case expected cost over the worst
distribution Px from the ambiguity set D xt

.

~X¼
�
~T
S;start
p;t ; ~T

S;end
p;t ; ~T

R;start
p;t ; ~T

R;end
p;t ; ~T

S
n;t ;

~T
R
n;t ;

~H
HS
s;t ;

~P
C
t ;
~P
HP
t ; ~P

G
t

�
In this regard, the uncertainty-aware problem, which is

formulated with stochastic variables and probabilistic chance-
constraints, is a one-stage stochastic program. The comparison
between the deterministic and the proposed model DRCC is shown
in Fig. 2. In order to solve the proposed DRCC model, a computa-
tionally tractable reformulations have to be employed.

4. Distributionally robust reformulation

4.1. Distributionally robust chance constraints

Theorem 2.2. in Ref. [45] derives the exact second-order cone
analytical reformulation of individual DR chance-constraints given
the first and second-order moment information. Each chance
constraint could be written in the following form

min
Pxt2D xt

P
�
AT
j;txt � bj;t

�
�1� εj;cj ¼ 1…m;ct

where m is a number of chance constraints. Assuming mt ¼ 0, it is
equivalent to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 
1� εj

εj

!
AT
j;tðStÞAj;t

vuut � bj;t ; cj ¼ 1…m;ct

The derivation procedure for the chance-constrained optimal
power flow problem can be found in [30]. The previous inequality is
a second-order cone constraint and we rewrite it as

Kεj

								Aj;tðStÞ
1
2

				j2 � bj;t ; cj;ct (12)

where Kεj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 

1�εj

εj

!vuut . For example, constraint (10a) is reformu-

lated as

Kεk





�CG
k a

G
t 1

T þ CC
k a

C
t 1

T � CW
k � CHP

k aHt 1
T
�
S

1
2
t






2
� PLk

�
�
CG
k P

G
t þCC

k P
C
t þCW

k Pft � CD
k P

D
t �CHP

k PHPt

�
;ck;ct

(13)

Similarly, the rest of the chance-constraints are expressed in
terms of affine control polices as second-order cone constraints.
Note that inter-temporal ramping constraints (10e)-(10 h) are
reformulated with the following uncertainty

bxt ¼ � xtxt�1

�
and covariance matrix therefore is

bSt ¼
�
St St;t�1
St;t�1 St�1

�

where bxt2R2W is a stacked inter-temporal forecast error vector,

and bSt2R2W�2W its covariance matrix, which also includes the
temporal correlation between the neighbouring hours t and t � 1
[33].

4.2. Reformulation with Gaussian distribution

[46] shows that under the assumption, that uncertainty follows
Gaussian distribution with mt ¼ 0, a chance-constraint can be
reformulated as a second-order cone constraint

J�11� εj
�								AT

j;tðStÞ
1
2

				j2 � bj;t ; cj;ct (14)

where J�1ð:Þ is the normal inverse cumulative distribution func-
tion. The value of Kεj in the distributional robust case is higher than

J�1ð1�εjÞ for the same violation probability εj. Hence, DR chance-
constraints are tighter and provide a more robust and conservative
solution, than their Gaussian reformulation.

4.3. Objective function

Objective function (11) is written as,

Fig. 2. Comparison between deterministic and proposed DRCC model.
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and has a min-max structure such that the total system dispatch
cost is minimized, while the uncertain variable xt is drawn from the
probability distribution Px2D x to maximize the cost of dispatch.
We assume that the mean of the forecast error vector is zero, i.e.,

EPx
½xt � ¼mt ¼0;ct

Decision variables PGt ; P
C
t ;H

HS
t do not depend on the uncertainty

xt and are constants for the expectation operator EPx
½:�. Henceforth

in the resulting objective function xt does not exist and operator
maxPx2D x

could be removed. Finally, the objective function has the
same form (4), as in a deterministic model. The resulting model is a
SOCP and presented in Appendix A. It is convex and therefore could
be directly solved by the commercial optimization packages.

5. Case study

5.1. Test system

District heating in Denmark consists of numerous independent
DH grids that are not interconnected. However, there are large DH
grids in the big cities: Copenhagen, Aarhus, Odense, and Aalborg. A
practical example of such IEHS could be the district heating system
in Aarhus. Aarhus is one of the biggest cities in Denmark with a
total of 350,000 customers. A giant extraction CHP plant in
Studstrup serves a centralized DH area [47]. The CHP has two large-
scale units which are 350 MW of each and the transmission level
voltage is 400 kV.

We study the model on the modified integrated six-bus EPS and
seven-node DHS and it is shown in Fig. 3. The system consists of
two wind power plants with a rated capacity of 100 MW and two
gas-turbine generators G1 and G2. In the power system, the base
power is 100 MVA and the base voltage is 345 kV. The overall
system wind power forecast is depicted in Fig. 4a. The electrical
(left vertical axis) and heat (right vertical axis) demand are taken
from Ref. [11] and shown in Fig. 4b respectively. Technical param-
eters of generation units, transmission network, and DHN are
presented in Appendix B. The model is simulated over 24 h with a

1-h time resolution. 10,000 wind power historical samples for 2
wind farms from Ref. [33] is used. We use first 5000 trajectories to

calculate mean production of the wind farms Pft . The wind power
forecast errors samples are generated as in Ref. [48] and used to

compute covariance matrices St , bSt . The rest 5000 trajectories are
test data to perform out-of-sample analysis. We also assume that
each chance-constraint has the same value of the violation proba-
bility parameter, i.e. εj ¼ ε for every j. In this study water density is

r ¼ 1000 kg/m3 and thermal loss coefficient lp ¼ 0:2 J� m�2 �
s�2=K . The simulation was run in MATLAB on a personal computer
with 3.4 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8 GB memory using the
YALMIP interface [49] with the Mosek solver [50]. The CPU time for
the DRCC model varies from 17 to 20 s, depending on the values of
εj, while it is 6 s for the deterministic model.

5.2. IEHS dispatch under different models

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed DRCC dispatch
scheme, the traditional deterministic dispatch and chance-
constrained dispatch are conducted for a comprehensive compar-
ison. Three cases are set. Case 1 is deterministic scheduling, where
the uncertainty was not taken into account. Case 2 considers the
short-term uncertainty of the wind power plants, but with an
assumption, that it follows a Gaussian probability distribution.
Hence, no ambiguity set (5) is used and all the chance-constraints
were reformulated analytically by (14). Case 3 is based on the
DRCC dispatch model, where no assumption was made about the
probability distribution of the uncertain parameter.

In Table 1 system operational cost and fuel consumption of the
CHP are presented. For Case 2 and Case 3, violation probability ε is
set to 5% for each chance constraint. The value of Kε in Case 2 is
1.645 and 4.359 in Case 3. From Table 1 we can conclude that the
system operation cost is the lowest in the deterministic case,
whereas the fuel consumption of the CHP is the highest. The system
cost increases when the uncertainty is considered. In Case 2, the
cost went up by 0.27% when assuming that uncertainty is Gaussian,
while in Case 3 by 1.82%. The system cost increased due to the

Fig. 3. Configuration of the six-bus and seven-node integrated system.

min ~X max
Px2D x

EPx

"X
t
ðcgÞT

 
PGt þaGt

 
1Txt

!!
þðceÞTPCt þaCt

�
1Txt

��
þ
�
ch
�T�

HHS
t þ bHSt

�
1Txt

��i
(15)
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ability to balance the uncertainty in real-time and therefore
improved system security level. The detailed comparison of the
cost between Gaussian reformulation and distributionally robust

reformulation is discussed in Section 5.3. Compared to Case 1, the
CHP fuel consumptionwent down by 0.8% in Case 2 and by 7.42% in
Case 3. Hence it shows that there is less usage of the CHP in the day-
ahead stage, when the uncertainty is taken into account. These
findings are consistent with that shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

In Fig. 5, the day-ahead dispatch of all power generation units is
presented. It demonstrates that more expensive units are sched-
uled when the uncertainty is considered to improve system secu-
rity. We can see that from hour 1 to hour 6, the CHP power output is
reduced, while unit G1 power is rising. Moreover, when the

Fig. 4. Wind power and demand curves.

Table 1
Cost performance, ε ¼ 0:05

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Total operational cost [$] 228,387 229,004 232,541
Fuel consumption of CHP [MWh] 11,900 11,800 11,017

Fig. 5. Power dispatch in 3 cases.
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electrical demand is going up during peak-hours, the most
expensive unit G2 is scheduled at 8 h in Case 2 with respect to Case
1, and at 10e11 h in Case 3. The increment of the electrical power
from the G1 and G2 leads to the higher system operational cost.
These units have to be dispatch more, so the flexibility of the DHS
could be utilized and provide sufficient real-time regulation.

The reduction of the CHP power output is reducing the fuel
consumption of the CHP. It can be observed from Fig. 6, that
compared with Case 1, in the proposed models CHP operated more
securely. For example, during 1e3 h, heat and power from CHP unit
in Case 1 scheduled at its maximum capability, while it was less
tight in Case 2 and even less tight in Case 3. This allows themodel to
adjust the operating point of the CHP unit within its feasible region
in real-time and provide needed regulation with affine policies. It
can be seen that, compared to Case 2, in Case 3 CHP unit operated at
the upper bound of the fuel consumption only between 8 and 13 h
to supply electrical load during peak-hours and at 21 h, when the
heat demand has the highest point. Thus, it can be concluded that
Case 3 ensures less risky operation of the CHP plant against the
renewable energy source uncertainty.

In this subsection it is indicated that to exploit the flexibility of
the DHS and provide regulation in real-time, the wind uncertainty
has to be modeled to ensure the reliable operation of the district
heating units.

5.3. Analysis of distributional robustness

In this subsection, the robustness of the decisions of the pro-
posed DRCC model is analyzed by performing out-of-sample
analysis. We consider Case 2 and Case 3 only, since only they ac-
count for the wind power uncertainty. After solving the model for
24 operating hours we fix the obtained decision variables for every
hour. Using 5000 out-of-sample wind power trajectories, for every
realization of thewind power output, we compute the actual power
and heat of the generation units, power flows in the transmission
lines, temperatures in the DHS nodes. Further we investigate if the
chance-constraints are violated and calculate ex-ante violation
probabilities with the procedure described in Ref. [33].

Fig. 7 shows the share of the participation factors in the EPS
under different distribution assumptions. It can be seen that
assuming different distributions changes the pattern of the ob-
tained affine policies. For instance, during 14e23 h, compared to
Case 2, in Case 3 the CHP unit increases its participation to hedge
the wind power uncertainty, and therefore it is less scheduled in
the day-ahead stage. Furthermore, it could be observed that the
share of the participation factors for the unit G1 and G2 is reduced
when the system robustness is increasing. The value of Kε is higher
in Case 3 and therefore the proposed DRCC model behaves more

Fig. 6. CHP fuel consumption in 3 cases.

Fig. 7. Participation factor in different distribution assumptions.

Fig. 8. Affine policies of heat suppliers. Right-side bars represent Case 3. Left-side bars
obtained from Case 2.
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conservatively in real-time, not allowing the abrupt changes in the
power output of the generation units in real-time.

To utilize DHS flexibility in real-time, the system operator needs

to reserve not only electrical power capacity but also thermal ca-
pacity in the DHS. Fig. 8 shows the participation factors of the CHP
unit and HP on the heating side due to the interconnection between
the EPS and DHS. The left-sidebar shows the factors for Case 2, and
the right-sidebar represents participation factors for Case 3. It can
be found that assuming no distribution in Case 3 leads to the less
risky solutions since the affine policies for the heat side are
considerably less than in Case 2. It allows the CHP unit to stay in the
feasible operation region while providing real-time balancing.

Out-of-sample analysis lets us see how the affine policies work
in real-time. For example, in Fig. 9, the actual power realization of
the G1 unit is shown for two cases. Black dots represent G1 power
when the actual wind power output is considered. The blue and red
lines are the maximum andminimum realizations respectively. The
dashed lines are the upper and lower bounds of G1 unit power
output. In terms of Case 2, the actual power generation G1 in Case 3
is within the bounds, and generator limits are violated slightly, in
0.14% realizations. Hence the system is operating more reliably,
compared to Case 2, where the ex-ante probability to violate the
constraint is 8.9% and it yields more risks in the actual operation.
Eventually, the DRO case obtains a more reliable solution but the
system operation cost is higher.

Fig. 10 demonstrates the system cost of the day-ahead plotted
versus confidence level. In can be observed, that increasing system
security level scarifies the system cost for both cases. The more
robust decisions obtained the more costly system operation is.
Compared to Case 2, the system operating cost of Case 3 is higher
for all the confidence levels. However, it shows a much better out-
of-sample performance. This can be seen in Fig. 11. It also shows
that empirical violation probabilities in Case 3 are always less than
assumed theoretical ones.

Table 2 gives quantitative comparisons of Case 3 empirical ex-
ante violation probabilities by constraint type. It can be found
that CHP and generator ramp constraints violated at most. How-
ever, even at ε ¼ 0:25, Case 3 model performs much better than

Fig. 9. Out-of-sample Gen1 power output under different robustness.

Fig. 10. Total system cost.

Fig. 11. Ex-ante violations probabilities.

Table 2
Empirical violation probabilities for every constraint type.

Constraint type ε ¼ 0:05 ε ¼ 0:15 ε ¼ 0:25

CHP region 0 0.0056 0.0356
HS limits 0 0 0
G limits 0.0014 0.0408 0.0846
Line limits 0 0 0
CHP ramping 0.0440 0.0440 0.0340
G ramping 0 0.1134 0.16
TR limits 0 0.0056 0.0682

TS limits 0 0.0050 0.0434
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expected, with CHP ramp violation probability 0.16. In contrast, the
line limits and heat stations limits constraints are satisfied even at
ε ¼ 0:25. By doing such an analysis, the system operator can adjust
the value of ε, and therefore Kε, for every type of constraint to
reduce the conservativeness of the decisions and, as a result, the
system operating cost.

5.4. Cost benefits of DHS flexibility

In order to validate the cost-effectiveness of the proposed DRCC
model in providing additional flexibility, a comparison between
Case 3 and Case 4 is performed. In Case 4, the flexibility of the DHS
is not taken into account. Affine policies are allocated only to
conventional generator units and therefore, all the constraints with
district heating variables are treated as deterministic constraints. It
can be seen, from Table 3, when the DHS does not provide regu-
lation in real-time, the system operating cost increased by 1.6%. The
reason for that is more expensive conventional generator units are
providing down regulation in case of high actual wind power, and
henceforth they are dispatch more in the day-ahead stage. This is
proved by the fact, that CHP fuel consumption decreased in Case 4
by 9.77%.

5.5. Practical application

The system operators respond to the real-time deviation of
actual wind or other renewable energy sources power from the
forecasted values by activating the balancing reserves. Tradition-
ally, the system operators define the amounts of the reserves based
on the experience. The proposed model gives the possibility to
define the amount of the reserves implicitly in a data-driven
manner with the framework of [30,51].

In practice, the DHS and EPS are owned by different entities, and
they are controlled by different operators. Due to privacy issues, it is
not practical to exchange detailed information about operation
states between the EPS and DHS operators. Therefore, the DHS and
EPS should be dispatched separately and a decentralized solution to
the coordination problem should be proposed. A decentralized
solution to the proposed DRCC model may be achieved using
optimality condition decomposition (OCD). In Ref. [52], the OCD
algorithm is applied to solve the decentralized coordination of the
EPS and DHS considering the pipelines energy storage in the district
heating network. In order to implement the OCD algorithm in the
proposed DRCC, several adjustments to the formulation need to be
done. The feasible operation region of the CHP can be represented
using a convex polyhedron with extreme points [53]. A virtual tie-
line between the EPS and the DHS has to be introduced and, since
the uncertainty is considered in the DRCC, the participation factor
of the virtual tie-line to mitigate the uncertainty should be also
defined. The proposed DRCC model is a convex SOCP; hence, the
OCD algorithm applied to the proposed model is guaranteed to
converge to the optimal point.

The extensions will be studied in the future works.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a distributionally robust optimization

dispatch scheme for the IEHS considering wind power uncertainty.
First, to ensure the secure operation and flexibility provision by the
DHS, the real-time regulation actions to the uncertain wind power
generation is modeled in the electricity and heat side. Furthermore,
the stochastic program is reformulated into a convex SOCP using a
moment-based ambiguity set. The proposed DRCC model out-
performs a deterministic dispatch and the chance-constrained
model based on Gaussian distribution in ensuring secure opera-
tion of the system. Out-of-sample analysis conducted on a case
study demonstrates that the proposed DRCC model maintains
better reliable functioning of both the EPS and DHS.

Future work needs to investigate the possibility of different CHP
units, for example back-pressure steam turbines, to provide flexi-
bility in the proposed scheme. The amount of balancing reserves
provided by HPs is also an interesting topic for future studies.
Moreover, the other methods of the ambiguity sets construction
and their influence on the resource actions should also be explored.
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Appendix A

Final Model.
The final model is a SOCP problem, which could be solved by

commercial solvers.

min
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subject to: (1a), (2a), (2c)-(2f), (2 h), (3 b), (8)-(9 g), (13)
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Table 3
Cost performance, ε ¼ 0:05

Case 3 Case 4

Total operational cost [$] 232,541 236,339
Fuel consumption of CHP [MWh] 11,017 9940
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Appendix B

Table 4
Generation units

G1 G2 CHP1 HP1

P MW 255 148 208.3 e

P MW 0 0 0 e

H MW e e 0 10
H MW e e 250 150

R MW 179 148 41.66 e

R MW 179 148 41.66 e

F MW e e 500 e

COP e e e e 2.5
r e e e 0.5 e

rE e e e 2.4 e

rH e e e 0.25 e

c1 $/MWh 38.47 48.47 e e

ce $/MWh e e 30 e

ch $/MWh e e 3 0

Table 5
Electrical transmission lines

l12 l14 l23 l24 l36 l45 l56

Pl MW 200 250 250 200 250 250 250
X p.u. 0.17 0.0586 0.1 0.072 0.0625 0.16 0.085

Table 6
District Heating Pipes

p12;24;46 p23 p45;47

Lp m 800 600 500
Rp m 0.8 0.8 0.8
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Appendix C. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.energy.2021.120182.
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Abstract

The main generation units in district heating systems are combined heat and
power (CHP) plants, producing both heat and electric power simultaneously.
Moreover, CHP plants can participate in the electricity market, selling and buy-
ing the extra power when profitable. However, the decisions have to be made
with unknown electricity prices. Moreover, even the distribution of unknown
electricity prices is not known exactly and uncertain in practice. Therefore,
the need of tools to schedule CHP units’ production under distributional un-
certainty is necessary for CHP producers. On top of that, the heating network
could serve as heat storage, and additional sources of flexibility could procure
extra revenues for CHP plants. In this paper, a distributionally robust short-
term operational model of CHP plants in the day-ahead electricity market is
developed. The model accounts for the heating network and considers tempera-
ture dynamics in the heating pipes. The problem is formulated in a data-driven
manner, where the production decisions explicitly depend on the historical data
for the uncertain day-ahead electricity prices. A case study is performed, and
the resulting profit of the CHP producer is analyzed. The proposed operational
strategy shows high reliability in the out-of-sample performance and a profit
gain of the CHP producer, who is aware of the temperature dynamics in the
heating network.

Keywords: Stochastic programming, Combined Heat and Power, District
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Indexes and Sets

ΛN+ Set of nodes with a single pipe starting

ΛN− Set of nodes with a single pipe ending

ΛN Set of nodes

ΛP Set of pipes

ΘCHP
n Set of CHPs at node n, ΘCHP

n ∈ ΘHS
n

ΘHL
n Set of heat loads at node n

ΘHS
n Set of heat sources (HS) at node n

ΘP,IN
n Set of indices of pipes ending at node n

ΘP,OUT
n Set of indices of pipes starting at node n

l Index of thermal loads

n Index of nodes

p Index of pipes

s Index of heat sources

t Index of operating hours

Parameters

α Confidence level of CVaR

αph Power-to-heat ratio of the extraction CHP unit

β Risk aversion factor

βel Marginal fuel consumption for power production

βth Marginal fuel consumption for heat production

ϵ Wasserstein radius

η Efficiency of the extraction CHP unit

µp Thermal loss coefficient in pipe [J ×m−2 × s−2/°C]

τSp,t, τ
R
p,t Maximum time delays in supply and return pipes p [h]

ρ Water density [kg/m3]

TR
n , T

R

n Minimum/maximum temperature at node n in the return network [°C]

TS
n , T

S

n Minimum/maximum temperature at node n in the supply network [°C]

2



Cw Specific water capacity [J/kg°C]

Cfuel Fuel price [e /MWh]

Cstart Start up cost [e ]

Cstop Shut down cost [e ]

HL
l,t Heat demand [MW]

Lp Length of pipe p [m]

Ns Number of samples in the training dataset]

Pmax
s,t , Pmins,t Max. and min. power output of CHP unit [MW]

Qmax
s,t Upper heat generation limit [MW]

Rp Radius of pipe p [m]

RU,RD Ramp-up and -down capability of CHPs [MW/min]

TU , TD Min. up and down time [h]

Decision Variables

ηt CVaR auxiliary variable

λt, si,t Auxiliary variables

τSp,t, τ
R
p,t Time delays in supply and return pipes p [h]

mHL
l,t Mass flow rate of heat load l [kg/s]

mHS
s,t Mass flow rate of heat station s [kg/s]

mS
p,t,m

R
p,t Mass flow rate of pipeline p [kg/s]

PDA+
t Power sold in a DA electricity market

PDA−
t Power bought from a DA electricity market

Ps,t Day-ahead power dispatch of CHP unit s [MW]

Qs,t Day-ahead heat dispatch of CHP unit s [MW]

TR,end
p,t Temperature at the end node of pipe p in the return network [°C]

TR,start
p,t Temperature at the start node of pipe p in the return network [°C]

TR
n,t Temperature of a node n in the return network [°C]

TS,end
p,t Temperature at the end node of pipe p in the supply network [°C]
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TS,start
p,t Temperature at the start node of pipe p in the supply network [°C]

TS
n,t Temperature of a node n in the supply network [°C]

Us,t Binary variable that defines on/off status of CHP unit s

Ys,t Start-up status of CHP unit s

Zs,t Shut down status of CHP unit s

1. Introduction

District heating (DH) has been seen as a key technology to reduce carbon
emissions in a cost-effective way inside the European Union [1]. In the DH
system, Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plants are essential units that co-
generate electric power and heat. Due to their co-generation ability, the CHP
can achieve the overall efficiencies of 60-80 %, and some systems enable effi-
ciency rates approaching 90 % [2]. Such high-efficiency results in CHP power
plants being the most efficient in the world and their wide-spread usage. For
example, in Stockholm DH system, the installed CHP capacity reached more
than 1,178 MW heat and 556 MW power [3]. Since the use of CHPs grows,
their operational strategy plays an essential role in reducing carbon emissions
and energy utilization.

A CHP producer can sell the power and buy it for power-to-heat technolo-
gies and own needs in electricity markets. This unlocks the potential for ad-
ditional revenue, resulting in lower operational costs. In the European power
exchange market, the scheduling and dispatch problem is solved by the plant
owners. While there is no competition in Stockholm DH, and there is compe-
tition within the power generation market [3]. Thus a price-based operational
strategy is utilized to achieve the maximum profits from different energy mar-
kets [4]. The operational scheduling strategy is a decision-making problem. The
CHP producer decides how much power and by which units will be produced in
the future, usually from one day to one week ahead.

Several studies have been published regarding optimal CHP operational
scheduling. In [5, 6], the initial study of the optimal CHP operation under
energy spot pricing policy has been conducted. More recent studies include
[7, 8, 9], where the bidding methods for the CHP systems in spot electricity
markets were proposed based on the forecasted electricity prices. However, the
large number of renewable energy sources integrated into the modern power sys-
tems significantly increases the uncertainty of the day ahead electricity prices
[10], and their volatility [11].

Different uncertainty modeling techniques have been used in the CHP schedul-
ing problem to deal with the increased uncertainty of the day-ahead electricity
prices. One of the most widespread approaches is stochastic programming,
where the uncertain variable is represented through a set of scenarios [12].
[13, 14] applied stochastic programming to construct bidding curves for a CHP
producer and developed a short-term operational strategy. The authors used a
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seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) forecasting model
and a Monte Carlo simulation to produce day-ahead electricity prices scenarios.
[15] additionally considered continuous intra-day market framework. In [16],
authors applied stochastic programming to allow CHP operators to dispatch
their production units under uncertainty and participate in both day-ahead and
balancing markets. However, the stochastic programming approach’s main lim-
itation is assuming the probability distribution function of a random variable
is known or can be extracted from the historical data. In practice, random
variables’ probability distribution function is almost never known precisely and,
therefore, uncertain itself. Moreover, if the scenario that has not been foreseen
arises, the decision might not be implementable.

Another paradigm of dealing with the uncertainty of electricity prices is
robust optimization [17]. A robust optimization approach assumes only knowl-
edge of bounds on the uncertain variable, and the decision is optimal for its
worst-case realization. For electricity prices, the bounds are considered to be
confidence intervals [18]. [19] proposed a formulation of the unit commitment
and dispatch problem for CHP units participating in both the electricity and
heat market based on robust optimization. However, the worst case-realization
happens rarely, and the solution obtained is highly conservative. Besides, dif-
ferent non-parametric methods were utilized to handle the uncertainty of the
electricity prices, such as rolling (sliding) window horizon [20, 21] and Informa-
tion Gap Decision Theory (IGDT) [22, 23]. The disadvantage of these methods
is that they ignore information on the probability distribution of a random
variable and can not represent optimal profits intuitively. Finally, none of the
studies mentioned above considered the heating pipelines and network in the
market operation. Modeling the heating flow and dynamics in the pipelines
allows accounting for the heating network’s storage capability without building
new storage capacities. [24, 25, 26] showed that including the heat network
model into the integrated electricity and heat system dispatch problem can re-
duce the operational cost and improve wind power utilization. Considering the
results achieved in the integrated system operation, we address the following
question: Can an inclusion of the heating network and temperature dynamics
increase the profit of CHP plants from the day-ahead electricity market?

How to efficiently model the distributional uncertainties of the electricity
prices and manage the risk is still a challenge. However, the difficulties men-
tioned above could be solved by the recent developments in distributionally
robust optimization [27]. This approach does not assume the probability dis-
tribution of the random variable and utilizes the concept of the ambiguity set,
i.e., the probability distributions set. The optimal solution is dependent on the
input training data and robust against the worst possible distribution within
the ambiguity set. The distributional robust approach has been applied to de-
termine optimal bidding strategy for a wind power plant in [28, 29, 30, 31].
The method was used in integrated electricity and heat systems in [27, 32, 33]
to determine the optimal day-ahead unit commitment and energy and reserve
dispatch.

In this work, data-driven distributionally robust optimization using theWasser-
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stein Metric is applied to the CHPs’ short-term operation, participating in the
day-ahead electricity market, where the decisions made explicitly depend on the
uncertain day-ahead electricity price.

This paper aims to promote CHP plants participation in the electricity mar-
kets in a distributionally uncertain environment. The contributions of this work
are summarized as follows:

• A risk-averse operational scheduling strategy for CHP producers is pro-
posed based on the data-driven distributionally robust optimization, al-
lowing trading electricity in the day-ahead electricity market, to maximize
the profit. The risk conservativeness of the received profits and the out-of-
sample economic performances are explicitly controlled by the Wasserstein
radius and risk-aversion factor.

• The developed method incorporates uncertain electricity prices directly
into the model through a finite set of past realizations and does not require
any forecasting technique. Ultimately, the optimal decisions are data-
driven.

• Unlike previous works, the model accounts for the heating network and
temperature dynamics, where temperatures and mass flows are regarded
as variables, allowing to reveal the heat network’s storage capability. The
unlocked flexibility is quantified in terms of increased out-of-sample profit
from the electricity market, compared to a dispatch model that neglects
the heat flow dynamics.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the mathematical formulation of the optimization problem and market
setup. Section 3 develops the distributionally robust optimization concept with
Wasserstein metric and provides tractable reformulation of the objective func-
tion. Section 4 describes convex relaxations and linearization of the heating
network constraints. In Section 5, a case study is presented, and results are
analyzed. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Mathematical formulation

2.1. Heat system structure

In the system, N c extraction CHP units that co-generate heat and power are
considered. We also consider a radially structured heating network withN nodes
that delivers heat to the main district heating system. Each node is connected
to at least one supply and return pipeline and can contain a heat source or heat
load. A general structure of heat nodes is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.
In the district heating, the hot water distributes energy and passes through P
supply pipes to the L heat loads. The water is cooled down and transferred
back to the heat source via P return pipes.
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Figure 1: General structure of a heating node. Parallel supply (red) and return (blue) pipelines
connected to two nodes.

2.2. Model assumptions
1. Control strategies, such as constant mass flow and constant temperature,

variable mass flow and constant temperature, constant mass flow and vari-
able temperature, variable mass flow, and variable temperature, are ap-
plied to operate heat systems. We consider variable mass flow rates and
variable temperatures strategy since it allows more degrees of freedom.

2. We assume that CHPs are dispatched based on the deterministic forecast
of the heat demand, and its uncertainty is neglected.

3. We also assume that the CHP producer has to decide its power trading
volume for the next 24 hours in the day-ahead power market and commu-
nicate its heat production schedules before the actual power delivery.

2.3. Objective function and WCVaR

The objective function is expected profit maximization of the CHP plants,
trading power in the day-ahead electricity market, where the day-ahead elec-
tricity price is uncertain. Even though representing a random variable by its
expected value has numerous advantages, it also has drawbacks. For example,
a decision-maker can experience negative profits or losses, even though an ex-
pected profit has an acceptable value. Thus the risk of experiencing such profits
should be controlled by the decision-maker when a stochastic program is formu-
lated. To provide CHP producers a tool to manage the risk, we include the risk
measure in the formulation of the problem, allowing the CHP producers to be
completely risk-averse. There is a broad set of risk measures used in financial
optimization, for example, the variance of expected profit, shortfall probabil-
ity, or expected shortage [12]. Here we employ the Conditional Value-at-Risk
(CVaR) as a risk measure as it represents the expected losses and is widely
used in risk management. Moreover, the CVaR is a coherent risk measure be-
cause it exhibits translation invariance, subadditivity, positive homogeneity, and
monotonicity [34].
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The problem is formulated as a distributionally robust optimization problem
as follows,

max
xt

min
Pξt∈Dξt

NT∑

t=1

[(1− β)× EPξt
[Rt − Ct] + β × PξtCV aRα[Rt − Ct]], (1)

where the objective function maximizes the total worst-case expected profit
(WE) as

WE(ξt) = min
Pξt∈Dξt

EPξt
[Rt − Ct],

and the worst-case Conditional Value-at-Risk (WCVaR) as

WCV aRα(ξt) = min
Pξt∈Dξt

PξtCV aRα[Rt − Ct].

Here Dξt is an ambiguity set of all possible distributions that inherit spe-
cial properties. There are two typical types of ambiguity sets in the existing
literature. First, a set that includes all the distributions with certain moment
properties and is called moment-based ambiguity set [35]. The second type of
ambiguity set widely used is metric-based. It is defined as a ball of probability
distributions within a statistical distance around a nominal distribution. The
most popular statistical distances are the Kullback–Leibler divergence [36], the
Prohorov metric [37], and the Wasserstein metric [38]. We define Dξt with the
Wasserstein distance in Section 3. Additionally, we denote xt as a vector of all
decision variables, and β ∈ [0, 1] quantifies the system operator’s risk-aversion.
If β = 0, the risk term in the objective function is disregarded, and the problem
becomes risk-neutral. If β = 1, the expected profit is neglected, and the model
shifts to a risk-averse formulation.

The revenue of the CHP producer and the operational cost of the CHPs are
defined as

Rt = PDA
t ξt,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (2)

Ct = (Cfuel)TP fuel
t + (Cstart)TYt + (Cstop)TZt,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (3)

where PDA
t denotes the power that is traded in the day ahead-market. CHP

producers can sell and buy power from the day-ahead electricity market PDA
t =

PDA+
t − PDA−

t
1. Uncertain variable ξt = ξDA

t defines an uncertain day-ahead
electricity price.

2.4. Operational constraints

2.4.1. Heating network

Modeling of the heating pipeline network is presented in this subsection [26].
Particularly, the heat power generated by each CHP unit is proportional to the

1Note that we disregard the profit of CHP producers from selling the heat in the objective
function. The price for delivering heat is fixed and defined based on the bilateral contracts
between the heat market operator and the participants. Thus, the profit from the heat market
is constant and can be removed from the objective function
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water temperature difference in the return and supply pipelines at source nodes
and the mass flow rate as

Qs,t = CmHS
s,t

(
TS
n,t − TR

n,t

)
,∀n ∈ ΛN ,∀s ∈ ΘCHP

n ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }. (4)

The heat load defines supply and return temperatures as well as mass flow rate
at load modes as follows,

Qload
t,l = CmHL

l,t

(
TS
n,t − TR

n,t

)
, ∀n ∈ ΛN ,∀l ∈ ΘHL

n ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }. (5)

The continuity of flow is expressed as the sum of the mass flows entering into a
node is equivalent to the sum of the mass flows that leaves a node below

∑

p∈SE
n

mS
p,t +mHS

s,t =
∑

p∈SS
n

mS
p,t +mHL

l,t ,

∑

p∈SE
n

mR
p,t +mHS

s,t =
∑

p∈SS
n

mR
p,t +mHL

l,t ,

∀n ∈ ΛN , s ∈ ΘHS
n , l ∈ ΘHL

n ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }.

(6)

All mass flows are bounded by the operational limits as

mS
p ≤ mS

p,t ≤ mS
p , m

R
p,t ≤ mR

p ≤ mR
p , ∀p ∈ ΛP ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },

mHS
s ≤ mHS

s,t ≤ mHS
s , ∀s ∈ ΘHS

n ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },
mHL

l ≤ mHL
l,t ≤ mHL

l , ∀l ∈ ΘHL
n ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }.

(7)

The water temperature leaving a node with more than one incoming pipe is
computed as the incoming flows’ mixing temperature [39] as below,

∑

p∈ΘP,IN
n

mS
p,tT

S,end
p,t = TS

n,t

∑

p∈ΘP,IN
n

mS
p,t, ∀n ∈ ΛN ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },

∑

p∈ΘP,OUT
n

mR
p,tT

R,end
p,t = TR

n,t

∑

p∈ΘP,OUT
n

mR
p,t, ∀n ∈ ΛN ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }.

(8)

The temperature at the beginning of a pipe leaving a node is equal to the
mixture temperature at that node

TS
n,t = TS,start

p,t , ∀n ∈ ΛN , ∀p ∈ ΘP,OUT
p ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },

TR
n,t = TR,start

p,t , ∀n ∈ ΛN , ∀p ∈ ΘP,IN
p ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }.

(9)

Constraints (10) ensures that for a node with a single pipe ending, the ending
temperature is a nodal temperature at that node as follows

TS
n,t = TS,end

p,t , ∀n ∈ ΛN−, ∀p ∈ ΘP,IN
p ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },

TR
n,t = TR,end

p,t , ∀n ∈ ΛN+, ∀p ∈ ΘP,OUT
p ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }.

(10)
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All the temperatures are restricted within their operational bounds as follows,

TS
n ≤ TS

n,t ≤ T
S

n , T
R
n ≤ TR

n,t ≤ T
R

n , ∀n ∈ ΛN ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }. (11)

Eq. (12) is an approximation of the heat propagation equation by the first-
order Taylor series expansion, which accounts for temperature dynamics and
heat losses in the pipes [26].

TS,end
p,t = TS,start

p,t−τS
p,t
(1− 2λp

CρRp
τSp,t),∀p ∈ ΛP ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },

TR,end
p,t = TR,start

p,t−τR
p,t
(1− 2λp

CρRp
τRp,t),∀p ∈ ΛP ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }.

(12)

In the transmission-scale heating system, the water temperature changes slowly,
and achieving the thermal equilibrium consumes approximately the transport
time of mass flow through the pipeline [40]. The time interval delays τSp,t that
represent this are defined as the solution of the following optimization problem

min
ϕ∈{0,...,τS

p }
ϕ, (13)

subject to
t∑

t−ϕ

mS
p,t

πR2
pρ

∆t ≥ Lp,∀p ∈ ΛP ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }.

The optimization problem above is a discreet approximation of the partial dif-
ferential equation solution, which models thermal energy propagation in the
pipes [41].

2.4.2. Extraction condensing steam turbine

CHP units with extraction condensing steam turbines offer the highest flex-
ibility. Specifically, they operate at any point inside the feasible operational
region. The following equations model the feasible operational region of the
extraction condensing steam turbine [42].

βel
s Ps,t + βthSQs,t,≤ βel

s Pmax
s,t Us,t ∀s ∈ ΘCHP

n , ∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (14a)

βel
s Ps,t + βth

s Qs,t,≥ βel
s Pmin

s,t Us,t ∀s ∈ ΘCHP
n ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (14b)

Ps,t ≥ αph
s Qs,t, ∀s ∈ ΘCHP

n ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (14c)

Qs,t ≤ Qmax
s,t , ∀s ∈ ΘCHP

n , ∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (14d)

P fuel
s,t =

1

ηs
(βelPs,t + βthQs,t), ∀s ∈ ΘCHP

n ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (14e)

where P fuel
s,t is the fuel consumption of the extraction turbine and Us,t is an

integer variable that defines the operational status of the unit.
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2.4.3. Unit commitment constraints

Equations (15) are the unit commitment constraints that assign the value to
the start-up and shut down status variables. The following formulation allows
for the relaxation of the integrality conditions of variables Ys,t and Zs,t to be
positive continuous between 0 and 1 [42].

Ys,t ≤ Us,t, ∀s,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },
Ys,t ≤ 1− Us,t−1, ∀s,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },
Ys,t ≥ Us,t − Us,t−1, ∀s,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },
Zs,t ≤ Us,t−1, ∀s,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },
Zs,t ≤ 1− Us,t, ∀s,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },
Zs,t ≥ Us,t−1 − Us,t, ∀s,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }.

(15)

2.4.4. Ramping constraints

The ramp-up and ramp-down limits of the CHP unit’s power generation are
expressed as,

Ps,t − Ps,t−1 ≤ RU,∀s,∀t+ 1 ∈ {1 . . . NT },
Ps,t−1 − Ps,t ≤ RD,∀s,∀t+ 1 ∈ {1 . . . NT }.

(16)

2.4.5. Minimum up and down time constraints

The minimum up and down times of the CHP units are described by the
constraints below

t∑

k=t−TU
s +1,k≥1

Ys,k ≤ Us,t,∀s,∀t ∈ {Ls + 1, . . . , NT }, (17a)

t∑

k=t−TD
s +1,k≥1

Zs,k ≤ 1− Us,t,∀s,∀t ∈ {Fs + 1, . . . , NT }, (17b)

where TU
s denotes the number of periods that unit s is required to be on at the

start of the planning horizon, LUs is the number of operational hours that unit
was on in the TU

s − 1 periods before t = 1 and Ls = min[NT , LUs]. Similarly,
TD
s defines the number of periods that unit s is required to remain off at the

start of the planning horizon, FUs is the number of operational hours that unit
was off in the TU

s − 1 periods before t = 1 and Fs = min[NT , FUs].

2.4.6. Energy balance

The system power balance is described by Eg. (18) as

∑

s∈ΘCHP

Ps,t = PDA
t , ∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }. (18)

The total generation is equal to the power traded in the day-ahead electricity
market.
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2.4.7. Limits on trading volumes

The constraints below describe the limits on volume trading in the day-
ahead market. The total power sold in the market should not exceed the system
capacity.

PDA+
t ≤

∑

s∈ΘCHP

Pmax
s,t Us,t, ∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (19a)

PDA+
t ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (19b)

PDA−
t ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }. (19c)

3. Objective function reformulation

This section reformulates the objective function and defines an ambiguity
set with the Wasserstein metric following [38]. In the classical formulation of
the stochastic program, the exact distribution Pξ in (1) is never observable.
However, in order to evaluate the expected generation costs or system operator
profits, we need to know the probability distribution Pξ of random variable ξ un-
der consideration. In distributionally robust optimization, the exact knowledge
of the underlying distribution is not required, and we want to find a decision
that minimizes the worst-case expected cost over an ambiguity set Dξ. Again,
an ambiguity set is a set of the probability distributions with specific known
properties similar to the data-generating distribution Pξ.

3.1. Ambiguity set and Wasserstein metric

In a real-life application, the system operator observes a finite set of historical
data and the true distribution Pξt can never be extracted from finite samples.

However, with the historical training sample set Ξ̂Ns
t = {ξ̂1, ξ̂2, . . . ξ̂Ns

}t, we

can construct an empirical distribution P̂ξt = 1
Ns

∑Ns

i ξ̂i,t which acts as an

estimation of the true distribution Pξt . The empirical distribution P̂ξt converges

to the true distribution Pξt as Ns −→ 8, i.e., the “distance” between P̂ξt and
Pξt becomes smaller when more data is available. Here we use the Wasserstein

metric to establish the distances between P̂ξt and Pξt as follows [43]:

Definition 1 (Wasserstein metric). For any probability distribution P1,P2 ∈
P ′, the Wasserstein metric is defined as

dW(P1,P2) := inf

∫

Ξ2

||ξ1 − ξ2||Π(dξ1, dξ2) : Π is a joint distribution of ξ1 and ξ2

with marginal distributions P1 and P2,
(20)

where P ′ is the set of all possible distributions and ||.|| can be any norm in
Rm. The Wasserstein distance of two distributions P1 and P2 can be viewed
as the minimum transportation cost for moving the probability mass from P1
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to P2. The Wasserstein ambiguity set that contains all distributions that are
sufficiently close to the empirical distribution P̂ξt with respect to the Wasserstein
metric is defined such as

Dξt := {Pξt ∈ P ′(Ξ) : dW(Pξt , P̂ξt) ≤ ϵ}, (21)

where P ′(Ξ) is the set of all probability distributions on the polyhedron Ξ =
{ξt ∈ Rm : Hξt ≤ h}.

By changing the Wasserstein radius ϵ(Ns), a decision-maker can control
the conservatism of the optimization problem’s solution. If the decision-maker
ignores the distributional uncertainty and sets Wasserstein radius ϵ(Ns) = 0,
then the ambiguity set shrinks to the single empirical distribution, in which
case the distributionally robust problem is modeled through sample average
approximation. The solution of the distributionally robust problem over the
Wasserstein ball has desirable properties of data-driven solutions of stochastic
programs, i.e., finite sample guarantee, asymptotic consistency, and tractability
[38].

The choice of the Wasserstein radius impacts the problem significantly. The
Wasserstein radius could be determined analytically as in [44] or a data-driven
manner, e.g., via holdout method or cross-validation [38].

3.2. Convex reformulation

The objective function is rewritten in the form of minimization as tractable
reformulation can be applied for the worst-case expectations of convex piecewise
affine loss function [38],

min
xt

max
Pξt∈Dξt

NT∑

t=1

[
(1− β)× EPξ

[−Rt + Ct] + β × PξtCV aRα[−Rt + Ct]
]
, (22)

which minimizes a weighted sum of the mean and the conditional value-at-risk
(CVaR) of losses −Rt + Ct. The CVaR at level α represents the expected
value of the α × 100% worst (lowest) profits under the distribution Pξt ,where
α ∈ (0, 1] is referred to as the confidence level of the CVaR. In [45], it is shown
that minimization of CVaR results in the following convex program as,

CV aRα = min
τ∈R

EPξt
[τt +

1

1− α
max {−PT

t ξt + Ct − τt, 0}]. (23)

Afterward, the CVaR is replaced with its definition, and we derive,

NT∑

t=1

((1− β)× EPξt
[−PT

t ξt + Ct]+

β ×min
τ∈R

EPξt
[τt +

1

1− α
max {−PT

t ξt + Ct − τt, 0}])

=

NT∑

t=1

EPξt
[max
k≤K

ak(P
T
t ξt) + bk],

(24)
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where K = 2, a1 = −(1 − β), a2 = −(1 − β) − β
1−α , b1 = (1 − β)Ct + βτt and

b2 = (1− β + β
1−α )Ct + β(1− 1

1−α )τt.

A CHP producer, who has observed a dataset Ξ̂Ns of Ns historical realiza-
tions from probability distribution Pξt of the constrained random variable by
the support set Ξ = {ξ ∈ Rm : Hξ ≤ h}, now solves the distributionally robust
program over the Wasserstein ambiguity set as,

min
xt,τt

max
Pξ∈Dξ

NT∑

t=1

EPξ
[max
k≤K

ak(P
T
t ξt) + bk].

By Corollary 5.1 in [38], this problem is equivalent to the conic program,

ĴNs
(ϵ) = min

xt,τt,λt,si,t,γi,k

NT∑

t=1

[
λtϵ+

1

Ns

Ns∑

i=1

si,t

]
, (25)





s.t

bk + akP
T
t ξ̂i,t + γT

i,k(h−Hξ̂i.t) ≤ si,t, ∀i ≤ Ns,∀k ≤ K,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },
||HT γi,k − akPt||∗ ≤ λt, ∀i ≤ Ns,∀k ≤ K,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },
γi,k ≥ 0, ∀i ≤ Ns,∀k ≤ K,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },

(26)
where ||.||∗ is the dual norm of ||.|| and γi,k, si,t, λt are auxiliary variables as-
sociated with the distributionally robust reformulation. We use 1-norm in the
formulation, and therefore the above formulation is a tractable linear program.

4. Convexification of the heating network constraints

Non-convex heating network constraints (4), (5), (8), (12) and (13) result
in a mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem. Generally, this
type of optimization programs are considered to be hard to solve. In this section,
the linearization and convexification technique is applied following the approach
in [26]

4.1. McCormick Envelopes

In order to convexify bilinear terms (4), (5), (8), we use a McCormick relax-
ation approach [46]. Each bilinear term is replaced with two underestimators
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and two overestimators as,

Qs,t ≥ C(mHS
s

(
TS
n − TR

n

)
+mHS

s

(
T

S

n − TR
n

)
−mHS

s

(
T

S

n − TR
n

)
),

∀n ∈ ΛN ,∀s ∈ ΘHS
n ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },

(27a)

Qs,t ≥ C(mHS
s
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(27d)

The same procedure applies to (5) and (8).

4.2. Linearization of Heat propagation equation

First, the discreet time delay in (13) is reformulated with a big-M approach
as below,

M(uS
pϕt − 1) ≤

t∑
t−ϕ

mS
p,t

πR2
pρ

∆t− Lp ≤ MuS
pϕt,

∀p ∈ ΛP , ϕ ∈ {0, . . . , τSp },∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },

(28)

where uS
pϕt is an auxiliary binary variable, and M is a sufficiently large positive

constant. The discreet time delays are then defined as,

τSp,t =

τS
p∑

ϕ=1

ϕ(uS
pϕt − uS

p(ϕ−1)t), ∀p ∈ ΛP ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }. (29)

Next, we also linearize equation (12) with auxiliary binary variables vSpϕt and
big-enough M constant. The non-linear equation is substituted with,

−MvSpϕt ≤ T̃S,start
pϕt ≤ MvSpϕt, ∀p ∈ ΛP , ϕ ∈ {0, . . . , τSp },∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (30)

M(vSpϕt − 1) ≤ T̃S,start
pϕt − TS,start

p,(t−ϕ)(1−
2λp

CρRp
ϕ) ≤ M(1− vSpϕt),

∀p ∈ ΛP , ϕ ∈ {0, . . . , τSp },∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },
(31)

M(vSpϕt − 1) ≤ ϕ− τSp,t ≤ M(1− vSpϕt), ∀p ∈ ΛP , ϕ ∈ {0, . . . , τSp },∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT },
(32)

τS
p∑

ϕ=1

vSpϕt = 1, ∀p ∈ ΛP ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (33)
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Figure 2: Configuration of the CHP producer transmission heating network.

TS,end
p,t =

τS
p∑

ϕ=0

T̃S,start
pϕt , ∀p ∈ ΛP ,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }. (34)

The temperature dynamics in return pipelines are reformulated likewise.
Finally, the resulting model is a MILP problem and could be solved directly
with commercial solvers.

min
xt,τt,λt,si,t,γi,k

(25), (35)

subject to: (2), (3), (6), (7), (9)-(11), (14)-(19), (26)-(34) constraints.

5. Case study

5.1. Illustrative example

The proposed scheduling strategy was tested on a case study with CHP
producer and a seven-node transmission heating system in Fig. 2. The CHP
producer has two extraction condensing turbines, which deliver thermal power
to the main district heating via six pipes network and trade electricity in the
day-ahead electricity market. The CHPs parameters and a random heat load
scenario from Stockholm’s district heating are taken from [14] and given in Table
B.4 in Appendix B. The system is adjusted with the seven-node heating network
and three heat-exchanger stations, so the parameters fit this test system. The
parameters of the network can be found in Tables B.5 and B.6. In this study,
the historical data of the day-ahead electricity prices of the SE3 price area
(Stockholm region) are taken from Elspot market, Nordpool [47]. The dataset
includes day-ahead hourly electricity prices over 24 hours from 2013 until 2019.

The model is simulated over 24 h with a 1 h resolution time. The model’s
output is the optimal power volume to be traded in the market for the next
day and the power/heat production scheduling of CHP units for the following
day. All the case studies were conducted with Wasserstein metric based on
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Figure 3: Pareto frontiers of the proposed model for different Wasserstein radius with N=480
(left) and N=960 (right)

1-norm, and therefore the optimization problem is MILP. The day-ahead elec-
tricity prices are not assumed to be bounded, so the parameters of the support
polytope Ξ = {ξ ∈ Rm : Hξ ≤ h} are set to zero, i.e., H = 0, h = 0. Moreover,
in [48], it is shown that this approximation improves the computation time sub-
stantially. The risk-level of CVaR α is set to 0.05, quantifying 5% of the worst
profits. The simulations were run in MATLAB on a personal computer with a
3.4 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8GB memory using the YALMIP interface
[49] with the Mosek solver [50].

5.2. In-sample analysis

In the first case study, we analyze the estimated risk and the conservativeness
of the obtained data-driven solutions. The number of electricity day-ahead
prices samples included in the training dataset Ξ̂Ns

t are 500 and 1000. Figure
3 shows the Pareto frontiers of the proposed model under different parameters
of risk-aversion factor β and Wasserstein radius ϵ. In the proposed operation
model, these two parameters allow the system operator to explicitly manage
the risk and the conservativeness of the operating conditions. Note that the
plotted worst-case expected profit and WCVaR are the sum over 24 h period.
It can be seen that a risk-neutral (β −→ 0) operational strategy can achieve
the highest profits for the system operator, for both numbers of electricity day-
ahead prices training samples N and all Wasserstein radii ϵ. As β increases, the
worst-case expected profit decreases, but WCVaR increases because WCVaR in
the optimization problem weights more and a completely risk-averse (β −→ 1)
CHP producer can expect the lowest profits. Note that with the growth of ϵ, the
proposed model is more robust against more distributional uncertainties of the
day-ahead electricity prices, and thus the solution is more conservative, leading
to a decrease in expected profits. We also can observe that for bigger sample
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sizes N , the expected profit tends to reduce. This is because by enlarging the
training dataset, the model becomes more robust against larger distributional
uncertainties with increased conservativeness of the solution. By adjusting these
parameters, the CHP producer can explicitly set the proposed model’s risk and
conservativeness.

5.3. Out-of-sample analysis

In the next case study, we investigate the impact of the Wasserstein radius
ϵ on the out-of-sample performance. First, we divide the dataset with historical
day-ahead electricity prices into 50 training sets and one test set. We solve
the proposed operation model to a given training dataset and then evaluate
its optimal solution on the test dataset Ξ̂M

t that is independent of the training
dataset. From now on, we denote the optimal solution of the distributionally
robust short-term operational problem that depends on the training data with
superscript .̂ and x̂Ns

= {P̂t, P̂
fuel
t , Ŷt, Ẑt}. The out-of-sample performance of

x̂Ns
is computed analytically [45] as,

J(x̂Ns
) =

NT∑

t=1

[
(1− β)× EPξ

[−R̂t + Ĉt] + β × PCV aRα[−R̂t + Ĉt]
]
,

where R̂t = P̂T
t ξt and Ĉt = (Cfuel)T P̂ fuel

t + (Cstart)T Ŷt + (Cstop)T Ẑt,∀t. Our
goal is to find data-driven solutions x̂Ns with the following performance guar-
antees [38]

Pξ{Ξ̂Ns
t : J(x̂Ns

) ≤ ĴNs
} ≥ 1− γ, (36)

where ĴNs
is an output of the optimization problem, and it is referred to as

a certificate for the out-of-sample performance of x̂Ns
. We can empirically

estimate the probability on the left-hand side of (36) and the parameter γ ∈
(0, 1), which is a significance parameter with respect to the distribution Pξ. The
probability on the left-hand side of (36) is known as reliability [38]. In this case
study, we evaluate out-of-sample performance on M = 480 test samples of the
day-ahead electricity prices, and we seek a data-driven solution with low out-
of-sample performance and high reliability. We set β = 0.5 and α = 0.05 in the
numerical studies.

In order to provide a benchmark to compare the proposed distributionally
robust optimization approach with, we also reformulate the objective function
(22) with an sample average approximation method (SAA) as a tractable pro-
gram. The SAA method can be seen as a scenario-based stochastic program,
where scenarios are represented by the historical training data samples with
equal probability of 1

Ns
for each sample. The SAA reformulation of the objec-

tive function can be found in Appendix A.
Figure 4 illustrates J(x̂Ns) as a function of ϵ, averaged over 50 independent

simulation runs. The SAA method cannot explicitly control the conservative-
ness of the solution and therefore is independent of ϵ. It can be found that the
proposed distributionally robust optimization approach outperforms the SAA
benchmark for a range of ϵ, when a number of training samples is comparatively
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Figure 4: Average out-of-sample performance J(x̂Ns ) (left axis) and reliability Pξ[J(x̂Ns ) ≤
ĴN ] (right axis) of the proposed model as a function of the Wasserstein radius ϵ for different
number of training samples.

low. For example, in Figure 4b, for 50 training samples, the out-of-sample per-
formance decreases (improves) by 22% with increasing ϵ from 0.025 up to 0.5
and beats the SAA benchmark up to a critical Wasserstein radius. However,
for a comparatively larger number of training samples the out-of-sample perfor-
mance remains unchanged and equals to the SAA benchmark. We can conclude
that the proposed distributional robust optimization approach performs better
when there is insufficient amount of data to properly model the uncertainty. The
ambiguity set expands with increasing the Wasserstein radius and includes the
potential distributions, which can not be represented with the SAA bencmark.
Additionally, it can be observed from Figure 4, that the proposed approach
could be seen as a robust optimization benchmark for a large values of ϵ. For
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instance, for a value of ϵ from 2.5, the obtained out-of-sample performance is
very conservative due to extreme distributions included in the ambiguity set.

Figure 5 shows the interquartile range between the empirical 25% and 75%
quantiles of J(x̂Ns

). It can be seen that the variability of the out-of-sample
performance is reduced by enlarging the training data and increasing ϵ. In
this way, the accounting for ambiguity benefits to improve the out-of-sample
performance when there are fewer training samples and reduces its variability.

10-3 10-2 10-1 100 101
1

1.5

2

2.5

3
104

N=25
N=50
N=200

Figure 5: The interquartile range between the empirical 25% and 75% quantiles of out-of-
sample performance across 50 simulation runs.

In Fig. 4, the reliability of the certificate ĴNs for the out-of-sample perfor-
mance of x̂Ns

with respect to 50 independent training datasets is also demon-
strated. It could be seen that the reliability improves as the number of training
samples grows, and it is non-decreasing. This is because J(x̂Ns

) ≤ ĴNs
is sat-

isfied whenever the unknown probability distribution is inside the Wasserstein
ball, and it becomes increasingly likely as ϵ grows. Moreover, as the number of
training samples grows, more information about the unknown probability distri-
bution is provided. Figure 4 also illustrates that the increase of the probability
towards 1 happens near the critical Wasserstein radius ϵ. This confirms previous
findings in [38].

Note that in the actual operation, the method should be utilized on a rolling
basis. The decisions are utilized only for one day, and the training dataset is
renewed after with the new data. The analysis presented in the section shows
the statistical estimations, and the results are underestimated for operation in
reality.
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5.4. Economic benefits of DH flexibility

This subsection investigates how accounting for the heating network in the
optimization problem affects the proposed model’s economic performance. In
order to estimate the value of heating network storage capacity, we compare two
different models. In Model 1, temperature dynamics and network constraints
described in Section 2.4.1 are omitted, and the CHPs are dispatched according
to the heat balance equation (37)

∑

s∈ΘCHP

Qs,t =
∑

l∈ΘHL

Qload
t,l , ∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }. (37)

Model 2 accounts for the network flexibility. Both models are trained and tested
on 50 independent datasets of day-ahead electricity prices for the SE3 price zone
from 2013 to 2019 with a number of training samples 50 and 480 test samples.
For each model, we solve the optimization problem 50 times and report the
average, minimum, and maximum out-of-sample profit, as well as CPU time.
Additionally, the confidence level for WCVaR α = 0.05, risk aversion factor
β = 0.5, and Wasserstein radius ϵ = 0.15 were assumed in all simulations.

Table 1 shows the results of both models. We observe that Model 2 obtains
higher minimum, maximum, and average profits over 50 simulations. Consider-
ing the temperature dynamics and storage in the operational problem enhances
the average out-of-sample profit obtained by the CHP producer by 15%. We
also calculated the profit improvement in percentage for every simulation and
presented the minimum, average, and maximum in Table 2. Accounting for the
heating network flexibility in heat pipelines increases the out-of-sample system
profit by 36.8% on average compared with Model 1.

Table 1: Minimum, average, and maximum out-of-sample expected profit of the CHP producer
with and without network flexibility for 50 scenarios of day-ahead electricity prices.

Out-of-sample expected profit [e] Model 1 Model 2
Min -23467.77 -21603.10
Avg 17582.20 20230.51
Max 162417.54 168678.47

Table 2 also gives the minimum, average, and maximum revenue enhance-
ment in percentage over 50 simulations. It can be found that in some scenarios,
the storage in heat pipes does not lead to revenue improvement. Moreover, the
out-of-sample revenue from the day-ahead electricity market decreased by 1.16
% on average. However, the out-of-sample profit went up in all scenarios. There-
fore, in these scenarios, economic improvement is achieved by the reduction of
the operational cost.

Figure 6 shows the CHP producer’s heat hourly profile for a selected day-
ahead electricity price dataset as an illustrative example. Notice that production
and consumption of heat do not match each other every hour. When the heat
supply is higher than heat consumption, the energy is stored in the pipelines, and
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Table 2: Minimum, average and maximum increase in out-of-sample profit and revenue for
Model 2 (with heating network constraints) with respect to Model 1 (without heating network
constraints) for 50 scenarios of day-ahead electricity prices.

Profit increase [%] Revenue increase [%]
Min 3.45 -18.10
Avg 36.82 -1.16
Max 202.04 7.15

the network is charging (in hours 1-7, for example). In the opposite situation,
the heat is released, and the network is discharging (in hours 7-10).
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Figure 6: Heat production scheduling of a CHP producer with heat pipelines storage capability.

5.5. Feasibility issue

McCormick envelopes used in Section 4.1 allow for violation of the original
bilinear constraints. Therefore, a solution of the relaxed MILP could be infeasi-
ble for the original MINLP. A feasible solution for the original problem can be
recovered as in [51]. First, optimal values for binary variables of the tempera-
ture dynamics linearization and mass flow rates are fixed. Second, the original
MINLP results in MILP with only unit commitment status binary variables.
Then, the original problem is solved with adjusting temperatures bounds for 1
% and a feasible solution is recovered. We do not investigate the impact of the
relaxation in this work and leave it for future extensions.

5.6. Computation performance

The computational performance of the proposed model is discussed here. Ta-
ble 3 provides the minimum, average, and maximum computational time over
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50 simulation runs and the number of variables and constraints in Models 1
and 2. From Table 3, we can conclude that the economic improvement of the
proposed model is at the expense of increased computational time. Modeling
network flexibility with mass flow rates treated as variables requires a signif-
icantly higher number of integer variables than the model where the linepack
is neglected. When the model of the heat pipelines and temperature dynam-
ics is added to the operational problem, the number of real variables, integer
variables, and constraints is increased by more than 8 times, 81 times, and 9
times respectively, for the case study of 7-node and 6-pipe heat system. This
increment in the number of integer variables in the MILP leads to the rise of the
calculation time. The average calculation time increases from 11.93 s for Model
1 to 646.6 s for Model 2. As a future improvement, the decomposition tech-
niques could be applied to the MILP problem to speed up the performance of
the Model 2 [52]. However, the solution times of both models are short enough
for application in the day-ahead scheduling problems.

Table 3: The computational time and the number of variables and constraints in two different
models with 7-node and 6-pipe heat delivery system case study.

Model CPU time (s) Nr. of variables Nr. of
Min Avg Max Real Integer Constraints

Model 1 10.98 11.93 16.66 1512 48 4274
Model 2 83.11 646.6 4023.15 12696 3888 36052

6. Conclusion

A distributionally robust optimization approach to operational scheduling
of the CHP producer is proposed in this paper. The approach directly incor-
porates day-ahead electricity prices training datasets and is robust against the
probability distribution uncertainty of the day-ahead electricity prices. The
proposed approach outperforms the SAA benchmark when there is a lack of
information about the uncertainty. A nonlinear heat network model is utilized
to account for the temperature dynamics in the heating pipelines. Furthermore,
the resulting stochastic program is reformulated as an MILP program using
the Wasserstein ambiguity set, convex relaxations, and the original MINLP
program’s linearization. The simulation tests on the seven-node heat delivery
system were performed and showed superior out-of-sample performance. The
value of the heat network storage capacity is quantified in terms of increased
operational out-of-sample profits. Ultimately, the proposed model provides a
tool for CHP producers to select operational strategies and optimally control
tradeoffs between performance and risk.

Future work should study the extension of the proposed model to operate in a
balancing market. Additional heat sources such as heat pumps, electric boilers,
and their economic value in the proposed framework can also be explored in the
future.
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Appendix A. Sample Average Approximation

The objective function of the SAA minimizes expected losses as

min
xt

NT∑

t=1

[
(1− β)× EPξ

[−Rt + Ct] + β × PξtCV aRα[−Rt + Ct]
]
, (A.1)

which minimizes a weighted sum of the mean and the conditional value-at-risk
(CVaR) of losses −Rt+Ct. According to [45], the minimization of CVaR results
in the following convex program as (23), which is equivalent to

CV aRα = min
τt∈R

[
τt +

1

1− α

1

Ns

Ns∑

i=1

sCV AR
i,t

]
, (A.2)

subject to

sCV AR
i,t ≥ −PT

t ξ̂i,t + Ct − τt, ∀i ≤ Ns,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }, (A.3)

sCV AR
i,t ≥ 0, ∀i ≤ Ns,∀t ∈ {1 . . . NT }. (A.4)

Afterward, the CVaR is replaced with its definition, and we derive the SAA
objective function as

min
xt,τt

NT∑

t=1

[
(1− β)× 1

Ns

Ns∑

i=1

[
−PT

t ξ̂i,t + Ct

]
+ β ×

[
τt +

1

1− α

1

Ns

Ns∑

i=1

sCV AR
i,t

]]
,

(A.5)
subject to (A.3), (A.4), which is a tractable linear program.

Appendix B. Input Data
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Table B.4: CHP parameters

Unit CHP1 CHP2

Type EC EC
Fuel Gas Gas
Cfuel 10 10
Cstart 10000 10000
Cstop 1250 1250
βel 2.4 2.5
βth 0.36 0.37
α 0.5 0.5
η 0.87 0.87

Pmax 140 120
Pmin 35 30
Qmax 200 180
TU
s 4 4

TD
s 3 3

RU 10 10
RD 20 20

Table B.5: Heating Pipes

p13,34,36,67 p23,65
Lp m 700 500
Rp m 0.6 0.6
µp W/m°C 20 20

mS
p ,m

R
p kg/s 0 0

mS
p ,m

R
p kg/s 600 600

Table B.6: Heating Network Parameters

N1,2,3,6 N4 N5 N7

mHL
l kg/s - 100 100 100

mHL
l kg/s - 600 600 600

HL
l % of load 0 30 30 40

TS
n °C 90 90 90 90

T
S

n °C 120 120 120 120

TR
n °C 25 25 25 25

T
R

n °C 60 60 60 60
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Abstract

Energy markets are experiencing a shift in the operation paradigm towards
liberalized energy trading. In such a competitive environment, the combined
operation of the electricity and heat systems can accommodate more renewable
energy sources in the power system. However, these markets are traditionally
operated by different entities, and are cleared sequentially. Imposing one inte-
grated energy market for two energy sectors would require radical changes in
the current market setup, and are not foreseen in the near future. This paper
proposes self-scheduling Combined Heat & Powers (CHPs) as a mean to increase
coordination between electricity and heat markets. We formulate optimization
problems for the current sequential market clearing, integrated energy market,
and self-scheduling CHP. We also formulate an equilibrium problem to compare
the proposed market clearing setup with two benchmark models. The equilib-
rium problem is reformulated as a mixed-complementarity problem and then
as a mixed-integer linear program. We analyze the models on case studies and
show that the proposed coordination can reduce total operational cost while
respecting the current electricity and heat sequential market clearing process.
The comparison with the sequential and integrated market clearing suggests
that the use of self-scheduling CHPs achieves a solution close to the integrated
benchmark model.

Keywords: Integrated electricity and heat system, Combined Heat and Power,
Sector Coupling, Power market, Self-schedule, Equilibrium model

1. Introduction

According to Danish climate law (called Klimaloven), Denmark has to be
CO2-neutral by 2050 [1]. This goal coincides with the ongoing transformation
of energy markets in Europe, which are becoming more competitive, allowing
third-party access to energy networks and infrastructure. Although this access
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in the electricity and gas markets is seen at a national level, it is realized in
the district heating sector at a local level [2]. This liberalization tendency for
the district heating sector has already shown itself in Nordic countries. For
example, in Denmark, a heat market (Varmelast [3]) was established in 2008 to
dispatch Combined Heat & Powers (CHPs) and heat-only units at the lowest
possible cost. In Stockholm, Sweden, third parties can access the district heating
infrastructure and sell excess heat in the Open District Heating [4].

In order to reach the long-term target, energy in all sectors has to be utilized
efficiently. Combined heat and power generation saves significant amounts of
fuel, reaching a resource efficiency of up to 90 %. In Denmark, around 70 % of all
district heating is supplied by CHPs [5]. Additionally, different flexible district
heating technologies together with CHPs are expected to play an important role
in integrating more wind power and reaching the 2050 goal [5, 6]. In this setting,
it would be unwise to consider the operation of the electricity and heat markets
completely independently of each other, as it is done today.

By generating electricity and heat together, CHPs provide a physical inter-
face between electricity and heat sectors. Although physically interconnected,
electricity and heat markets are traditionally operated separately and indepen-
dently. A naive heat market operator dispatches CHPs based on their marginal
heat production cost, and could cause inefficiencies to the electricity market.
CHPs that operate in heat-driven mode are strongly constrained because of the
physical characteristics of extraction units; see Figure 1. In this way, a heat
market operator reduces the flexibility of CHPs. Hence, this raises the need for
new operational policies to increase coordination and bring these two sectors
closer.

In most of the existing literature, this problem is addressed by considering
the combined heat and power market [7, 8] assuming single integrated mar-
ket operator. In this framework, both systems are dispatched simultaneously,
using a co-optimization approach [9, 10, 11, 12] with deterministic renewable
energy forecast. Other studies account for renewable energy uncertainty in co-
optimization models using robust optimization [13, 14], or a distributionally
robust optimization approach [15, 16, 17]. In these studies, the perfect coor-
dination between heat and electricity systems reduces total system operation
cost and wind curtailment. A practical implementation of the integrated mar-
ket would require a radical change in the current heat and electricity market
regulation from an operational management perspective. It is doubtful whether
policy makers and regulators would be in favor of this solution in the near future.

Acknowledging the lack of practical solutions for coordinating electricity
and heat systems in the existing literature, we address the following research
question: How can we improve coordination between heat and electricity sys-
tems while preserving the current heat and electricity sequential clearing market
framework? In the literature, coordination mechanisms that improve overall
system performance while preserving the current market regulation are referred
to as soft coordination mechanisms [18]. In [19], authors use bi-level optimiza-
tion to make the heat market aware of the electricity market. A leader in the
upper-level problem is a heat market operator which anticipates the result of
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Figure 1: Feasible operation region of an extraction CHP and possible available flexibility in
the heat-driven mode.

its dispatch on a follower, i.e., the day-ahead electricity market. Although the
model increases coordination between the two sectors, it could cause compu-
tational issues for a large-scale integrated energy system. This, however, was
addressed in [20] with an augmented regularized Benders decomposition. Refer-
ences [21, 22] proposed a bid-validity mechanism in the heat unit commitment
problem to anticipate the outcome of the sequential heat and electricity market
clearing on the heat market. The tri-level optimization respects current heat
and electricity market regulations, and yields better coordination results among
the energy sectors. The final tri-level problem was reformulated as a single-level
mixed integer linear program (MILP) using a lexicographic function. Differ-
ent soft coordination mechanisms have also been applied to coordinate natural
gas and electricity systems. For example, operational coordination based on
information exchange in [23], bid validity mechanisms in [24], swing options
contracts in [25], and virtual bidders in [26] achieved efficient systems operation
and respected current market regulations. Market coordination mechanisms for
the heat and electricity systems are less often addressed in the literature.

In order to fill the literature gap for the heat and electricity sector, we
propose a market-based coordination mechanism based on self-scheduling CHPs.
We show that this mechanism respects the current sequential market setup and
reduces the inefficiencies it causes. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
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1) Conceptual contribution: We introduce a new market player named a self-
schedule CHP for both markets. A self-schedule for the supply (demand)
unit is an offer to generate (consume) a specific amount of energy based on
the price. We show that CHPs, being at the interface between heat and
electricity sectors, have a potential to reduce current market inefficiencies
if allowed to self-schedule. Self-scheduling types of bids are allowed in the
U. S. electricity markets, such as CAISO (California Independent System
Operator) [27] and PJM [28]. Compared to previous works on heat and elec-
tricity market coordination [19, 20, 21, 22], our soft-coordination mechanism
does not require the heat operator to model the electricity market and the
electricity market to share sensitive data, such as electrical demand of loads.

2) Methodological contribution: We formulate a game-theoretical model to study
the effect of self-scheduling on both heat and electricity markets. First, we
introduce a heat unit commitment model of the heat market clearing that
accounts for the minimum generation requirement for CHPs. Second, we
formulate an electricity unit commitment market clearing problem that dis-
patches CHPs and generators after the heat market is cleared. Third, the
optimization problem of a self-scheduling CHP is introduced. Building on
these models, we formulate an equilibrium problem to simulate the impact
of the proposed coordination mechanism on the market outcome. An equi-
librium model is a suitable tool for analyzing market-clearing outcomes of
integrated electricity and heat markets [29, 30, 31] with different interests
between players. Next, we recast the equilibrium model as a Mixed Com-
plementarity Problem (MCP) by applying Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) sta-
tionarity and complementarity conditions. Lastly, in order to solve KKT
conditions, we reformulate the resulting MCP as a tractable MILP.

3) Evaluation: Finally, the proposed coordination mechanism is studied in
case studies and compared with two benchmark models. The first bench-
mark is the current sequential decoupled market clearing (naive benchmark).
The second benchmark assumes a fully integrated market clearing using co-
optimization (ideal benchmark), which yields the lowest possible bound for
total heat and electricity operational cost. The value of the proposed coordi-
nation is quantified in terms of reduced total heat and electricity operational
cost and increased accommodated wind power compared to the first bench-
mark model.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces studied market-clearing setups. Section 3 develops mathematical formu-
lations of the optimization and equilibrium problems. In Section 4, a case study
is presented, and market outcomes are analyzed. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.

2. Heat and electricity market-clearing frameworks

This section gives an overview of the considered heat and electricity market
clearing frameworks. Three market setups (see Figure 2) are compared in this
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Figure 2: Different market clearing approaches. 2a - sequential market clearing, 2b - integrated
market clearing approach, 2c - proposed market clearing setup with self-scheduling units. Here
H - heat market, E - electricity market, SS - self-scheduling CHPs.

paper:

1. Sequential approach.

2. Integrated approach using co-optimization.

3. Proposed soft coordination framework with self-scheduling CHPs.

Denmark is one of the few countries in the world with an actual heat mar-
ket (Varmelast). It has been operating in the Copenhagen metropolitan area
since 2008. Traditionally, the heat and electricity market in Denmark have been
cleared sequentially and independently; see Figure 2a. Heat producers offer their
heat production together with the heat production cost to Varmelast. Varme-
last dispatches heat producers, ensuring cost minimization of the produced heat
and power. It is clearly stated that the heat cost for CHPs includes the fore-
casted revenue from the electricity market. The process of heat planning starts
before 7:45 AM. After a round of plan adjustments and calculations considering
technical limitations, the hourly heat production plan for the next 48 hours is
finalized at 10:30 AM and sent to the heat producers. Afterwards, CHP pro-
ducers can decide how much power they can offer at the electricity day-ahead
market, namely Nord Pool Spot [32]. A gate for submitting day-ahead bids
is closed at noon, and day-ahead market clearing results are known at 14:00.
Closing time for both markets can be seen in Figure 3. As discussed before, this
clearing setup does not allow CHPs to fully exploit their flexibility and may
result in inefficiencies in both systems.

In the ideal benchmark, we consider one integrated energy market and a
single market operator for both systems; see Figure 2b. This market setup
assumes that a single entity has all the data about generator capacities, opera-
tion states, and loads. Heat and electricity producers send their quantities and
actual production costs to the market operator. Later the operator clears the
market, co-optimizing simultaneously both sectors to minimize the overall inte-
grated production cost. While the ideal benchmark achieves the best possible
utilization of available resources, it is a disruptive solution that does not comply
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Figure 3: Sequential market clearing. Closing time of the day-ahead stage in Nordic electricity
market (Nord Pool) and Copenhagen heat market (Varmelast).

with current market regulation.
In the proposed market, we introduce self-scheduling CHPs that schedule

themselves outside both markets; see Figure 2c. In this setup, CHPs, which are
at the physical interface between the heat and electricity sector, are assumed to
have the perfect insight into the day-ahead prices in both markets. Moreover,
they behave rationally and non-strategically, i.e., their final goal is maximizing
profit from both markets, and they do not attempt to affect market prices.

2.1. Model assumptions

First, we only consider a day-ahead stage of the markets, and we do not
introduce the uncertainty of renewable energy sources, or heat and electricity
demand1. Second, this study does not consider power system transmission and
district heating networks. Third, we assume that electricity and heat demand
are inelastic to price. Fourth, we adopt the unit commitment scheduling model
for heat and electricity systems. Compared to a dispatch model, the unit com-
mitment of the heat market will allow us to model the feasible operation region
(FOR) of CHPs more accurately, taking into account minimum power output
constraints of the active CHP (see Fig. 1). Besides, for a fair comparative
analysis, we use tight relaxation of the binary commitment decision variables
between 0 and 1 in all models [33]. Lastly, we assume that all producers are
price takers so that there is perfect competition between market players.

2.2. Notation

We use lower case letters for variables and upper case letters for constants
throughout this paper. Furthermore, we use lower case bold font for vectors of
variables, and | · | denotes cardinality. Moreover, operator (·)> is a transpose
operator, and ⊥ means that the inner product of two vectors is equal to zero.

1This work focuses particularly on the sectoral coordination between two markets. A real-
time stage could be incorporated into the model to balance the uncertain renewable energy
generation or heat demand, but this is left for future research.
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3. Mathematical models

This section provides the mathematical programming problems of the heat
and electricity market-clearing models. In all models below, dual variables of
the constraints are defined after a colon.

3.1. Sequential clearing

We begin with describing the sequential market clearing approach; see Figure
2a. First, we define a set of dispatchable power production units I. A set of
CHPs is denoted by ICHP and IG is a set of conventional generators. Note that
I = ICHP ∪ IG. Additionally, we consider a set IW of curtailable wind power
units.

3.1.1. Heat market

The heat market is cleared before the electricity market in the sequential
and decoupled operation. Let us consider vector xH that includes optimization
variables of the heat market clearing problem {qs,t, pCHP,H

s,t , uCHP
s,t , cCHP

s,t } ∀s ∈
ICHP,∀t ∈ T . Here we denote by qs,t the day-ahead heat dispatch of CHP s
at time step t, and by cCHP

s,t the respective start-up cost2. Furthermore, binary

variable uCHP
s,t represents the on status of CHPs and is relaxed between 0 and 1.

Note that CHPs are required to consider potential revenue from the electricity
market when they allocate their heat production cost. Typically, a deterministic
point forecast of day-ahead electricity prices λ̂E ∈ R|T | is used by CHPs for that
purpose. In this way, we define function CH(·) that computes heat production
cost of CHPs as follows

CH(λ̂E,xH) =
∑

t∈T

∑

s∈ICHP

Cfuel
s (ρEs p

CHP,H
s,t + ρHs qs,t) + cCHP

s,t − λ̂Et pCHP,H
s,t , (1)

where Cfuel
s is the fuel cost and ρEs , ρ

H
s are the heat and electricity fuel efficiency,

respectively. It should be noted that variable pCHP,H
s,t is the anticipation of the

day-ahead CHP electrical power schedule based on the forecasted electricity
price, but not the final dispatch.

The heat market operator seeks to minimize the total day-ahead production
and start-up cost of CHPs considering revenue from sales in the day-ahead
electricity market over time horizon T as

min
xH

CH(λ̂E,xH), (2a)

subject to
fH(xH) = 0 : λH, (2b)

2Since CHP unit commitment decisions are made in the heat market, and start-up cost
should affect a heat price, we consider the start-up cost of CHPs in the heat market clearing
problem. Moreover, CHPs can decide how to split the start-up cost between two markets.
How to split the start-up cost between two markets is left for future extensions as this is not
the focus of the current work.
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hH(xH) ≤ 0 : µH. (2c)

Dual variable λH ∈ R|T | of the heat balance constraint (2b) derives heat spot
prices3. Inequality constraints (2c) include the FOR of extraction CHPs, enforce
ramping limits on CHPs power, relax the commitment decisions between 0 and
1, and define the start-up cost for each CHP. Functions CH(·), fH(·), and hH(·)
are linear in xH meaning that (2) is a linear program (LP). Full description of
the optimization problem can be found in the Online Appendix [34].

3.1.2. Electricity market

We now introduce the second stage in the sequential framework. Let us
consider vector xE that includes optimization variables of the electricity market
clearing problem {pCHP

s,t , pGg,t, p
W
j,t, u

G
g,t, c

G
g,t} ∀s ∈ ICHP,∀g ∈ IG,∀j ∈ IW,∀t ∈

T . Decision variables pCHP
s,t and pGg,t represent the actual power dispatch of

CHPs and power-only units, respectively. Moreover, pWj,t denotes the day-ahead
schedule of wind power units. We assume that marginal cost for all wind power
producers is zero. In addition, uGg,t refers to the commitment decisions of con-

ventional generators and cGg,t defines their start-up cost. We define function

CE(·) that computes the total electricity supply cost. It consists of production
and start-up cost for conventional generators, and electricity production cost
for CHPs such that

CE(xE) =
∑

t∈T


 ∑

s∈ICHP

Cfuel
s ρEs p

CHP
s,t +

∑

g∈IG
(Cfuel

g pGg,t + cGg,t)


. (3)

Given scheduled CHP heat production q*s,t and commitment decisions uCHP*
s,t

obtained from the heat market clearing, the electricity market operator clears
the market as

min
xE

CE(xE), (4a)

subject to
fE(xE) = 0 : λE, (4b)

hE(xE) ≤ 0 : µE. (4c)

We derive actual electricity prices λE ∈ R|T | as the dual variables of the
power balance constraint (4b). Constraints (4c) enforce wind power units and
convectional generators electricity production limits, limit ramping capacity of

3Note that in reality heat market prices are defined by bilateral contracts between the heat
market operator and participants, and are known in advance. Moreover, the used market
model for the heat sector is not currently implemented. However, we believe that with the
increasing liberalization tendency in the energy markets and the widespread usage of Power-
to-Heat technologies, the heat sector will become more competitive. Thus, these models can
shed light on the interaction between heat and electricity systems.
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conventional generators, relax generators’ commitment variables and compute
their start-up cost. Moreover, given the CHP heat dispatch and commitment
decisions from the heat market, (4c) also constraints CHP electricity production
inside its FOR and enforces CHP ramping limits. Functions CE(·), fE(·), and
hE(·) are linear in xE. Thus, (4) is a LP. Full description of the optimization
problem can be found in the Online Appendix [34].

3.2. Ideal benchmark

For the benchmark model in Figure 2b, we define a vector of optimization
variables xEH that consists of {qs,t, pi,t, pWj,t, ui,t, ci,t} ∀i ∈ I,∀j ∈ IW,∀t ∈
T . Decision variables pi,t, ui,t, ci,t are the electricity dispatch, relaxed binary
commitment decisions, and start-up cost of all dispatchable power production
units, respectively. In addition, we define function CEH(·) for the joint day-
ahead production cost of the integrated system as

CEH =
∑

t∈T


 ∑

s∈ICHP

Cfuel
s (ρEs p

CHP
s,t + ρHs qs,t) +

∑

g∈IG
Cfuel

g pGg,t +
∑

i∈I
ci,t


 . (5)

An ideal coordination approach is to fully integrate the electricity and heat
sectors by co-optimizing heat and electricity production with complete exchange
of information as follows

min
xEH

CEH(xEH), (6a)

subject to (2b), (4b) and

hEH(xEH) ≤ 0 : µEH. (6b)

Constraints (6b) enforce production limits for wind power units and conven-
tional generators, FOR for CHPs, impose ramping limits, restrict unit commit-
ment variables, and calculate the start-up cost for dispatchable power produc-
tion units. From an economic point of view, the benchmark model assumes one
integrated market operator that maximizes social welfare given the full system
data. It should be noted that the electricity price forecast λ̂E is irrelevant for
the ideal benchmark since the integrated market operator has perfect knowledge
of the sectoral interactions. Functions CEH(·), fEH(·), and hEH(·) are linear in
xEH indicating that (6) is a linear program. The full description of the problem
can be found in the Online Appendix [34].

3.3. Proposed soft-coordination mechanism

In this subsection, we introduce a market framework with a soft-coordination
mechanism to reduce inefficiencies in both heat and electricity markets; see
Figure 2c. First, we describe an optimization problem for self-scheduling CHPs.
Then, we introduce an equilibrium problem to analyze the proposed market
outcomes. Finally, to solve the equilibrium problem, we reformulate it as a
MCP.
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3.3.1. Self-scheduling CHP

CHPs participate in both heat and electricity markets. By doing so, they
can enhance sectoral coordination between the two sectors. In the sequential
market framework, CHPs are first dispatched by the heat market operator and
are constrained in the day-ahead electricity market by their heat dispatch and
commitment decisions and, as a result, cannot fully exploit their operational
flexibility. In order to improve cross-sectoral coordination, we assume that they
are allowed to schedule themselves outside the markets to utilize resources inside
their FOR effectively. In this case, CHPs decide on their own which amount of
energy they want to trade in both markets instead of being dispatched by market
operators. As such, we assume that each self-scheduler has perfect knowledge
of the day-ahead electricity and heat prices.

We introduce a set ISS of self-scheduling CHPs. We define xSS that includes
{pCHP

s,t , qs,t, u
CHP
s,t , cCHP

s,t ,∀s ∈ ISS,∀t ∈ T } as a vector of optimization variables

for self-scheduling CHPs. In addition, λE,λH are actual day-ahead electricity
and heat prices from the heat and electricity market clearing outcome (2) and
(4). Furthermore, function CSS

s (·) maximizes the profit of the self-scheduler
from the heat and electricity market as

CSS
s (xSS,λE,λH) =

∑

t∈T
(λH*

t − Cfuel
s ρHs )qs,t + (λE*

t − Cfuel
s ρEs )pCHP

s,t − cCHP
s,t .

(7)
For each unit s ∈ ISS we define the profit maximization problem as follows

max
xSS

CSS
s (xSS,λE,λH), (8a)

subject to
hSSs (xSS) ≤ 0 : µSS . (8b)

Constraints (8b) represent the FOR of CHPs, enforce ramping limits, relax
commitment decisions, and compute start-up cost of self-scheduling units. Due
to the fact that λE,λH are parameters for the self-scheduler unit, problem (8)
is an LP [34].

3.3.2. Market framework as an equilibrium problem

As previously mentioned, the proposed market framework allows CHPs to
self-schedule outside the heat and electricity markets. In that light, the pro-
posed framework cannot be expressed as one optimization problem since several
players optimize their objectives. In order to analyze the sectoral interactions,
let us consider the following optimization problems (2), (4), (8) jointly. In game
theory, a set of interrelated optimization problems that have to be solved at the
same time constitute an equilibrium problem [35]. The constructed equilibrium
model has the following market players: Heating system operator, Electricity
market operator, and Self-Scheduling CHPs. Specifically, since one player’s fea-
sible space depends on the other players’ decisions, this problem is a Generalized
Nash Equilibrium problem, and the solution of this game holds at a Nash Equi-
librium. In this case, none of the market players has the incentive to unilaterally
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Heat
market

Self-scheduling
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Electricity
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λ̂Et

q∗s,t ∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS

λH∗t
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λE∗t

pCHP∗
s,t ∀s ∈ ISS

Figure 4: Information exchange in the proposed equilibrium model. Note that input variables
with * sign are fixed for the optimization problem.

deviate from the market outcome. This, however, does not guarantee that the
solution is unique [36]. The link between the feasible spaces arises due to the
market-clearing conditions (2b) (4b), where the heat and electricity supply must
meet the demand. It should be noted that for the heat and electricity market
operator the production of self-schedulers is an exogenous parameter. This also
applies to the non-self-scheduling CHPs heat production for the electricity mar-
ket. On the other hand, day-ahead heat and electricity prices appear only in the
objective functions of the self-scheduling problems and therefore do not affect
their feasible space. Fig. 4 sheds more light on the information flow between
the players in the equilibrium model.

3.3.3. Mixed-complementarity problem

We now recast the equilibrium problem above as an MCP based on the
KKT conditions. Optimization problems (2), (4), (8) are LPs. Thus, their
KKT conditions are both necessary and sufficient optimality conditions. We
replace each of the problems with their KKT conditions and solve them jointly
as

∇xHCH(λ̂E,xH) + λH>∇xHfH(xH) + µH>∇xHhH(xH) = 0, (9a)

∇xECE(xE) + λE>∇xEfE(xE) + µE>∇xEhE(xE) = 0, (9b)

∇xSSCSS(xSS,λE,λH) + µSS>∇xSShSS(xSS) = 0, (9c)

fH(xH) = 0, (9d)

fE(xE) = 0, (9e)
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0 ≤ −hH(xH) ⊥ µH ≥ 0, (9f)

0 ≤ −hE(xE) ⊥ µE ≥ 0, (9g)

0 ≤ −hSS(xSS) ⊥ µSS ≥ 0, (9h)

λE,λH ∈ R|T |, (9i)

where conditions (9f), (9g), and (9h) are known as complementarity conditions,
which are nonlinear. To resolve this issue, we linearize them using the Big-M
approach, and auxiliary binary variables [37]. In particular, we use a method
from [38], where first the regularization approach [39] is used to determine a
locally optimal solution. By doing so, we can find appropriate values for the
big-M constants and initial values for the auxiliary binary variables.

Note that in practice neither the heat nor the electricity market operator uses
the equilibrium problem, and therefore does not need to solve KKT conditions,
but complementarity models are appropriate to model market outcomes. In
the proposed market setup, each operator has to accept the self-scheduling unit
heat and power dispatch, providing that they are not naive schedulers.

Remark 1. If all CHPs are allowed to self-schedule themselves outside the mar-
kets, then the outcome of the equilibrium problem is equivalent to the ideal bench-
mark (6).

We can prove that by the KKT conditions of equilibrium and integrated
optimization problems, which are identical; see Online Appendix [34].

4. Numerical results

This section presents numerical results of case studies. We first analyze a
stylized case study that illustrates inefficiencies of the decoupled operation and
advantages of the proposed coordination mechanism. The optimization and
equilibrium problems have been implemented in Python 3 using Pyomo [40, 41]
and Gurobi 8.1.0 as the LP and MILP solver. As a nonlinear solver, IPOPT
3.14.4 was used. Simulations were performed on a personal computer with a
3.4 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8GB memory.

4.1. Stylized case study

We consider an electricity market that comprises two CHPs, one power-only
producer, and one wind turbine. The parameters of generation units can be
found in the Online Appendix [34]. Figure 1 shows the FOR of CHPs. We
consider two hours, i.e., |T | = 2, and the estimated day-ahead electricity price

is λ̂Et = e 20/MWh for both hours. In the heat market, two CHPs compete to
supply heat load DH

t = {t1 : 300, t2 : 200} MW. Further, the day-ahead wind
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Table 1: Total heat and electricity production cost under sequential, integrated and proposed
market clearing setups. % shows the cost reduction with respect to the sequential benchmark.
In the proposed approach, CHP2 is a self-scheduling unit.

Sequential Integrated Proposed
Cost [e] 18,323 -19.8 % -16.3 %
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(a) Sequential market clearing
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(b) Integrated market clearing
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(c) Proposed soft-coordination mechanism with self-scheduling CHP

Figure 5: Heat and electricity dispatch of CHPs in sequential, integrated and proposed market
frameworks.

power forecast for the wind power producer is PW,f
t = {t1 : 200, t2 : 200} MW,

and electricity demand is DE
t = {t1 : 250, t2 : 500} MW.

If both markets are cleared sequentially, the total heat and electricity produc-
tion cost is Ctotal = 18, 323 e. At the same time, the integrated market-clearing
approach achieves Ctotal = 14, 696 e, providing a lower bound. This difference
shows the potential cost reduction a market operator can reach when the two
energy systems are perfectly coordinated. As already mentioned, this would
require radical changes in market regulation and system operation. Instead, we
allow CHP2 to self-schedule outside the markets in the proposed model. This
reduces total system operation cost down to Ctotal = 15, 335 e.

The wind power dispatch is identical for all three market setups with pWt =
{t1 : 70, t2 : 200} MW. Due to low electricity demand at t = 1, 130 MW of wind
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power is curtailed. The wind turbine is the marginal generator, and therefore
electricity price is zero. Table 2 shows the optimal commitment of generation
units, power schedule of G1, and actual heat and electricity prices.

Table 2: Outcome of sequential, integrated and proposed market clearing models for the
stylized case study.

Sequential Integrated Proposed

Unit t = 1 t = 2 t = 1 t = 2 t = 1 t = 2

uCHP1
t Relaxed binary 1 0.67 1 1 1 0.79

uCHP2
t Relaxed binary 0.25 0 0.25 0.54 0.56 1

uG1
t Relaxed binary 0 1 0 0 0 0

pG1
t [MW] 0 180 0 0 0 0

λEt [e/MWh] 0 52.11 0 37.99 0 38.33

λHt [e/MWh] 14.75 4.90 23.95 3.96 23.95 3.75

Figure 5 shows the CHP dispatch for the compared market-clearing setups.
In the sequential setup, when a heat market operator is unaware of the electric-
ity market, heat is dispatched based on the CHP marginal heat cost and possible
revenues from the electricity market. Since the electricity price forecast is lower
than the marginal electricity cost for both CHPs (CE

CHP1 = Cfuel
CHP1ρ

E
CHP1 =

e24/MW, CE
CHP2 = Cfuel

CHP2ρ
E
CHP2 = e36/MW) at t = 1, these are dispatched

based on their heat marginal cost. CHP1 has lower heat cost and produces
250 MW heat, and CHP2 covers remaining 50 MW. The anticipated and sched-
uled power production is also at the lowest possible level (minimum) for both
CHPs during all hours because the units are incurring a loss for electricity pro-
duction. Note that CHP2 power production is outside the FOR. This is due to
the relaxed unit commitment decisions. We restore a feasible solution and the
relevant cost in Section 4.3. Due to the low electrical demand, generator G1 is
not scheduled during hour 1. From Figure 5 it can be seen that at t = 1, all
models lead to the same dispatch for CHPs. Because of the large amount of
wind power in the system, the lowest possible electricity dispatch for CHPs is
the least costly way to operate the integrated system. However, the sequential
approach achieves this result only because of the correct estimation that the
electricity price would be lower than CHP electricity production cost.

During period t = 2, 200 MW of the heat demand is only covered by the
least expensive CHP1 in the sequential heat market-clearing, while CHP2 is not
committed. As a result, this results in inefficiencies in the electricity market
since an expensive unit (G1) has to be started and dispatched up to 180 MW
to cover the increased power demand. On the contrary, the integrated market-
clearing framework dispatches heat differently. The operator schedules more
expensive heat from CHP2 to deliver the cheapest possible electric power from
CHP1. Marginal heat cost for CHP2 is CH

CHP2 = Cfuel
CHP2ρ

H
CHP2 = e3.75/MW,

which is 6.4 times lower than the marginal electricity cost for CHP1. Having
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complete information about both systems, the integrated market operator finds
a middle ground between electricity and heat production, providing the lower
possible bound for the total heat and electricity production cost. In the pro-
posed approach, additional coordination is introduced in the system because
self-scheduling CHP2 behaves smartly. The electricity price in hour 2 is high
(e38.33/MWh), and CHP2 produces 150 MW of electricity, i.e., as much electric
power as it can, considering the ramping capability of 120 MW/h to profit from
selling electricity. By doing so, CHP2 removes the need for expensive electricity
from G1.

Table 3: Profit of each dispatchable unit in [e] under sequential, integrated and proposed
market clearing setups. In the proposed approach, CHP2 does self-scheduling.

Unit Sequential Integrated Proposed
CHP1 3,316 4,677 4,099
CHP2 -600 0 0

G1 0 0 0

Table 3 presents the profits of each unit under the three market-clearing
frameworks. It can be seen that CHP2 incurs losses because of the sequential
approach. This loss is due to electricity production when the electricity price
is zero in hour 1. In the proposed approach, CHP2 has a chance to recover the
loss by being dispatched in hour 2, when the electricity price is high.

In this example we demonstrated how the sequential approach increases to-
tal system operation cost due to scheduling the expensive generator. Now let
us see how myopic heat market operators can increase wind curtailment in the
power system. If we assume an electricity price forecast of λ̂Et = {t1 : 40, t2 : 20
} e/MWh, then the wind producer is dispatched as pWt = {t1 : 42.7, t2 : 200}
MW in the sequential model and pWt = {t1 : 70, t2 : 200} MW in the integrated
and proposed frameworks. The total heat and electricity operating cost for the
sequential approach is Ctotal = 19450.6 e, and the proposed market-clearing ap-
proach achieves Ctotal = 15272.5 e. Since the electricity price forecast is higher
than the marginal electricity cost for both CHPs, the anticipated power produc-
tion in the electricity market is maximum for CHPs, 182.3 MW and 122.3 MW,
respectively. This leads to the commitment decisions being fixed to 1 in the
electricity market, and CHP2 is scheduled at 57.3 MW, compared to 30 MW in
Figure 5a, which leads to increased wind power curtailment. Contrary, in the
proposed approach CHP2 self-schedules itself at 30 MW at the lowest possible
level, having the perfect insight into zero electricity price and reducing wind
curtailment in the system and the total heat and electricity cost.

4.1.1. Impact of information asymmetry

In the proposed market clearing framework, self-scheduling CHPs have per-
fect knowledge about day-ahead electricity and heat prices. In this way, the
proposed setup shows the maximum potential of the introduced market mecha-
nism. To test the assumption of perfect day-ahead prices knowledge, we add a
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Figure 6: Total heat and electricity operational cost averaged over noise realizations in the
proposed model with respect to the standard deviation of the noise.

variation term εt to electricity prices as (1 + εt)λ
E*
t in the objective function of

the self-scheduling units. We assume that the variation term follows a Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and given standard deviation σ. In this way, the
information about the electricity price in the self-scheduling optimization prob-
lem is not identical to the day-ahead price. For every given σ level, we generate
50 possible price deviations 1 + εt. Figure 6 shows the total heat and electricity
production cost averaged over those 50 scenarios in the proposed model with
respect to the standard deviation σ. The idea here is to show a trend for the
total heat and electricity production cost. It can be seen that the assumption
about perfect price information is a strong one, and information asymmetry
increases the total heat and electricity production cost and impacts the market
outcome.

4.2. Comparatively large case study

We consider an additional conventional generator and a 24-hour time horizon
in the second case study. A detailed description of the unit parameters, elec-
tricity and heat load curves, available wind power can be found in the Online
Appendix [34].

Table 4: Total heat and electricity production cost and wind power curtailment under sequen-
tial, integrated and proposed market clearing setups. % shows the cost reduction with respect
to the sequential benchmark. In the proposed approach, CHP2 is a self-scheduling unit.

Sequential Integrated Proposed
Cost [e] 142,064 -6.66 % -6.59 %

Wind curtailment [MWh] 361 -1.97 % -1.97 %
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(a) Heat dispatch
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(b) Power dispatch

Figure 7: Heat and electricity dispatch in the sequential (top), integrated (middle) and pro-
posed market framework (bottom). Numbers in the areas show the energy produced in MWh
during 24 hour period.

Table 4 compares the total heat and electricity production cost and wind
power curtailment in the three market models for the second case study. Again,
it could be seen that providing additional coordination between electricity and
heat markets with the proposed self-scheduling mechanism reduces total pro-
duction cost by 6.59 %, while perfect coordination with co-optimization achieves
a 6.66 % reduction. Total heat and electricity production cost in the proposed
model is always between the upper and lower bound. Moreover, the proposed
framework utilizes wind power more efficiently in the electricity market and
reduces wind curtailment.
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(a) Sequential market clearing
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(b) Integrated market clearing
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(c) Proposed soft-coordination mechanism

Figure 8: Hourly electricity dispatch of CHP2 displayed over the the day-ahead electricity
price in the sequential, integrated and proposed framework. The proposed market achieves
the result close to the ideal benchmark.

Figure 7 shows the heat and electricity dispatch for three market setups.
These figures clearly illustrate the limitations of the sequential market frame-
work. Due to the lack of CHP2 flexibility in the electricity market, the most
expensive unit G2 is scheduled in hours 6-12. In the meantime, better coordi-
nation in the proposed model increases the flexibility of CHP2 and avoids this
costly scheduling.

Figure 8 shows the hourly electricity schedule of self-scheduling CHP2 to-
gether with the day-ahead electricity price. In the sequential framework, CHP2
relies on the electricity price forecast and expects high revenue in the electricity
market, for instance, between hours 9 to 11. However, realized electricity prices
are low in hours 9 to 11, and the resulting lack of coordination leads to a loss for
CHP2 (see Figure 8a). On the contrary, Figures 8b, 8c illustrate the improved
coordination of CHP2, whose schedule in the proposed framework approaches
closer to the integrated market. The unit increases electric power production
during hours 8 to 11 when electricity prices are the highest, profiting from power
production. Meanwhile, the uncoordinated dispatch of CHP2 in the sequential
approach results in a loss for the unit (see Table 5).
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Table 5: Profit of each dispatchable unit in [e] under sequential, integrated and proposed
market clearing setups. In the proposed approach, CHP2 is a self-scheduling unit.

Unit Sequential Integrated Proposed
CHP1 59,547 65,050 63,440
CHP2 -7,671 0 480

G1 0 0 0
G2 10,714 12,190 8,894
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(c) Total heat and electricity production cost as box plots

Figure 9: Impact of the electricity price forecast on the proposed and sequential market
framework.

4.2.1. Impact of the electricity price forecast errors

Electricity price forecasts have a significant impact on the merit-order in the
heat market because they affect the heat marginal production cost of CHPs.
This, in turn, could change the electricity market clearing outcome [42]. First,
we derive the value of the forecasted electricity prices from the integrated market
framework. Then, to model errors in the estimated electricity price, we generate
50 possible electricity price scenarios. We use price data from DK1 area in 2017
from NordPool [32] to create forecast errors based on variations upon the average
prices. The generated electricity price scenarios can be seen in Figure 9a.

Figure 9b shows the resulting total heat and electricity production cost for
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the sequential and proposed model with respect to the RMSE of the electricity
price forecasts. Note that for the same price forecast, the actual price after
market clearing could be different in the sequential and proposed approaches,
leading to potentially different RMSE values. The total production cost for
the ideal benchmark does not depend on the electricity price forecast and is
depicted as a solid line. It can be noticed from Figure 9c that the proposed
approach is less sensitive to the electricity price forecast errors. This result is
natural since self-scheduling CHP2 does not use the forecasted electricity price
and is not affected by the scenarios.

4.3. Feasible cost restoration

For a fair comparison, we relaxed unit commitment decisions in all studied
market frameworks. This resulted in solutions that could be infeasible. For
example, in the stylized case study in Figure 5, operational points of CHP2 in
hour 1 lie outside the FOR. In order to obtain a feasible solution, we solve the
sequential and integrated models with binary commitment decisions as MILPs
and report the unit commitment status and total heat and electricity production
cost in Table 6. In the proposed market framework the market operator does
not have to solve an equilibrium problem and employ KKT conditions. The
studied equilibrium model is a regulatory policy model to analyse the market
outcome. To obtain a feasible solution in the equilibrium problem, we ceil
the obtained commitment variables up to 1 if they are not zero. The relaxed
binaries underestimate the start-up cost. Therefore, when a unit is “partially”
started up in the relaxed model, it has to be fully started up in the feasible
model because generation is needed. Afterwards, we fix the ceiled binaries and
take KKT conditions by treating them as constants; see KKT conditions in the
Online Appendix [34].

Table 6: Optimal unit commitments in the feasible restored solution, G1 electricity dispatch,
and total heat and electricity production cost

Sequential Integrated Proposed
Unit t = 1 t = 2 t = 1 t = 2 t = 1 t = 2

uCHP1
t Binary 1 1 1 1 1 1
uCHP2
t Binary 1 0 1 1 1 1
uG1
t Binary 0 1 0 0 0 0
pG1
t [MW] 0 112.5 0 0 0 0

Cost [e] 17,123 -11.5 % -10.8 %

The feasible sequential market framework results in 17,123 e total cost,
while the ideal benchmark achieves 15,159 e , which is 11.5 % lower. The total
cost for the proposed model with self-scheduling CHP ended up close to the
integrated model with 15,270 e , i.e., 10.8 % reduction. Figure 10 illustrates
the feasible dispatch of CHPs in the studied models. It can be noticed that the
proposed market framework obtains electricity and heat dispatch that is closer
to the ideal benchmark rather than the sequential clearing.
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(c) Proposed soft-coordination mechanism with self-scheduling CHP

Figure 10: Feasible heat and electricity dispatch of CHPs in three market frameworks.

Table 7: Feasible total heat and electricity production cost under sequential, integrated and
proposed market clearing setups. % shows the cost reduction with respect to the sequential
benchmark. In the proposed approach, CHP2 is a self-scheduling unit.

Sequential Integrated Proposed
Cost [e] 144,124 -2.9 % -2.72 %

The same procedure of obtaining feasible cost with binary variables was done
for the larger case study; see Table 7. In this case, the integrated market clearing
resulted in -2.9 % and the proposed market setup in -2.72 % total production
cost reduction. It can also be noticed that cost reduction between the naive
and ideal benchmark decreases when the model operates with binaries (from
6.66 % to 2.9 %). We investigated how systems contribute to the cost reduction
decrease. Cost for producing heat is around 8 times lower than for produc-
ing electricity for CHP due to ρEs /ρ

H
s ratio. Thus, the increment of the heat

cost when introducing binaries in the heat market clearing for the sequential
framework is less substantial than that of the electricity cost. Moreover, more
freedom for CHPs in the electricity market is achieved since the commitment
variables are fixed as integers, and the operation point of CHPs can move in-
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side the complete FOR when the electricity market is cleared in the sequential
framework. In this way, electricity production cost in the sequential approach
could be reduced when integer binaries are introduced. This moves the total
heat and electricity production cost in the sequential approach closer to the
total cost in the ideal benchmark in the case of integer binaries.

4.4. Computation performance

The sequential and integrated optimization problems have very low compu-
tational needs and were solved in 0.1 s. However, when solving the MCP with
MILP reformulation, computational issues arise. The solution time of MILP
without an objective function for the more extensive case study varied between
3 and 20 min. The used solution method is sensitive to the regularization al-
gorithm [39] parameters and requires careful tuning. This poses limitations
in the exploration of larger-scale studies. However, the purpose of this work
is to demonstrate the market regulation and policy framework, and not solve
large-scale MCPs.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes the use of CHPs as self-scheduling units in the heat
and electricity market as a soft-coordination mechanism. CHPs producing both
heat and electricity are located at the interface between the respective sectors,
and have the potential to improve market coordination. The current sequen-
tial market-clearing approach is myopic to the sectors’ interaction, and limits
the flexibility of CHPs in the electricity market. The sequential and integrated
market clearing benchmarks were modeled as optimization problems, and the
proposed self-scheduling coordination mechanism was analyzed with an equilib-
rium model. The main conclusion is that introducing self-scheduling CHPs into
the heat and electricity market can approximate the integrated market solution
without disruptive market policy implications.

The proposed model showed results that are much closer to the integrated
rather than sequential model. However, the introduction of binary variables
in the models decreases the possible cost reduction. Another advantage of the
proposed market framework is that self-scheduling CHPs make the heat market
less sensitive to electricity price forecasts. Relaxing the assumption that self-
scheduling CHPs have perfect price information could reduce the benefits of the
coordination mechanism. This opens a direction for possible future research,
where asymmetric knowledge about electricity prices should be investigated in
the equilibrium model [43].

Future work could also extend day-ahead markets to include the real-time
electricity market [44] and re-dispatch of heat [20] to balance heat demand and
the intermittent renewable generation. Moreover, heat pumps, electric boilers,
and heat storage are flexible devices that can be incorporated into the two-
stage market framework [45] and further improve coordination between the two
systems [9]. Another source of flexibility is a district heating network that has
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the potential to store thermal power [12]. However, it requires modeling heat
transmission dynamics in the district heating pipes, resulting in an optimization
problem constrained by differential equations. Analyzing the equilibrium with
this optimization problem is a challenging direction for future research.

Finally, to study more complex case studies with real data, a large-scale
MCP problem has to be solved, and more advanced algorithms could be applied
to overcome the computation issues [46].
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This document is an electronic companion for the paper “Market-based Coordi-
nation for Heat and Electricity Systems”. In Section 1 we present data for the
case studies. Section 2 introduces detailed description of all optimization problems,
including Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. Section 3 shows the proof of Re-
mark 1. Section 4 provides calculation of the profit and root-mean square error of
the electricity price forecasts.
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Nomenclature

Sets

I Set of dispatchable electricity units i

ICHP Subset of Combined Heat & Power (CHP) plants s, ICHP ⊂ I

IG Subset of power only units g, IG ⊂ I

ISS Subset of self-scheduling CHPs s, ISS ⊂ I

IW Set of wind power units j

T Set of time periods t

Parameters

Pmin
g , Pmax

g Maximum/minimum power production of power only unit g [MW]

F s, F s Maximum/minimum fuel consumption of CHP s [MW]
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ρEs , ρ
H
s Electricity and heat fuel efficiency of CHP s

λ̂Et Electricity price forecast in hour t [e /MWh]

C fuel
i Fuel cost of dispatchable unit i [e /MW]

CSU
i Start-up cost of dispatchable unit i, [e ]

DE
t Electricity demand in period t [MW]

DH
t Heat load in period t [MW]

P ini
i Initial dispatch of unit i [MW]

Qmax
s Maximum heat production of CHP unit s, [MW]

Ri Maximum ramp up/down of unit i [MW]

rs Heat to electricity ration of CHP unit s

U ini
i Initial commitment status of unit i [0/1]

W f
j,t Day-ahead wind power forecast for wind power unit j in hour t [MW]

Decision Variables

λEt Day-ahead electricity price in hour t [e /MWh]

λHt Day-ahead heat price in hour t [e /MWh]

µ Set of dual variables of inequality constraints

cCHPs,t Start-up cost of CHP s in hour t [e ]

cGg,t Start-up cost of power only unit g in hour t [e ]

pCHP,H
s,t Anticipated electricity production of CHP s in hour t [MW]

pCHP
s,t Electricity dispatch of CHP s in hour t [MW]

pGg,t Electricity dispatch of power only unit g in hour t [MW]

pWj,t Day-ahead dispatch of wind power unit j in period t [MW]

qs,t Heat dispatch of CHP s in hour t [MW]

uCHP
s,t Relaxed unit commitment status of CHP s in hour t [MW]

uGg,t Relaxed unit commitment status of power only unit g in hour t [MW]
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Figure 1: Wind power and demand curves

1. Input Data

Table 1 presents technical parameters for the stylized case study. This case
study includes 2 CHPs and 1 conventional generator. Table 2 provides technical
information for the bigger case study with 2 CHPs and 2 generators. Day-ahead
wind power forecast is shown in Figure 1a and total demand for the heat and
electricity system in Figure 1b for the bigger case study. Figure 2 shows the day-
ahead electricity price forecast that is used to estimate the possible refenuve from
the electricity market in the heat market clearing of the sequential framework.

Table 1: Case Study 1. Generation units

CHP1 CHP2 G1

Qmax MW 250 250 -
R MW 60 120 180
F MW 500 500
F MW 150 150
r 0.6 0.6 -
ρE - 2.4 2.4 -
ρH - 0.25 0.25 -

Cfuel EUR

MW
10 15 50

CSU EUR 170 280 380
P ini MW 150 0 0
U ini - 1 0 0
Pmax MW - - 100
Pmin MW - - 200
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Table 2: Caste Study 2. Generation units

CHP1 CHP2 G1 G2

Qmax MW 300 300 - -
R MW 150 150 60 100
F MW 600 600 - -
F MW 100 100 - -
r 0.5 0.5 - -
ρE - 2.1 2.1 - -
ρH - 0.25 0.21 - -

Cfuel $

MW
5 12.5 20.7 6.7

CSU $ 8,000 10,000 10,000 13,000
P ini MW 100 0 0 0
U ini - 1 0 0 0
Pmax MW - - 200 200
Pmin MW - - 0 100
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Figure 2: Day-ahead electricity price forecast in the heat market clearing of the sequential
approach.

2. Optimization problems

This section presents optimization problems for the sequential (naive) and inte-
grated (ideal) benchmark, self scheduling CHP, and the equilibrium problem of the
proposed market setup.

2.1. Sequential clearing

2.1.1. Heat market clearing

In the sequential market framework, heat market is cleared before electricity
market based on the electricity price forecast, minimizing heat production cost minus
potential sales from the electricity market as follows

min
xH

∑

t∈T

∑

s∈ICHP
C fuel

s (ρEsp
CHP,H
s,t + ρHs qs,t) + cCHPs,t − λ̂Et pCHP,H

s,t , (1a)

4



subject to ∑

s∈ICHP
qs,t −DH

t = 0, ∀t : λHt (1b)

0 ≤ qs,t ≤ Qmax
s ,∀s,∀t : µH

s,t
, µH

s,t (1c)

pCHP,H
s,t ≥ rsqs,t, ∀s,∀t : µC,H

s,t (1d)

F su
CHP
s,t ≤ ρEspCHP,Hs,t + ρHs qs,t ≤ F su

CHP
s,t , ∀s,∀t : µC,H

s,t
, µC,H

s,t (1e)

cCHP
s,t ≥ CSU

s (uCHP
s,t − uCHP

s,t−1),∀s,∀t > 1 : µSU
s,t (1f)

cCHPs,t ≥ CSU
s (uCHP

s,t − U ini
s ),∀s,∀t = 1 : µSU

s,t (1g)

cCHP
s,t ≥ 0,∀s,∀t : µSU

s,t
(1h)

0 ≤ uCHP
s,t ≤ 1,∀s,∀t : µB

s,t
, µB

s,t (1i)

pCHP,Hs,t − pCHP,Hs,t−1 ≤ Rsu
CHP
s,t ,∀s,∀t > 1 : µR,H

s,t (1j)

pCHP,Hs,t − P ini
s ≤ Rsu

CHP
s,t ,∀s,∀t = 1 : µR,H

s,t (1k)

pCHP,H
s,t−1 − pCHP,H

s,t ≤ Rsu
CHP
s,t−1,∀s,∀t > 1 : µR,H

s,t
(1l)

P ini
s − pCHP,H

s,t ≤ RsU
ini
s ,∀s,∀t = 1 : µR,H

s,t
(1m)

where xH that includes the optimization variables of the heat market clearing prob-
lem {qs,t, pCHP,Hs,t , uCHP

s,t , cCHPs,t } ∀s ∈ ICHP,∀t ∈ T and λ̂Et - forecasted electricity
price. The output of the heat market clearing problem is fixed day-ahead heat dis-
patch q∗s,t and unit commitment decisions uCHP∗

s,t and start-up cost cCHP
s,t of CHP

units. By including CHP ramping constraints we respect also heat ramping in the
heat market. Notice that pCHP,H

s,t is only anticipation of day-ahead CHP power
schedule based on the forecasted electricity price, but not final dispatch.

Dual variables λHt of the heat balance constraints (1b) derive the heat spot
prices. Inequality constraints include the feasible operation region (FOR) of the
extraction CHP units (1c) - (1e), define the start-up cost for each CHP unit (1f)-
(1h), relax the commitment decisions between 0 and 1 (1i), enforce ramping limits
on CHP units power (1j)-(1m).
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2.1.2. Electricity market clearing

In the electricity market, a market operator minimizes total electricity production
cost of CHPs and power only units as follows:

min
xE

∑

t∈T


 ∑

s∈ICHP
C fuel

s ρEsp
CHP
s,t +

∑

g∈IG
(C fuel

g pGg,t + cGg,t)


. (2a)

subject to ∑

i∈I
pi,t +

∑

j∈IW
pWj,t −DE

t = 0, ∀t : λEt (2b)

0 ≤ pWj,t ≤W f
j,t,∀j,∀t : µW

j,t
, µW

j,t (2c)

Pmin
g uGg,t ≤ pGg,t ≤ Pmax

g uGg,t,∀g,∀t : µG
g,t
, µG

g,t (2d)

cGg,t ≥ CSU
g (uGg,t − uGg,t−1),∀g,∀t > 1 : µSU

g,t (2e)

cGg,t ≥ CSU
g (uGg,t − U ini

g ),∀g,∀t = 1 : µSU
g,t (2f)

cGg,t ≥ 0,∀g,∀t : µSU
g,t

(2g)

0 ≤ uGg,t ≤ 1,∀g,∀t : µB
g,t
, µB

g,t (2h)

pGg,t − pGg,t−1 ≤ Rgu
G
g,t,∀g,∀t > 1 : µR

g,t (2i)

pGg,t − P ini
g ≤ Rgu

G
g,t,∀g,∀t = 1 : µR

g,t (2j)

pGg,t−1 − pGg,t ≤ Rgu
G
g,t−1,∀g,∀t > 1 : µR

g,t
(2k)

P ini
g − pGg,t ≤ RgU

ini
g ,∀g,∀t = 1 : µR

g,t
(2l)

pCHP
s,t ≥ rsq∗s,t, ∀s,∀t : µC

s,t (2m)

F su
CHP∗
s,t ≤ ρEspCHP

s,t + ρHs q
∗
s,t ≤ F su

CHP∗
s,t , ∀s,∀t : µC

s,t
, µC

s,t (2n)

pCHP
s,t − pCHPs,t−1 ≤ Rsu

CHP∗
s,t ,∀s,∀t > 1 : µR

s,t (2o)

pCHP
s,t − P ini

s ≤ Rsu
CHP∗
s,t ,∀s,∀t = 1 : µR

s,t (2p)
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pCHP
s,t−1 − pCHP

s,t ≤ Rsu
CHP∗
s,t−1,∀s,∀t > 1 : µR

s,t
(2q)

P ini
s − pCHPs,t ≤ RsU

ini
s ,∀s,∀t = 1 : µR

s,t
(2r)

where xE that includes the optimization variables of the electricity market clear-
ing problem {pCHP

s,t , pGg,t, p
W
j,t, u

G
g,t, c

G
g,t} ∀s ∈ ICHP,∀g ∈ IG,∀j ∈ IW,∀t ∈ T and

q∗s,t, u
CHP∗
s,t are fixed as the result of the heat market clearing.

We derive the actual electricity prices λEt as the dual variables of the power bal-
ance constraints (2b). Constraints enforce wind power units and convectional gener-
ators electricity production limits (2c), (2d), limit ramping capacity of conventional
generators (2i)-(2l), relax generators’ commitment variables (2h) and compute their
start-up cost (2e)-(2g). Moreover, given the CHP heat dispatch and commitment
decisions from the heat market, the optimization problem also considers CHP elec-
tricity production inside its FOR (2m) - (2n) and enforces CHP ramping limits (2o)-
(2r).

2.2. Ideal benchmark: Integrated heat and electricity market clearing

Here the model of one integrated market using co-optimization of heat and
electricity is presented. The problem minimizes total heat and electricity production
cost as follows

min
xEH

∑

t∈T


 ∑

s∈ICHP
C fuel

s (ρEsp
CHP
s,t + ρHs qs,t) +

∑

g∈IG
C fuel

g pGg,t +
∑

i∈I
ci,t


 (3a)

subject to (1b), (1c), (2b), (2c), (2d), (1f)-(1i), (2e)-(2h)

pCHP
s,t ≥ rsqs,t, ∀s,∀t : µC

s,t (3b)

F su
CHP
s,t ≤ ρEspCHP

s,t + ρHs qs,t ≤ F su
CHP
s,t , ∀s,∀t : µC

s,t
, µC

s,t (3c)

pi,t − pi,t−1 ≤ Riui,t,∀i,∀t > 1 : µR
i,t (3d)

pi,t − P ini
i ≤ Riui,t,∀i,∀t = 1 : µR

i,t (3e)

pi,t−1 − pi,t ≤ Riui,t−1,∀i,∀t > 1 : µR
i,t

(3f)

P ini
i − pi,t ≤ RiU

ini
i ,∀i,∀t = 1 : µR

i,t
(3g)

where xEH that consists of {qs,t, pi,t, pWj,t, ui,t, ci,t} ∀i ∈ I,∀j ∈ IW,∀t ∈ T .
is the set of optimization variables in the integrated electricity and heat market
clearing. Moreover, pi,t = pCHP

s,t ∪ pGg,t, ui,t = uCHPs,t ∪ uGg,t, ci,t = cCHP
s,t ∪ cGg,t.

Constraints enforce FOR for CHP units (3b)-(3c), impose ramping limits on
all dispatchable units (3d)-(3g). Here heat productions and commitment status of
CHP units are variables, compared to the electricity market (2).
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2.3. Proposed model soft-coordination mechanism

In this section we describe the optimization problem of self-scheduling CHP and
the proposed equilibrium model to analyse the introduced market mechanism.

2.3.1. Self-scheduling CHP

A self-scheduling CHP unit maximizes the profit from both markets as follows

max
xSS

∑

t∈T
(λH*t − C fuel

s ρHs )qs,t + (λE*t − C fuel
s ρEs )p

CHP
s,t − cCHP

s,t . (4a)

subject to (1c), (3b), (3c), (1f)-(1i)

pCHP
s,t − pCHP

s,t−1 ≤ Rsu
CHP
s,t ,∀s,∀t > 1 : µR

s,t (4b)

pCHP
s,t − P ini

s ≤ Rsu
CHP
s,t ,∀s,∀t = 1 : µR

s,t (4c)

pCHP
s,t−1 − pCHP

s,t ≤ Rsu
CHP
s,t−1,∀s,∀t > 1 : µR

s,t
(4d)

P ini
s − pCHPs,t ≤ RsU

ini
s ,∀s,∀t = 1 : µR

s,t

}
∀s ∈ ISS (4e)

where xSS = {pCHP
s,t , qs,t, u

CHP
s,t , cCHP

s,t ,∀s ∈ ISS,∀t ∈ T } is the vector of optimization

variables for self-scheduling CHP units and electricity and heat prices λH∗t , λE∗t are
parameters from heat and electricity market clearing problem. Constraints (4b) -
(4e) enforce ramping limits of self-scheduling CHP.

2.4. Mixed Complementarity Problem (MCP) reformulation

2.4.1. Heat market KKTs

Stationarity conditions

{ ∂L

∂qs,t
= C fuel

s ρHs − λHt − µH
s,t

+ µH
s,t + µC,H

s,t rs − ρHs µC,H
s,t

+ ρHs µ
C,H
s,t = 0, ∀t (5a)

∂L

∂pCHP,H
s,t

= C fuel
s ρEs − λ̂Et − µC,H

s,t − ρEsµC,H
s,t

+ ρEsµ
C,H
s,t + µR,H

s,t − µR,H
s,t+1+

+ µR,H
s,t+1

− µR,H
s,t

= 0, ∀t < T

(5b)

∂L

∂pCHP,H
s,t

= C fuel
s ρEs − λ̂Et − µC,H

s,t − ρEsµC,H
s,t

+ ρEsµ
C,H
s,t + µR,H

s,t − µR,H
s,t

= 0, ∀t = T

(5c)

∂L

∂uCHP
s,t

= µC,H
s,t
F s − µC,H

s,t F s + µSU
s,tC

SU
s − µSU

s,t+1C
SU
s − µB

s,t
+ µB

s,t−

− µR,H
s,t Rs − µR,H

s,t+1
Rs = 0, ∀t < T

(5d)
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∂L

∂uCHP
s,t

= µC,H
s,t
F s − µC,H

s,t F s + µSU
s,tC

SU
s − µB

s,t
+ µB

s,t − µR,H
s,t Rs = 0, ∀t = T (5e)

∂L

∂cCHP
s,t

= 1− µSU
s,t − µSU

s,t
= 0, ∀t (5f)

Complementarity conditions

0 ≤ qs,t ⊥ µH
s,t
≥ 0, ∀t (5g)

0 ≤ (Qmax
s − qs,t) ⊥ µH

s,t ≥ 0, ∀t (5h)

0 ≤ (pCHP,H
s,t − rsqs,t) ⊥ µC,H

s,t ≥ 0, ∀t (5i)

0 ≤ (ρEsp
CHP,H
s,t + ρHs qs,t − uCHP

s,t F s) ⊥ µC,H
s,t
≥ 0, ∀t (5j)

0 ≤ (F su
CHP
s,t − ρEspCHP,H

s,t − ρHs qs,t) ⊥ µC,H
s,t ≥ 0, ∀t (5k)

0 ≤ (cCHPs,t − CSU
s (uCHP

s,t − uCHP
s,t−1)) ⊥ µSU

s,t ≥ 0, ∀t > 1 (5l)

0 ≤ (cCHPs,t − CSU
s (uCHP

s,t − U ini
s )) ⊥ µSU

s,t ≥ 0, ∀t = 1 (5m)

0 ≤ cCHP
s,t ⊥ µSU

s,t
≥ 0,∀t (5n)

0 ≤ (Rsu
CHP
s,t + pCHP,Hs,t−1 − pCHP,H

s,t ) ⊥ µR,H
s,t ≥ 0,∀t > 1 (5o)

0 ≤ (Rsu
CHP
s,t + P ini

s − pCHP,H
s,t ) ⊥ µR,H

s,t ≥ 0,∀t = 1 (5p)

0 ≤ (Rsu
CHP
s,t−1 + pCHP,H

s,t − pCHP,H
s,t−1 ) ⊥ µR,H

s,t
≥ 0,∀t > 1 (5q)

0 ≤ (RsU
ini
s + pCHP,H

s,t − P ini
s ) ⊥ µR,H

s,t
≥ 0,∀t = 1 (5r)

0 ≤ uCHP
s,t ⊥ µB

s,t
≥ 0,∀t (5s)

0 ≤ (1− uCHP
s,t ) ⊥ µB

s,t ≥ 0,∀t
}
∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS (5t)

Heat balance ∑

s∈ICHP
qs,t −DH

t = 0, ∀t : λHt (5u)
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2.4.2. Electricity market KKTs

Stationarity conditions

∂L

∂pCHP
s,t

= C fuel
s ρEs − λEt − µC

s,t − µC
s,t
ρEs + µC

s,tρ
E
s + µR

s,t − µR
s,t+1+

+ µR
s,t+1

− µR
s,t

= 0, ∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS,∀t < T

(6a)

∂L

∂pCHPs,t

= C fuel
s ρEs−λEt−µC

s,t−µC
s,t
ρEs+µ

C
s,tρ

E
s+µ

R
s,t−µR

s,t
= 0, ∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS,∀t = T

(6b)

∂L

∂pGg,t
= C fuel

g −λEt −µG
g,t

+µG
g,t+µ

R
g,t−µR

g,t+1+µ
R
g,t+1

−µR
g,t

= 0, ∀g,∀t < T (6c)

∂L

∂pGg,t
= C fuel

g − λEt − µG
g,t

+ µG
g,t + µR

g,t − µR
g,t

= 0, ∀g,∀t = T (6d)

∂L

∂uGg,t
= µG

g,t
Pmin
g − µG

g,tP
max
g + µSU

g,tC
SU
g − µSU

g,t+1C
SU
s − µB

g,t
+ µB

g,t−

− µR
g,tRg − µR

g,t+1
Rg = 0, ∀g,∀t < T

(6e)

∂L

∂uGg,t
= µG

g,t
Pmin
g −µG

g,tP
max
g +µSU

g,tC
SU
g −µB

g,t
+µB

g,t−µR
g,tRg = 0, ∀g,∀t = T (6f)

∂L

∂pWj,t
= −λEt − µW

j,t
+ µW

j,t = 0, ∀j,∀t (6g)

∂L

∂cGg,t
= 1− µSU

g,t − µSU
g,t

= 0, ∀g,∀t (6h)

Complementarity conditions

0 ≤ (pGg,t − Pmin
g uGg,t) ⊥ µG

g,t
≥ 0, ∀g,∀t (6i)

0 ≤ (Pmax
g uGg,t − pGg,t) ⊥ µG

g,t ≥ 0, ∀g,∀t (6j)

0 ≤ pWj,t ⊥ µW
j,t
≥ 0, ∀j,∀t (6k)

0 ≤ (W f
j,t − pWj,t) ⊥ µW

j,t ≥ 0, ∀j,∀t (6l)

0 ≤ (pCHP
s,t − rsqs,t) ⊥ µC

s,t ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS,∀t (6m)
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0 ≤ (ρEsp
CHP
s,t + ρHs qs,t − uCHPs,t F s) ⊥ µC

s,t
≥ 0, ∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS,∀t (6n)

0 ≤ (F su
CHP
s,t − ρEspCHPs,t − ρHs qs,t) ⊥ µC

s,t ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS,∀t (6o)

0 ≤ (cGg,t − CSU
g (uGg,t − uGg,t−1)) ⊥ µSU

g,t ≥ 0, ∀g,∀t > 1 (6p)

0 ≤ (cGg,t − CSU
g (uGg,t − U ini

g )) ⊥ µSU
g,t ≥ 0, ∀g,∀t = 1 (6q)

0 ≤ cGg,t ⊥ µSU
g,t
≥ 0,∀g,∀t (6r)

0 ≤ (Rgu
G
g,t + pGg,t−1 − pGg,t) ⊥ µR

g,t ≥ 0,∀g,∀t > 1 (6s)

0 ≤ (Rgu
G
g,t + P ini

g − pGg,t) ⊥ µR
g,t ≥ 0,∀g,∀t = 1 (6t)

0 ≤ (Rgu
G
g,t−1 + pGg,t − pGg,t−1) ⊥ µR

g,t
≥ 0,∀g,∀t > 1 (6u)

0 ≤ (RgU
ini
g + pGg,t − P ini

g ) ⊥ µR
g,t
≥ 0,∀g,∀t = 1 (6v)

0 ≤ (Rsu
CHP
s,t + pCHPs,t−1 − pGs,t) ⊥ µR

s,t ≥ 0,∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS,∀t > 1 (6w)

0 ≤ (Rsu
CHP
s,t + P ini

s − pCHP
s,t ) ⊥ µR

s,t ≥ 0,∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS,∀t = 1 (6x)

0 ≤ (Rsu
CHP
s,t−1 + pCHPs,t − pCHPs,t−1) ⊥ µR

s,t
≥ 0,∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS,∀t > 1 (6y)

0 ≤ (RsU
ini
s + pCHP

s,t − P ini
s ) ⊥ µR

s,t
≥ 0,∀s ∈ ICHP\ISS,∀t = 1 (6z)

0 ≤ uGg,t ⊥ µB
g,t
≥ 0,∀g,∀t (6aa)

0 ≤ (1− uGg,t) ⊥ µB
g,t ≥ 0,∀g,∀t (6ab)

Power balance ∑

i∈I
pi,t +

∑

j∈IW
pWj,t −DE

t = 0, ∀t : λEt (6ac)
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2.4.3. Self-scheduling CHP KKTs

Stationarity conditions

{
∂L

∂qs,t
= C fuel

s ρHs − λHt − µH
s,t

+ µH
s,t + rµC

s,t − ρHs µC
s,t

+ ρHs µ
C
s,t = 0, ∀t (7a)

∂L

∂pCHP
s,t

= C fuel
s ρEs − λEt − µC

s,t − µC
s,t
ρEs + µC

s,tρ
E
s + µR

s,t − µR
s,t+1+

+ µR
s,t+1

− µR
s,t

= 0, ∀t < T

(7b)

∂L

∂pCHPs,t

= C fuel
s ρEs − λEt − µC

s,t − µC
s,t
ρEs + µC

s,tρ
E
s + µR

s,t − µR
s,t

= 0, ∀t = T (7c)

∂L

∂uCHPs,t

= µC
s,t
F s − µC

s,tF s + µSU
s,tC

SU
s − µSU

s,t+1C
SU
s − µB

s,t
+ µB

s,t−

− µR
s,tRs − µR

s,t+1
Rs = 0, ∀t < T

(7d)

∂L

∂uCHP
s,t

= µC
s,t
F s − µC

s,tF s + µSU
s,tC

SU
s − µB

s,t
+ µB

s,t − µR
s,tRs = 0, ∀t = T (7e)

∂L

∂cCHP
s,t

= 1− µSU
s,t − µSU

s,t
= 0, ∀t (7f)

Complementarity conditions

0 ≤ qs,t ⊥ µH
s,t
≥ 0, ∀t (7g)

0 ≤ (Qmax
s − qs,t) ⊥ µH

s,t ≥ 0, ∀t (7h)

0 ≤ (pCHP
s,t − rsqs,t) ⊥ µC

s,t ≥ 0, ∀t (7i)

0 ≤ (ρEsp
CHP
s,t + ρHs qs,t − uCHP

s,t F s) ⊥ µC
s,t
≥ 0, ∀t (7j)

0 ≤ (F su
CHP
s,t − ρEspCHP

s,t − ρHs qDA
s,t ) ⊥ µC

s,t ≥ 0, ∀t (7k)

0 ≤ (cCHP
s,t − CSU

s (uCHP
s,t − uCHP

s,t−1)) ⊥ µSU
s,t ≥ 0, ∀t > 1 (7l)

0 ≤ (cCHPs,t − CSU
s (uCHP

s,t − U ini
s )) ⊥ µSU

s,t ≥ 0, ∀t = 1 (7m)
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0 ≤ cCHP
s,t ⊥ µSU

s,t
≥ 0,∀t (7n)

0 ≤ (Rsu
CHP
s,t + pCHP

s,t−1 − pCHP
s,t ) ⊥ µR

s,t ≥ 0,∀t > 1 (7o)

0 ≤ (Rsu
CHP
s,t + P ini

s − pCHP
s,t ) ⊥ µR

s,t ≥ 0,∀t = 1 (7p)

0 ≤ (Rsu
CHP
s,t−1 + pCHP

s,t − pCHP
s,t−1) ⊥ µR

s,t
≥ 0,∀t > 1 (7q)

0 ≤ (RsU
ini
s + pCHPs,t − P ini

s ) ⊥ µR
s,t
≥ 0,∀t = 1 (7r)

0 ≤ uCHP
s,t ⊥ µB

s,t
≥ 0,∀t (7s)

0 ≤ (1− uCHP
s,t ) ⊥ µB

s,t ≥ 0,∀t
}
∀s ∈ ISS (7t)

3. Proof of remark

3.1. Ideal benchmark: KKTs

∂L

∂qs,t
= C fuel

s ρHs − λHt − µH
s,t

+ µH
s,t + µC

s,trs − ρHs µC
s,t

+ ρHs µ
C
s,t = 0, ∀s,∀t (8a)

∂L

∂pCHP
s,t

= C fuel
s ρEs − λEt − µC

s,t − µC
s,t
ρEs + µC

s,tρ
E
s + µR

s,t − µR
s,t+1+

+ µR
s,t+1

− µR
s,t

= 0, ∀s,∀t < T

(8b)

∂L

∂pCHP
s,t

= C fuel
s ρEs −λEt −µC

s,t−µC
s,t
ρEs +µC

s,tρ
E
s +µR

s,t−µR
s,t

= 0, ∀s,∀t = T (8c)

∂L

∂pGg,t
= C fuel

g −λEt −µG
g,t

+µG
g,t+µ

R
g,t−µR

g,t+1+µ
R
g,t+1

−µR
g,t

= 0, ∀g,∀t < T (8d)

∂L

∂pGg,t
= C fuel

g − λEt − µG
g,t

+ µG
g,t + µR

g,t − µR
g,t

= 0, ∀g,∀t = T (8e)

∂L

∂uCHP
s,t

= µC
s,t
F s − µC

s,tF s + µSU
s,tC

SU
s − µSU

s,t+1C
SU
s − µB

s,t
+ µB

s,t−

− µR
s,tRs − µR

s,t+1
Rs = 0, ∀s,∀t < T

(8f)
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∂L

∂uCHP
s,t

= µC
s,t
F s−µC

s,tF s +µSU
s,tC

SU
s −µB

s,t
+µB

s,t−µR
s,tRs = 0, ∀s,∀t = T (8g)

∂L

∂uGg,t
= µG

g,t
Pmin
g − µG

g,tP
max
g + µSU

g,tC
SU
g − µSU

g,t+1C
SU
s − µB

g,t
+ µB

g,t−

− µR
g,tRg − µR

g,t+1
Rg = 0, ∀g,∀t < T

(8h)

∂L

∂uGg,t
= µG

g,t
Pmin
g −µG

g,tP
max
g +µSU

g,tC
SU
g −µB

g,t
+µB

g,t−µR
g,tRg = 0, ∀g,∀t = T (8i)

∂L

∂ci,t
= 1− µSU

i,t − µSU
i,t

= 0, ∀i, ∀t (8j)

∂L

∂pWj,t
= −λEt − µW

j,t
+ µW

j,t = 0, ∀j,∀t (8k)

0 ≤ qs,t ⊥ µH
s,t
≥ 0, ∀s,∀t (8l)

0 ≤ (Qmax
s − qs,t) ⊥ µH

s,t ≥ 0, ∀s,∀t (8m)

0 ≤ (pGg,t − Pmin
g uGg,t) ⊥ µG

g,t
≥ 0, ∀g,∀t (8n)

0 ≤ (Pmax
g uGg,t − pGg,t) ⊥ µG

g,t ≥ 0, ∀g,∀t (8o)

0 ≤ pWj,t ⊥ µW
j,t
≥ 0, ∀j,∀t (8p)

0 ≤ (W f
j,t − pWj,t) ⊥ µW

j,t ≥ 0, ∀j,∀t (8q)

0 ≤ (pCHP
s,t − rsqs,t) ⊥ µC

s,t ≥ 0, ∀s,∀t (8r)

0 ≤ (ρEsp
CHP
s,t + ρHs qs,t − uCHP

s,t F s) ⊥ µC
s,t
≥ 0, ∀s,∀t (8s)

0 ≤ (F su
CHP
s,t − ρEspCHP

s,t − ρHs qDA
s,t ) ⊥ µC

s,t ≥ 0, ∀s,∀t (8t)

0 ≤ (ci,t − CSU
i (ui,t − ui,t−1)) ⊥ µSU

i,t ≥ 0, ∀i, ∀t > 1 (8u)

0 ≤ (ci,t − CSU
s (ui,t − U ini

i )) ⊥ µSU
i,t ≥ 0, ∀i,∀t = 1 (8v)
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0 ≤ ci,t ⊥ µSU
i,t
≥ 0,∀i,∀t (8w)

0 ≤ (Riui,t + pi,t−1 − pi,t) ⊥ µR
i,t ≥ 0,∀i,∀t > 1 (8x)

0 ≤ (Riui,t + P ini
i − pi,t) ⊥ µR

i,t ≥ 0,∀i,∀t = 1 (8y)

0 ≤ (Riui,t−1 + pi,t − pi,t−1) ⊥ µR
i,t
≥ 0,∀i,∀t > 1 (8z)

0 ≤ (RiU
ini
i + pi,t − P ini

i ) ⊥ µR
i,t
≥ 0,∀i,∀t = 1 (8aa)

0 ≤ ui,t ⊥ µB
i,t
≥ 0,∀i,∀t (8ab)

0 ≤ (1− ui,t) ⊥ µB
i,t ≥ 0,∀i,∀t (8ac)

∑

s∈ICHP
qs,t −DH

t = 0, ∀t : λHt (8ad)

∑

i∈I
pi,t +

∑

j∈IW
pWj,t −DE

t = 0, ∀t : λEt (8ae)

In case all CHPs are self-scheduling units, the optimization problem of the heat
market and its KKT conditions (5) (expect for the heat balance) disappear. In
electricity market (6), conditions (6a)-(6b), (6m)-(6o), (6w)-(6z) are left off. KKT
conditions (7) are then valid for all CHP units (∀s ∈ ICHP). Combining conditions
(6h) with (7f), (6p)-(6v) with (7l)-(7r), and (6aa)-(6ab) with (7s)-(7t) we obtain
(8j), (8u)-(8aa), and (8ab)-(8ac) respectively. Together with the rest of conditions
they are identical to (8).

4. Profit and cost computation

ProfitCHP(s, t) = (λEt − C fuel
s ρEs )p

CHP
s,t + (λHt − C fuel

s ρHs )qs,t − cCHP
s,t (9a)

ProfitG(g, t) = (λEt − C fuel
g )pGg,t − cGg,t (9b)

CostTotal =
∑

t

∑

s

[C fuel
s (ρEsp

CHP
s,t + ρHs qs,t) + cCHP

s,t ] +
∑

g

[C fuel
g pGg,t + cGg,t] (9c)

RMSE =

√
1

T

∑

t

[λEt − λ̂Et ]2 (9d)
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